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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

BECORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) '

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 0.L.

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )

'

Unit 1) )

HRC STAFF'S PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW IN THE FORM OF A PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION

!

I. OPINION

A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Intervenors Suffolk County ("SC" or "the County") and Shoreham.

Opponents Coalition (" SOC") proferred for litigation in this proceeding
.

several contentions raising related issues concerning the safety

classification and analysis of structures, systems and components at

Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. (Finding 7B:1). S0C Contention 7B(1)

and SC Contention 29 alleged that event tree and fault tree logic such as

that used in NRC's Interim Reliability Evaluation Program ("IREP''; must

! be applied at Shoreham in an analysis of the reliability of systems which
| r

prevent or mitigate accidents, in contrast to what has been done in the

past in the licensing of nuclear power reactors. 30C Contention 7B(2)

and SC Contention 7 contended that a Shoreham-specific systems inter-i

,

action analysis was required to assure that adverse interactions had been
~

identified. In SOC Contention 7B(4) and SC Contention 6, Intervenors

asserted that, in the absence of a systematic event tree / fault tree

accident sequence analysis for Shoreham, there could be no assurance that

_ _ - . .__ . . - _ _ ._ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ . - _ _ . _ _ . _ . . ._ _
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all items "important to safety" as that term is used in General Design-

Criteria 1 had been properly classified and appropriate design and
,

quality assurance standards applied. SC Contention 6 also alleged that

a proper classification analysis would include a review of the Shoreham

emergency operating procedures to ensure proper classification of all
.

equipment relied upon in the procedures.

Lcng Island Lighting Company ("LILCo") an.d the NRC Staff (" Staff")

both argued against the admission of these contentions on the grounds

that they were barred by the Commission's Statement of Policy:

Further Commission Guidance for Power Reactor Operating Licenses, CLI-

80 42,12 NRC 654 (December 8,1980), which provided guidance on the

extent to which issues arising out of the reviews of the Three Mile
,

.

Island, Unit 2 accident may be litigated in individual operating license
*- proceedings. In a Memorandum and Order dated March 15, 1982, this Board

confirmed rulings it had made at a prehearing conference of March 9 and

10, 1982 and overruled the objections of LILCo and the Staff to the

admission of these contentions. The Board found the contentions as sub-

mitted to be too vague to put the parties and the Board on notice as to

which plant systems were allegedly inadequate or i'mproperly classified.

However, the Board held that the contentions raised a litigable issue as

to whether the historic methodology applied by LILC0 and the Staff in

the design and review, respectively, of Shoreham was adequate to assure
"

adequate protection against accident sequences which should be considered.

Accordingly, the Board reformulated contentions SOC 7B(1),(2) and (4),.

SC 29, SC 7 and SC 6 into the following centention which was admitted for

litigation:

. -- . - .- - _ _ . . .- - , --- - .. --
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"LILCo and the Staff have not applied an adequate
methodology to Shoreham to analyze the reliability of
systems, taking into account systems interactions and,

the classification and qualification of systems important
to safety, to determine which sequences of accidents
should be considered within the design basis of the
plant, and if so, whether the design basis of the plant
in fact adequately protects against every such sequence.
In particular, proper systematic methodology such as
the fault tree and event tree logic approach of the IREP
program or a systematic failure modes and effect analysis
has not been applied to Shoreham. Absent such a metho-
dological approach to defining the importance to safety
of each piece of equipment, it is not'possible to
identify the items to which General Design Criteria 1,
2, 3, 4, 10, 13, 21, 11, 12, 24, 29, 35, 37 apply, and
thus it is not possible to demonstrate ccmpliance with
these criteria."

(Finding 7B:1).-

The Board also took steps to place limitations on the scope of the
'

litigation of the reformulated Contention 7B in recognition of its'

breadth. Intervenors were required to prefile their testimony first and.,

to present their testimony at hearings before LILCo and the Staff were

required to prefile their respective testimony. Further, the Board

stated that Intervenors would be limited to a maximum of three examples

of plant design which, in their view, would illustra'te the inadequacy of

the methodology applied in the plant design and review.

Several events subsequent to the admission of Contention 7B resulted

in a substantial expansion of the scope of the litigation under Conten-

tion 7B. First, during Intervenors' discovery, LILCc was requested to

produce a ccpy of a draft of the probabilistic risk assessment ("PRA").

study which LILCo had voluntarily undertaken for Shoreham. LILCo
.

declined to produce the document, Intervenors mcved to ccmpel production,

and this Board granted Intervenors' motion. The Board warned, however,

that it had no intention of sitting for lengthy testimony on the specific

|
'
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details of the draft PRA. The prefiled testimony of Intervenors and, to '-

a much greater extent, LILCo did discuss the Shoreham PRA and its
.

relation to the contention. The Board decided to permit the introduction

of most of this testimony.

Second, Intervenors decided to combine their case on 50C Contention 19(b)

withthatonContention7B.1/ Because of the close relation between these

1/ S0C Contention.19(b) reads in full as follows:

" SOC contends that the NRC Staff has not required LILCo to
incorporate measures to assure that Shoreham conforms with the
standards or goals of safety criteria contained in recent regu-
latory guides. As a result, the Staff has not required that
Shoreham structures, systems and components be backfit as required
by 10 C.F.R. 5 50.55a, 5 50.57, and 5 50.109 with regard to:

. ,

(b) Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. -- LILCo's general list.

of quality group and seismic cesign classifications listed
in FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 is not in compliance with 10 C.F.R.

'- Part 50, Appendix A, Criteria 1 and 2,10 C.F.R. 5 50.55a,
and 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A in that:

(1) the quality group classifications contained in FSAR
Table 3.2.1-1 do not comply with the regulatory
position of Revision 3 of Regulatcry Guide 1.26 for
safety-related components containing water, steam or
radioactive materials;

(2) the seismic design classifications contained in FSAR
Table 3.2.1-1 do not ccmply with the regulatory
position of Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 with
regard to control room habitability and radioactive
waste systems;

(3) LILCo has not revised the FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 to
expand the list of safety-related equipment as
reflected in NUREG-0737 and as a result of the NRC

*

Staff review of the Q-list as set forth in Supplement
1 of the SER on page 17-1; and

'

(4) LILCo's list of safety-related equipment contained in
FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 does not include equipment upon
which the plant operators will rely in response to
accidents outlined in the Shoreham emergency
operating procedures."

(Finding 7B:2)

,

y -- - . , , , _ . _ - - _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ .- , _ . _ , . . , __ _ __ _ _..,,m,__
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contentions, the Board permitted this consolidation and LILCo and the-

Staff shaped their prefiled testimony accordingly. Third, Intervenors'
.

prefiled testimony went beyond the three systems permitted by the

Board's March 15, 1982 Memorandum and Order to raise issues concerning

the adequacy of the classification of several additional systems, albeit

briefly, and also questioned the adequacy of LILCo's summary

classification table, Table 3.2.1-1 of the Final Safety Analysis Report

("FSAR"). LILCo and the Staff moved to strike these and certain other

portions of Intervenor's prefiled testimony. After argument by the

parties, the motions were denied. Tr. 1093-1103. The prefiled

testimony of LILCo and the Staff addressed these additional systems.

Hearings on Contention 7B (and S0C Coitention 19(b)) were held on
.

May 4-7, June 15-18, June 22-25, July 6-9, July 13-16 and July 21-22,

1982. Intervenors, LILCo and the Staff each presented a panel of witnesses;.
.

a total of twenty witnesses was heard by the Board during those twenty-two

hearing days. (Finding 7B:3).

*0n February 24, 1983, the Board ordered that the record be reopened

after'one of the Staff's witnesses sought , modify certain of the testi-

I cony he had given. (Finding 7B:6A, 6B). Additional hearing sessions were

| held April 5-8, 1983. A total of fourteen witnesses were heard during

this reopened phase of the hearings on these contentions. (Finding 7B:6C).

* Proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law have been

submitted by the Applicant, the County and the Staff..

|

.

B. SUMMARY OF AFFIRMATIVE CASES PRESENTED
l

| Intervenor's case on Contention 7B consisted of the testimony of a

panel of four witnesses: Gregory C. Minor, Richard B. Hubbard, Marc W.
I
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Goldsmith and Susan J. Harwood. 11r. Minor and Mr. Hubbard are vice--

presidents of f1HB Technical Associates, an engineering and consultant
.

firm. Both Mr.11inor and 11r. Hubbard are engineers with experience in

the nuclear induttry at General Electric. Mr. Goldsmith amd lis. Harwood

are president an'd a research engineer, respectively, of Energy Research

Group, Inc., an energy consulting firm. Both fir. Goldsmith and
1

Ms. Harwood are nuclear engineers. (Finding 7B:4).'

.

.

9

9

0

9
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Intervenors' testimony attempted to demonstrate that deficiencies.

exist in the methodology utilized by LILCo in the classification of
.

structures, systems and components. Three particular arguments were

raised. First, Intervenors' experts examined Table 3.2.1-1 of the FSAR

and pointed to certain alleged inconsistencies and shortcomings of the

table. Second, the testimony ccmpared the equipment relied upon by the

Shoreham Emergency Operating Procedures with that relied upon in the FSAR

Chapter 15 analysis of design basis events. Third, the testimony gave

several examples of systems that allegedly failed to satisfy applicable

classification criteria. These examples included the standby liquid

control system, the turbine bypass, the reactor core isolation cooling
,

system, the level 8 trip and the rod block monitor.
.

Intervenors' experts further testified that an incomplete

methodology had been utilized by LILCO for detecting and analyzing-

systems interactions which could adversely affect plant safety. The

water level indication system was discussed at length as an example of a

system which could be adversely affected by interactions with other

systems or equipment to the detriment of plant safety.

Intervenors faulted LILCo for its alleged failure to utilize what

Intervenors' experts considered improved techniques for safety
!

classification, such as PRA, failure modes and effects analyses, systems
'

,

|

interaction analyses and dependency analyses. According to Intervenors,

in the absence of the application of such methods, LILCo may not have-

'

properly recognized, classified and treated all structures, systems, and
,

components which are important to safety. In Intervenors' view,,

l

i

!

- _ _ . , -
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compliance with the General Design Criteria cannot be demonstrated given-

these inadequacies.
.

LILCo presented a panel of nine witnesses on Contention 7B.

Robert M. Kascsak is the Nuclear Systems Engineering Divison Manager at

LILCO. Mr. Kascsaks' education and experience are in the areas cf

mechanical and nuclear engineering. George F. Dawe, George Garabedian,

and Paul .W. Rigelhaupt are from Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

("S&W"), the architect-engineer for Shoreham. Mr. Dawe, Supervisor of

Project Licensing, has over 15 years experience in the nuclear power

field and demonstrated extensive knowledge of and familiarity with the

Shoreham plant. Mr. Garabedian, a Senior Power Engineer, also has been

involved for several years with the Shoreham project. Mr. Rigelhaupt, an
.

Assistant Engineering Manager at Stone & Webster, has lengthy experience

in chemical and nuclear engineerir.g. David J. Robare and Pio W. Ianni-

are employees of General Electric Company ("GE"), the nuclear steam

supply system vendor for Shoreham. Mr. Robare, the Manager of BWR 4/5

Projects Licensing, has been responsible for the licensing of Shoreham -

for GE since 1975. Mr. Ianni, the Manager of Nuclear Systems Performance

Engineering, has been employed by GE since 1951 and is presently

responsible for directing overall BWR performance evaluations. Paul J.

McGuire, a consultant to LILC0 from United Energy Services Corporation,

has been a certified senior reactor operator and Plant Manager at Pilgrim
*

Station. Edward T. Burns, from Science Applications Inc. ("SAI"), is the

lead analyst for the Shoreham PRA; Dr. Burns has extensive experience in,

engineering analysis and logic model construction for BWR PRA work.

Finalli,, Vojin Joksimovich of NUS Corporation is a member of the peer

. - _ , _ _ _ _ _- - . - -. _ _ _ _ _ _ - . .-. _ _.
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review group for the Shoreham PRA; Dr. Joksimovich is a nuclear engineer.

with many years of experience in nuclear power risk assessment
.

techniques. (Finding 7B:5).

LILCo's witnesses testified that LILC0 and its contractors had
~

applied a proper, well-established and accepted methodology to the design

and classification of structures, systems and components at Shoreham.

This methodology, which is the basis on which plants have consistently

been licensed, involves compliance with the deterministic criteria

contain~ed in NRC regulations, industry standards, the Staff's Standard

Review Plan and regulatory guidance documents. The design quality

control and quality assurance standards of General Electric and Stone &

Webster applicable to both safety-related and nonsafety-related items
.

were described at length. The witnesses testified that a large body of

knowledge and experience, reflected and documented in NRC regulations,.

regulatory guides and industry standards, was applied at Shoreham and that
i

those sources of information and guidance are themselves developed through

a systematic approach to nuclear plant design and classification. The
.

application of these deterministic standards was said to provide assurance

that plant equipment has been analyzed and classified properly.

LILCo's experts addressed Intervenors' evidence concerning Table

3.2.1-1, the emergency operating procedures and the specific systems

cited by Intervenors' witnesses. The conclusion was drawn that no

inadequacy in the methodology for classification of structures, systems-

and components had been identified, as shown by a detailed examination of
.

several systems. LILCo further addressed the analysis of systems

interactions at Shoreham and presented evidence that several types of
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systems interactions studies had been performed for Shoreham, some of.

which utilized the methodologies highlighted by Intervenors' testinony
.

(i.e., PRA, failure modes and effects analyses, walkdowns). In

particular, the cited interactions concerning water level indication were

addressed by LILCo's testimony both in terms of the adequacy of the

methodology used and in terms of the lack of any impact on public health

and safety.

Finally, LILCO cited the PRA it had voluntarily undertaken for

Shoreham in arguing that it had systematically utilized the methodolcgies

cited by Intervenors and that systems interactions had been systematically

analyzed. LILCo stressed that the PRA was not a regulatory requirement

and that compliance with the Coninission's regulations could be and had
'

been demonstrated without reference to the Shoreham PRA. LILCO's

j testimony concluded that a systematic methodology had been utilized for-
.

the analysis and classification of structures, systems and components at

Shoreham,'and that compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements

had been demonstrated.

I The Staff's panel on Contention 7B originally censisted of six

witnesses, and a seventh was later added. Themis P. Speis was, at the

time of the testimony, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety in the
! Division of Systems Integration;U uch of the review for Shoreham wasm

completed under the supervision of Dr. Speis. Walter P. Haass was, at
.

.

l

! -2/ After completion of the testimony on Contentions 7B and 19(b),
-

Dr. Speis was named Director of the Division of Safety Technology,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

I

{

|

|
|
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the time of the testimony, Branch Chief of the Quality Assurance Branch,3/-

'

and has had oversight responsibilities for portions of'the Shoreham
.

review. Marvin W. Hodges is a Section Leader in the Reactor Systems

Branch; Mr. Hodges conducted portions of the Shoreham review. C.E. Rossi

is a Section Leader in the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch;

Dr. Rossi was responsible for portions of the Shoreham review. James H.

Conran, Sr. is a Principal Systems Engineer in the Systems Interaction

Section, ~ Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch; Mr. Conran is knowledge-

able on the subjects of safety classification terminology and the Staff's

systems interaction program. Robert Kirkwood is a Principal Mechanical

Engineer in the Mechanical Engineering Branch, and had responsibility

for the review of the classification of the safety-related structures,
.

systems and components at Shoreham except'for electric and electronic
~- equipment. Finally, Ashok C. Thadani was added to the panel after

,

testimony had begun. Mr. Thadani, Branch Chief of the Reliability and

Risk Assessment Branch, addressed questions which the Board had raised

concerning PRA and systems interaction issues. (Finding 7B:6).
,

The Staff testified, as Applicant had, that a systematic methodology

had been applied to the analysis and classification of structures,

systems and components through the use of the Standard Review Plan and

various regulatory guidance documents and the accumulated experience and

*

-3/ In a recent reorganization, the Quality Assurance Branch was moved
from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement; Mr. Haass is now Deputy Branch Chief.

of the Quality Assura'nce Branch in the Division of Quality
Assurance, Safeguards and Inspection Programs.

-

, - - - ,---p7 er er=n#- - - - - - - - v w e1-=----=-'" * --TNT "-~#f~---F- -T""-*~ ---- "
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judgments they represent. This systematic methodology has been used for.

the licensing of all operating plants. The Staff explained this metho-
.

dology and demonstrated its application to the several systems cited by

Intervenors' witnesses.

The Staff testified that Shoreham could be licensed for operation

despite the pendency of Unresolved Safety Issues A-17 and A-47 relating

to systems interactions. Staff's witnesses di cussed the status of

generic programs relating to those issues and explained why Shoreham

could be operated safely.

The Staff also testified that the alternative methodologies proposed

by Intervenors were not required by the Commission's regulations or by

Staff practice, a.:d that the application of these methodologies for the
~.

analysis and classification of structures, systems and components was not

necessary in order to ensure adequately tbat there is no undue risk to-
.

,

|
; public health and safety in the operation of Shoraham.

In rebuttal testimony, the Staff focused cn one significant area of

disagreement with the Applicant. LILCo's witnesses acknowledged that
f ~

they had not used the term "important to safety" in the classification of

structures, system and ccmponents at Shoreham (Finding 7B:44) but argued

that the results in term of plant design and construction were no different

than would have been the case had the term bee'n used (Finding 7B:131).

The Staff's witnesses testified that there appeared to be close agreement

between LILCo and the Staff on the substantive issues involved and that,

,

they were not aware of any area in which the difference over language had
,

actually made a substantive difference at Shoreham (Finding 7B:131 ); the

Staff took the view, however, that LILCO's failure to have made certain

|
|

, _ , . _ _ . . , .- -_ _ . _ _ - . -- - --
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commitments for the future at Shoreham in language meaning what the Staff-

understood it to mean would create the potential for divergence frc.n full
,

regulatory compliance in the operation of Shoreham. - (Finding 7B:136).

The Staff filed rebuttal testimony through Mr. Conran on this point (Finding

7E:6) and that testimony was explored at length in cross-examination by

the parties and by questioning from the Board.

*After the close of the record on Contention 78, on January 25, 1983,

Staff counsel informed the Board and parties by letter that one of the

Staff's witnesses who had testified in the proceeding on Contention 7B,

James H.Conran, sought to modify certain of his testimony since he could

no longer support some aspects of the testimony previously given by him.

Mr. Conran prepared a written statement of his present views which was
'

provided to the Board and parties on February 8.S The Board then directed

that the parties file statements of their views on the Conran submittal,o.

particularly as to the need for the reopening of the record for receipt

of the Conran submittal and for additional testimony by any party.

(Finding 7B:6A).

*Both the Staff and the County favored reopening the record; LILCo

opposed such a- step. After considering the arguments of the parties, the

Board decided on February 24 that the record on Contention 7B should be

! reopened to receive Mr. Conran's statement in evidence and also to hear

such testimony as was necessary in light of fir. Conran's new testimony.

The Board established a schedule for the filing of additional prefiled.

testimony and for further hearings. Supplemental Staff testimony was
.

l

-4/ The February 8,1983 statenent was provided in ur. executed affidavit
form. On February 9, 1983, an executed version of the affidavit was
distributed by the Staff.

.. -. - -, - - -. . .. - _ .-
. . _ .
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filed on March 10 by a panel consisting of the following: Roger J. Mattson,*

Director of the Division of Systems Integration; Richard H. Vollmer,
,

Director of the Division of Engineering; Charles E. Rossi, a Section Leader

in the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch and a previous witness

on this contention; Ashok C. Thadani, Branch Chief of the Reliability and

Risk Assessment Branch and also a prior witness on this contention; and

Franklin D. Coffman, Jr., Section Leader in the Systems Interaction Section

of the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch. The County filed supple-

mental testimony on March 25 by a panel consisting of Messrs. Goldsmith,

Minor and Hubbard, all of whom had testified previously. LILCo decided

against offering additional testimony. (Finding 7B:6B).

* Additional hearing sessions were held on April 5-8, 1983.
-

.

Mr. Conran's submittal and the prefiled supplemental testimony of the

- - Staff and the County were received in evidence and cross-examination and

Board questioning were conducted. On the afternoon of April 7, after

having heard the oral testimony of Mr. Conran and the staff witnesses,

the Board asked the Applicant to provide additional oral testimony on
.,

! certain aspects of the controversy. On April 8, additional testimony was

given by a LILCo panel consisting of the following: Millard S. Pollock,

( Vice-President - Nuclear LILCo; James Rivello, Shoreham Plant Manager of

LILCo; William J. Museler, LILCo's Director, Office of Nuclear; George
|

F. Dawe, Supervisor of Project Licensing for Stone & Webster Engineering

Corporation; and Brian McCaffrey, LILC0's Manager of Nuclear Compliance-

and Safety. Mr. Dawe had testified previously on Contention 7B; Messrs.
.

Museler and McCaffrey had appeared as witnesses on other contentions.

(Finding 7B:6C).

t

1
I

-

.-,e, y , ,- -w --
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.

*Two principal points were made in Mr. Conran's affidavit. First,-

he believed that the Staff's program in support of the resolution of
,

unresolved safety issue A-17 had declined to such an extent over the

last several months that it could no longer provide the basis for the

finding required by caselawE/ that reasonable assurance existed that

Shoreham could be operated safely despite the pendency of the unresolved

systems interaction issues involved in A-17. Second, f1r. Conran testi-

fied that, contrary to his earlier belief and testimony, LILCo's failure,

,

to.use the term "important to safety" evidenced a substantive defect in
,

LILCo's understanding of the. regulations rather than a mere terminological

difference. (Findings 7B:191B, 141A).

*The Staff's position as reflected in earlier testimony did not
,

.

change as a result of Mr. Conran's affidavit, and the Staff panel

reaffirmed the positions taken by the Staff on these issues. (Findings.

!
l 7B:141D, 191 K). The Staff enchasized, however, that the difference

between .it and the Applicant over the correct use of the term "important
i

to safety" still existed. (Findings 7B:136). The County's additional
. -

-

. testimony essentially agreed with the Conran affidavit and the County's

earlier testimony. (Finding 7B:6B). LILCo's panel explained why LILCo

continued to oppose adoption of the Staff's definition and argued that

Shoreham satisfied regulatory requirements under either construction of

| "important to safety". (Findings 7B:44A,138,138A).

i .

|
|

.

-5/ See Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power
Station, Units 1 and 2, ALAB-471, 8 NRC 245 (1978).

t

,

i

I
._ __.
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C. S_TATEl1ENT OF MATTERS IN C0fiTR0VERSY
*

The Board described Contention 7B in its flarch 15, 1982 flemorandum
.

and order reformulating and admitting the contention as "a general

inquiry into the methodology used by LILCo and the Staff to determine

whether there is reasonable assurance that the Shoreham design

adequately protects from credible accidents."U This general inquiry

has focused on several areas and has addressed many issues within those

areas. The. principal issues addressed under Contention 7B are:

a. What are the regulatory requirements concerning .the
classification of structures, systems and components?

b. What is the methodology utilized by Applicant and the Staff to
analyze the adequacy of the design of the Shoreham Huclear
Power Station?

c. Is the methodology adequate to ensure that structures, systems.
.

and components are properly classified and that appropriate
| quality standards arad quality assurance requirements are

.. applied?

d. Is the methodology adequate to ensure that systems
! interactions will not adversely affect plant safety? and
j e. Is it necessary to apply the alternative methodologies cited

by Intervenors' witnesses to the classification of Shoreham's
structures, systems and components in order to make a finding
that there is reasonable assurance of no undue risk to public,

! health and safety?

-

D. RESOLUTION OF MATTERS IN CONTROVERSY
t

|
' 1. Sunraary
|

( We decide that, contrary to the position taken by Intervenors, a

i, " proper systematic methodology" has been used to analyze the reliability

.

-6/ flemorandum And Order Confirming Rulings Made At The Conference Of
Parties' (Regarding Femaining Objections To Admissibility Of

,

Contentions And Establishment Of Hearing Schedule), dated March 15,
| 1982, at 13.

|

|

| -

- .- -. _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ - . . _ _ -. - ___ , _ , - . .
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of structures, systems, and components at Shoreham, taking into account-

both the classification and qualification of plant items and the possibility
.

of adverse systems interactions. This methodology consists of the appli-

cation and satisfaction of deteministic criteria which are embodied in
'

the Staff's Standard Review Plan and other regulatory guidance documents

and in appropriate industry standards and practices. It is an established

methodology which has evolved and proven its worth over many years of
,

application; the Comission has relied consistently upon this proven

methodology in licensing nuclear power plants in the past.

** Applicant and the Staff have applied these deteministic criteria in

the design and ' review, respectively, of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.

We f'ind that the application of these deteministic criteria has resulted
.

in a nuclear power plant which generally meets the applicable regulatory

requirements. Applicants' failure to have given proper meaning to the tem.

"important to safety" has not been shown to have affected its compliance

with the regulations; nevertheless, the definition for which the Staffi

and Intervenors argued is correct and will be a binding and enforceable
. . .

part of any operating license which may issue as a result of this
t' '

proceeding. Imposition of a license condition embodying the classification

; definitiant and mandating specific steps toward its systematic implementa-
| 's

tion during plant operation will reduce the potential for confusion in

theregulatorydelationshipandwillclarifyLILCo'slegalobligations
~

in such ar$as'as non-safety-related quality assurance, reporting
~

.
_

requirements pad inspectiony
~

Intervenors would have us find that various types of additionalI

i analytical . techniques, includin} PRA, f ailure modes ind effects analyses
,

| ''
,,

i

,r.

o _f ,

- - . . _ . . _ - . -
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and walkdowns, must be applied at Shoreham before this plant may be*

licensed for operation. We cannot agree with such findings. 1hile the
,

Commission may at some future time inpose requirements for these or

other analytical techniques in the assessment of the reliability of the

structures, systems and components of a nuclear power plant, compliance

with existing regulatory requirements can be and has been demonstrated

without recourse to the supplemental methodologies cited by Intervenors.

This Board may require no more than a demonstration of compliance with

existing regulatory requirements. Reasonable assurance, rather than

absolute assurance, of no undue risk to public health and safety is the

standard set by the Commission's regulations.

We have afforded Intervenors considerable latitude and ample -

'

opportunity to prove their case. The record established on these

contentions is massive and the post-hearing submissions are lengthy..

|

Having carefully considered the evidence of record and the arguments oft

the parties, we decide that Contentions 78 and 19(b) lack merit.

2. . Design Requirements for Nuclear Power Reactors Generally

I a. Defense-in-depth philosophy

**A concept called " defense-in-depth" provides the foundation and

guiding principle for assuring adequate safety in the design of a nuclear
1
i power plant. " Defense-in-depth" involves the use of multiple, successive

barriers to the escape of.
j

i
. f

i

'
.
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. radioactivity and the assurance that these barriers are not compromised

as a result of transients or accidents. Several levels of protection are
.

involved. (Finding 7B:7).

The first level of protection is provided by designing a plant for

safety in normal plant operation and with tolerance for system malfunctions.

Design criteria for many structures, systems and ccmponents required for

normal plant operation, such as the main feedwater system and effluent

control system, are found in the regulations and regulatory guidance

documents. These criteria generally emphasize quality, redundancy and

inspectability. (Finding 7B:8).

A second level of protection assumes that. accidents will occur and

requires the provision of systems to detect incipient failure and to shut
- .

down the plant when such incidents occur. (Finding 7B:9).

The third level of protection assumes the occurrence of damaging-
.

accidents; structures, systems and components are required to be

provided to limit or control the consequences of postulated accidents.

Analyses are conducted of specific " anticipated operational occurrences"

and " accidents" to assure that plant trip or safety system equipment

actuation occurs with sufficient capability and in sufficient time that

the consequences of the occurrence or accident are within specified,

acceptable limits. In addition, these " design basis analyses" are used

to demonstrate that potential consequences are within acceptable limits
,

I

i when only safety-related equipment and systems are used to mitigate the-

i consequences of the postulated events. The reactor fuel cladding, the
,

reactor coolant system pressure boundary and the reactor containment
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building constitute the key parts of the third level of " defense-in-depth,"-

though it includes many other systems as well. (Findings 7B:10,12-16).
.

Another level of protection is provided by the trained plant

operator and the emergency operating procedures developed for his use.

In addition to the design basis events, analyses assuming various event

sequences (including multiple failures) .that could occur and fall outside.

the required design envelope have been utilized in the preparation of the

emergency operating procedures. These emergency operating procedures are

designed to permit operators to recognize and react to certain symptoms

of eents; in this way, the operator can gain control of the plant no
.

matter what combination of failures caused the particular event.

(Findings 78:11,18).
.

**The various levels of protection which are involved in the " defense-

in-depth" approach to nuclear power plant safety require the inclusion of.

many thousands of structures, systems and components in the design of a

nuclear power reactor. fiany are required simply for the reliable generation

of power. flany others are designed into a plant to protect safety in the

normal course of plant operation and in the prevention and mitigation of

accidents and their consequences. (Findings 7B:8-16). Reasonable assurance

of no undue risk to public health and safety depends in an important way on

the concept of defense-in-depth and the many structures, systems and components

required by this principle. Id.

.

b. Regulatory reouirements and terms
.

The Commission's regulations require that the principal design

criteria for a nuclear power plant be identified and addressed in an

application for an operating license. 10 CFR % 50.34(a)(3). Appendix A

. _ , _ ._ . _ . - _ .__ _ . _ _ . _ - , _ - -
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to 10 CFR Part 50 contains 64 criteria which are designated the General-

Design Criteria (or "GDC"). The Introduction to Appendix A explains that
,

the principal design criteria for a proposed facility " establish the

necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance

requirements for structures, systems and cc:'ponents important to safety;

that is, structures, systems and components that provide reasonable

,
assurance that the. facility can be operated without undue risk to the

health and safety of the public." The General Design Criteria, it goes

on, " establish minimum requirements for the principal design criteria . .

(Finding 7B:40)."
..

!

The General Design Criteria do ,at prescribe a particular method-

ology or methodologies to be used in the design and analysis of nuclear
. .

power plant systems, structures and components. Rather, criteria are

' ' established and the task is left to an applicant to demonstrate its

compliance with these criteria. (Finding 7B:41). " General Design

Criteria (GDC), as their name implies are ' intended to provide engineering

goals rather than precise tests or methodologies by which reactor safety,

i
[can] be fully and satisfactorily gauged.'" Petition For Emercency and'

Remedial Action, CLI-78-6, 7 NRC 400, 406 (1978) (quoting Nader v. NRC,

513 F.2d 1045, 1052 (1975)). If an applicant demonstrates compliance

with the GDC's, an adequate basis is provided for the licensing of the

.

.

.

[
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plant. A lic*.asing board may not in the ordinary case require an*

applicant to satisfy requirements which go beyond those contained in the
, ,

GDC's.E

"In the nuclear sphere, the Comission is the body which
has been designated by Congress to make the hard decisions
respecting.what constitutes adequate protection to the
public health and safety in the operation of a reactor --
and to give content to those decisions through the
promulgation of appropriate standards and limitations with
which the reactor must comply."

Maine Yankee, supra, at 1010.

**The General Design Criteria establish various requirements "for

structures, systems and components important to safety; that is,

structures, systems and components that provide reasonable assurance

that the facility can be operated without undue risk to the health and
*

.

safety of the public." 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Introduction. The

interpretation or this regulatory term is a significant area of.

disagreement among the parties in this proceeding. The term is used in

several places in the regulations in addition to the General Design

Criteria (see, eg. ,10 CFR Q 50.34(a)(11), 50.34(b)(6)(vii), 50.49(b),

50.59(a)(2), 10 CFR Part 21). A second safety classification term --

" safety-related" -- also appears in the regulations (see, eg ., 10 CFR

I Part 50, Appendix B, Section I; 10 CFR Q 50.55a(g)(1)). (Finding 7B:42).

**The Commission, as we later detail, has recently reiterated the

| important distinction between the terms "important to safety" and
!

.

-7/ Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station),
- ALAB-161, 6 AEC 1003, 1006-11 (1973), affirmed, CLI-74-2, 7 AEC 2,

affirmed sub nom. Citizens for Safe Power v. t!RC, 524 F.2d 1291,
1299-1300 (D.C. Cir. 1975); Public Service Co. of New Hampshire,
et al . (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 flRC 33, 42-43
(1977); see NRC Policy Statement, 45 Fed. Reg. 41738 (June 20, 1980).

i

! . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _. - . _ - - _ . . _- ,_.
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" safety-related." This distinction was explained in a November 20, 1981-

memorandum from Harold Denton, Director of the Office of Muclear Reactor
.

Regulation, to all NRR personnel (Suffolk County Attachment 1).

"Important to safety" structures, systems and components are defined

in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Introduction as those which provide

reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated without undue risk

i to the health and safety of the public. (Finding 7B:43). " Safety-related"

is defined int with-FefeFeRee-te 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A as describing

those structures, systems and components which are necessary to assure:

(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; (2) the

capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown

condition; or (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences
.

of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures

comparable to the guideline exposures of Part 100. (Finding 7B:43).EY-

The Denton memorandum explains that safety-related is a subset of the

class of important to safety items. (Finding 7B:43).

Applicant took the position that these two terms are synonymous and

f that both re'fer 'to the plant items necessary to assure the three

functions cited in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A. The application for

Shoreham was prepared using the terms in this way. (Finding 7B:44).

'

-8/ A slightly different formulation of the term " safety-related" was
recently provided by the Commission's revision of 10 CFR % 50.49(b)..

" Safety-related" is defined there as that equipment that is relied
| upon to remain functional during and following design basis events
; - to ensure: (i) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary, (ii) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain
it in a safe shutdown condition, and (iii) the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result
in potential offsite exposures comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines.

I
_ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _
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In its proposed initial decision, Applicant characterizes its.

disagreement with the Staff and the Intervenors as "important and funda-
.

mental." Applicant reviews the " legislative history" of several sections

of the regulations and compares the language used by the regulations in4

different places in an attempt to resolve a perceived ambiguity in the

relationship of the terms "important to safety" and " safety-related."

This ambiguity is sumarized by LILCo on page 24 of Volume II its

proposed initial decision, where LILCo states that the definition of

"important to safety" which appears in the introduction of Appendix A to

Part 50 "does not answer the question whether the class of important to

safety is broader than that of safety-related; the safety-related set

could easily be those needed to give reasonable assurance that the
'

*

facility can be operated without undue risk to the public health and

safety.".
.

The entire regulatory exegesis presented by LILCo is grounded on

the lack of a clear answer by the Commission to this question of whether

the class of important to safety is broader than that of safety-related.

Fortunately, a clear answer was very recently provided by the Commission:
i

important to safety is, broader than safety-related in the Comission's

view. On January 6,1983, the Comission unanimously approved a revision

to 10 CFR 5 50.49 (" Environmental qualification of electric equipment

important to safety for nuclear power plants"). In the statement of

consideration accompanying the new rule, the Comission stated as follows:,

The scope of the final rule covers that portion of equipment
. important to safety commonly referred to as ' safety-related'

(which the Commission interprets as essentially ' Class 1E'
equipment defined in IEEE 323-1974), and nonsafety-related
electric equipment whose failure under postulated environmental,

| conditions could prevent the satisfactory accomplishment of
!

_ _ . - - -. - - - .~. _ _ , - . _ - -
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- required safety functions by safety-related equipment."
(enphases added)

(48 Fed. Reg. 2728, 2730 (1983)).-

The language of the rule itself also makes clear that the class of

important to safety is broader than that of safety-related. The new

rule states in Section 50.49(b) that:

"[e]lectric equipment important to safety covered by this section
is (1) the safety-related equipment and (2) the nonsafety-related
equipment whose failure under postulated environmental conditions ,

could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of specified safety
functions and (3) certain post-accident monitoring equipment" >

(emphasis added).

Significantly, in determining that the Regulatory Flexibility Act of

1980, U.S.C. 605(b) was not applicable,-the Commission stated that

"this rule codifies existing requirements." There is, accordingly, no
.

reason to undertake the exegetical exercise suggested by the Applicant

. . in an attempt to discern whether the class of important to safety is

broader than that of safety-related. The Commission has clearly stated

that .it is and this Board is bound by that statement.E

*Even in the absence of the Coninission's recent revision of 10 CFR
'

H 50.49, however, we would reject LILCo's construction ~of "important to

safety". Several factors lead us to this conclusion.

*First, the General Design Criteria include certain criteria which

specifically address non-safety-related items in the plant. For example,

GDC-60 requires radioactive effluent control and treatment equipment,

which is non-safety-related. (See Finding 7B:26). The Introduction to,

.

~9/ See, e.g. , Northern States Power Company (Prairie Island Nuclear
Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-455, 7 i4RC 5151 (1978).

_
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.

Appendix A states clearly that the General Design Criteria established.

mininum requirements for the necessary design, fabrication, construction,
.

testing and perfornance requirements "for structures, systems and components

important to safety." Since the General Design Criteria specifically

include certain non-safety-related itens, the

phrase " structures, systens and components important to safety" in the

Introduction cannot reasonably be construed as being limited to safety-

related items. The broader construction for which the Staff argues

eliminates such internal inconsistencies.

*LILCo argues, nevertheless, that the term "important to safety" which

a? pears in several places in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (and elsewhere)

was substituted for several phrases in published draft regulations, each-

~
'

of which phrases referred to safety-related engineered safety features.
' LILCo suggests that the absence of any clear explanation for the use of.

.

a different phrase in the final regulations supports an inference that;

no substantive change was intended. LILCo's Proposed Opinion at 33.

*In the draft GDC-1 published in 1967 (32 Fed. Reg. 10213, July 11,

1967), the phrase " essential to the prevention of accidents which could

affect public health and safety or to mitigation of their consequences" was

used rather than "important to safety"; in common parlance, the latter tern

would clearly be broader in meaning than the former. As LILCo states, other
,

,

phrases in the draft criteria are also replaced with the words "important

to safety." Neither the statement of consideration published at the time
,

! Appendix A was promulgated (36 Fed. Reg. 3255, February 10,1971) nor the
'

Commission paper discussing the final regulation (SECY-R 143, January 28,!
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1971) shed any further light on the intent of the Commission in changing.

the various phrases in the draft criteria to "important to safety".
.

LILCo argues from the lack of explicit discussion of this substitution of

phrases that no substantive change was intended. Accepted principles of

statutory construction do not support such an inference. If words used

in a regulation or statute to express a certain meaning are omitted, the

proper presumption is that a change of meaning was intended. See, e.g.,

Chertkof v. United States, 676 F.2d 984, 987-88 (4th Cir.1982). While

draft regulations were involved here, the operative principle is the same
,

since the Commission issued the draft criteria with the specific statement

that they would be used as interim guidance until final criteria issued.

See 32 Fed. Reg. 10213, 10,214, July 11, 1967.
'

I '

*LILCo seeks to make much of the fact, for example, that "important

to safety" has been used at times in the final General Design Criteria.
.

where the term used in the draft criteria had been " engineered safety

features". Thus, for example, LILCo cites GDC 44, which requires a system

to transfer heat for structures, systems and components important to
~

safety to an alternate heat sink. LILCo argues that GD'C 44 evolved from

preposed criteria 37, 38 and 39, which addressed the general design bases;

for engineered safety features, and that GDC 44 is only intended to refer
!

,

to certain safety-related engineered safety features. The fatal flaw in
!

LILCo's argument is that GDC 44 made an important addition to proposed

; criteria 37, 38 and 39 -- the safety function of the cooling water system.

is to transfer the combined heat loads of important to safety structures,
'

systems and components under normal operating conditions as well as accident,

conditions. GDC 44, far from supporting LILCo, makes it clear that " safety

|

|

|

|

._. __. -- - - . -_..__ .-. ._. _ .- -- . .-.
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function" refers to normal operation as well as accident conditions and-

that "important to safety" has broader meaning
.

than the prevention or mitigation of the critical safety function of

10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A. This example supports the Staff rather

than LILCo.

* Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 is also cited by LILCo in support of

its position that important to safety" is equivalent to safety-related.,

LILCo focuses in particular on that part of 10 CFR 6 50.34(c)(7) which

states that Appendix B " sets forth the requirements for quality assurance

programs" (emphasis added by LILCo), arguing from these words that Appen-

dix B's scope is equivalent to that of GDC-1. This argument ignores the

surrounding language and leads to results so obviously inconsistent with
.

public health and safety that it must be rejected. The sentence which

precedes that cited by LILCO in 9 50.34(a)(7) states that the preliminary.
.

safety analysis report must include a description of the quality assurance

program applied "to the design, fabrication, construction and testing

of the structures, systems and components of the facility." (emphasis
'

added). The underscored words are not modified by either of the phrases

" safety-related" or "important to safety" which appear elsewhere. The

; sentence following that cited by LILCo states that "[t]he description of

the quality assurance program . . . shall include a discussion of how

the applicable requirements of Appendix B will be satisfied." (emphasis

added). Contrary to LILCo's suggestion, these provisions strongly suggest.

that the quality assurance program applies to more than those plant items
.

covered by the Appendix B program for safety-related items. Again, LILCo's

example supports the Staff's interpretation.

- - . - - - - _, - _ . - - - , . - ,__----_ - .--
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| *The fundamental problems with LILCo's argument on the meaning of-

important to safety generally is that it puts LILCo in the position of
,

arguing that the Comission's regulations impose no quality assuranceo

requirements for the many structures, systems and components of a

nuclear power plant which are not safety-related but which play a role

in the safe operation of the plant. In concrete tems, LILCo is arguing

that such systems as the effluent control systens and fire protection

systems are not subject to any present oJality ascurance requirement-

i under the Comission's regulations. Such a position is inconsistent with
,

the obvious safety significance of these and many otMr sptens which are

placeo in a nuclear plant for purpost s other than the perfcrmance of the

three critical safety functions of 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A. LILCc's
| =.

|
witnesses attempted to soften this position by arguing that LILCo has

|

good quality assurance measures in place for non-safety-related as well. .

as safety-related items. (See Finding 7B:50A). This misses the point. i

Even LILCo agrees that what it calls non-safety-related items are

necessary to meet the performance-oriented requirements of 10 CFR Part 2
'

and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1. The existence of such performance

| requirements in the regulations and the need to rely on other than
1

safety-related equipment to meet them demonstrates precisely why it is,

| |
,

important that a regulatory requirement exist, as in GDC-1, imposing an |
|

1

'

obligation to adhere to quality standards and quality assurance measures

commensurate with the importance to safety of the particular item..

|

(Finding 7B:50A).
\.

| *The Staff has also pointed to 10 CFR 5 50.59 and 10 CFR Part 21 as
J

examples of areas in which LILCo's narrow construction of "important to

.I

- . ,
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safety" can have an impact on safety. Under LILCo's construction nf.

"important to safety" in 10 CFR 5 50.59(a)(2), an unreviewed safety
.

question (requiring prior notice to the NRC) would not be presented by a

facility modification which increased the " probability of occurrence or

the consequences of an accident or a malfunction" of non-safety-related

equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR. (Finding 7B:503). LILCo

argues that "using LILCo's interpretation, a 5 50.59 review must be done

on every plant modification, whether safety-related or non-safety related,

to determine whether there is an unreviewed safety question involved."

In LILCo's view its interpretation of the words "important to safety" in

9 50.59(a)(2) makes no difference since every plant modificatica is,
,

reviewed and reported either before the codification is made or after.,

'
.

'

See LILCo Proposed Finding B-259V, B-259h. The timing of the report,

however, is the critical aspect of 4 50.59 affected by LILCo's interprets-t .,

tion of "inportant to safety." Under LILCo's construction, if the

" probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunc-

tion" of non-safety-related equipment previously evaluated in the

FSAR is involved, then an unreviewed safety question is not presented and

there is no obligation to report the proposed change prior to making it so

that the NRC can evaluate the matter itself before any action is taken.

Similarly, LILCo's construction of 10 CFR Part 21 leaves LILCo free

(despite any present intention it may have expressed to the contrary) not

, to report safety problems which the Staff expects licensees to report to

the NRC under the Staff's broader reading of Part 21. (See Finding 7B:50C).
.

*LILCo makes a further argument based on the " legislative history" of

10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, taking a change from the draft regulation to

-_ . - _ - . . - - - - - - . . - - . - . - -
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- the final regulation as evidence that no change in meaning was intended.

.

As stated above, the opposite inference is equally available and preferred

by common rules of statutory construction. At best, the removal of the

phrase "important to safety" from the draft rule is ambiguous in terms of

evidencing the intent of the Connission. The addition in the final rule

|
of a. reference to GDC-2 is not as telling as LILCo suggests. It is not

;

: unusual for a general design criteria to be given greater specificity

through a regulation as opposed to through Staff regulatory guidance (see,

eg ., GDC-4 and 10 CFR $ 50.49). Indeed, the spccificity which 10 CFR

Part 100, Appendix A provides for GDC-2 undercuts the " parade of horribles"
~

argument made by LILCo's witnesses against-the Staff's interpretation of,

important to safety. N
.

*LILCo's attempt to use 10 CFR 5 50.54 to support its construction of

"important to safety" must also be rejected. LILCo quotes language from the-

statement of consideration (48 Fed. Reg. 1826 (1983)) that "the OA program

description becomes a principal inspection and enforcement t' col in ensuring

'

'-~10/ LILCo's witnesses testified to their belief that LILCo complied with
the intent of the broader definition of "important to safety" but

i

| expressed concern about other areas in the regulation where the same
i term is used, eg . GDC-2. See Finding 7B:138C. As the Ti1I-1 Restart
j decision noted, the language of the regulations typically is broadly

drawn so as not to be too prescriptive and to permit flexibility in
the implementation of those requirements. l'etropolitan Edison Co.
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), LBP-81-59, 14 flRC
1211, 1246 (1981). General requirements such as GDC-2 have been
given specific content through their application and administration
by the NRC, as well as through other regulations as discussed above.,

i See Natural Resources Defense Council v. NRC, 582 F.2d 166 (D.C.
| Cir.1978) (administrative interpretation, practice and usage accorded
'

great weight in interpreting statutes); Immigration and Naturalization.

.
Service v. Stanisic, 395 U.S. 62, 72 (1969) (administrative agency's
interpretation of its own regulation is controlling unless plainly'

erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation).

I

k
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1

that the permit holder or licensee is in accordance with all NRC quality-

assurance requirements . . . ." (emphasis added by LILCo) and argues from
,

this that implementation of the Appendix B program " constitutes compliance

with all NRC quality assurance requirements, including, necessarily,

GDC-1." (emphasis LILC0's). However, the use of the words "a principal"

in the statement of consideration strongly implies the existence of other

inspection and enforcement tools to ensure compliance with quality assurance

regulatory requirements. The implication that Appendix B is the only

such requirement is conjured out of thin air.E,

.

* Finally, we need pause only briefly to dispose of t.ILCo's argument
,
,

that, unless "important to safety" is equivalent to " safety-related",10

CFR Part 50, Appendix A was promulgated without adequate notice and in
~~

violation of the Section 553(b)(3) of the Administrative Procedure Act.
~

That section requires that the notice of rulemaking include either the.
, .

.

terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects
!

and issues ir.volved. Here the specific terms of the proposed rule were

provided, as required. See 32 Fed. Reg. 10213 et_ seq., July 11, 1967.
| .

j New notice and opportunity to comment is not required merely because the
,

terms of the final rule varied from those of the proposed rule:

1

-11/ LILCo's citation of 10 CFR 5 72.15(a)(14), which uses the terms
"important to safety" and " safety-related" in close conjunction,
succeeds only in demonstrating that the drafters of the regulations.

may themselves have confused the terms over the years, a point made
by testimony in this proceeding (see Findings 7B:50C, 79). It is
not difficult to harmonize this regulation with the body of the.

remaining regulations by reading the reference to "those safety-
related components, systems and structures" as modifying the earlier

i reference to " structures, systems and components important to safety";
such a reading is consistent with the fact that " safety-related" is
a subset of "important to safety" under the Staff's construction.

- - --. - .. - _-- - .- .-. - -.- - .- _- -. - . . - - . - _ _ _ - - .-_
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Simply because a different rule is adopted does.not require a new-

notice and comment procedure if, as required by 5 U.S.C.A.
9 553(b)(3), the notice of proposed rulemaking includes the terms
or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects-

and issues involved. This requirement is to sufficiently and
fairly apprise interested parties of the issues involved, rather
than to specify every precise proposal that the agency may
ultimately adopt.

Pennzoil Co. v. FERC, 645 F.2d 360, 371 (5th Cir.1981). The final rule

promulgating the general design criteria was clearly a logical outgrowth

of the proposed rule published for comment. See Connecticut Licht and

Power Co. v. fiRC, 673 F.2d 525, 532-34 (D.C. Cir.1932) (upholaing fire

orotection rule where " final rules were simply more stringent versior,s
,

! of the proposed rules"); Chrysler Corp. v. Deoartment of Transportatior,
'

j 515 F.2d 1053,1061 (6th Cir.1975)(upholding safety reculation where

"the regulation as adopted did not embrace any majcr subjects that were.,

| not described in the notice of proposed rulemaking"). Construing
i .

.

"important to safety" broadly, as the Staff does, is not pr(cluded by -

| the Administrative Procedure Act.

; **While the Commission has now made it clear that important to safety
i

! refers to a class of plant items which includes but is broader than the

class of safety-related items, the Commission has not set out the

specific bounds of the class of important to safety items. We adopt the

definition of important to safety argued for by the Staff and

.

.

b
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Intervenors -- the so-called "Denton definition."12/ Staff witness.

James H. Conran, Sr. presented the Staff's position on the Denton
.

memorandum and its definitions. Mr. Conran was closely involved in the

drafting of the Denton memorandum as a result of his appearance as a
.

witness in the TMI-1 Restart proceeding. An issue in that hearing

caused Mr. Conran to undertake an effort to find in the regulations the

clear meaning of the terms "important to safety" and " safety grade."

This involved an extensive review of those portions of the regulations

in which safety classification terms are defired and safety classifica-

tict concepts established (i.e., 10 CFR Parts 20, 50 and 100). (Finding !
I
'

78:45). After testifying as a Staff witness at TMI-1 Restart, Mr.
'

Conran was e2ked to prepare a statement of the definitions of these
~

~

te rms . He reviewed the many requiatory guidance docurents (e.g.,

regulatory guides, Standara Review Plan, NUREG publications) in which.

those safety classification terns and concepts are further interpreted,

developed and applied. Mr. Couran discussed these regulatory terms with

|

| ---12/ At least one other licensing board has found that the safety
'

classification definitions contained in the Denton memorandum most
nearly reflect the system contemplated by the regulations. See
Metropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,

| Unit No. 1), LBP-81-59, 14 NRC 1211, 1342-46 (1981). We reject as
: unsupported the suggestion by LILCo that "Shoreham record has gone
! well beyond that in TMI-1" (LILCo Proposed Opinion at 48) and the

unspoken inference that the TMI-1 decision sheds no light on the
definitional issue presented here. We do not know, and LILCo did

, ,

not proffer evidence to tell us, what the evidentiary record was
! upon which the THI-1 Board based its decision in support of the

Staff's definition. We do know, from Mr. Conran's testimony and.

particularly Attachment R-1 to the Staff's July 1,1982 rebuttal
testimony through Mr. Conran (ff. Tr. 6368), that the Josition
taken by the Staff here is consistent with that taken )y the Staff
at TMI-1.

|

|
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Staff members whose background reflected a wide variety of experience-

including standards development, project management, technical review
.

and management, and legal review. Mr. Conran also discussed the safety

terns with the cognizant ACRS subcommittee. This effort covered more

than a year, and it included review and concurrence in the definitions

by all secior technical management officials in the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation prior to Mr. Denton's issuing these definitions in

his November 20, 1981 memorandun. (Findings 7B:45,46).

Mr. Conran also interactec with knowledgeable representatives of

utility, vendor and architect-engineer organizations daring the pericd

in which the Denton memorandum was being prepared. Mr. Conran testified

that he could not recall any industry representative giving any
.

indication of fundamental disagreement with the " standard definitions"

ultimately set fcrth in t' e Der. ton memorandum. (Finding 7B:47). 'n.
.

**Mr. Conran emphasized that, as the Denton memorandum itself states, -

kheDentonmemorandumwasnotintendedtoimposenewtechnicalrequirements

on any licensee or applicant. It was intended, rather, to eliminate a

terninological problem which had arisen because individual Staff members

had in the past used the terms inconsistently.13/ It was addressed to the

.

misapplication of the safety classification terms and the potential for

confusion that resulted from such misapplication. (Finding 7B:48).
I

*LILCo argues that the Denton memorandum expressed a new definition

of important to safety contrary to established industry and Staff practice.,

(SeeFinding7B:44A). The weight of evidence is to the contrary. The
i .

Denton memorandum was issued to clarify that the regulations require

licenses to pay attention to equipment that contributes to safety in ways
!

i

-. - . . .- . -. . . - - - - - __ --- . ._.
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beyond the " gold-plated, dedicated, accident-related systems." (Findings.

7B:48A,48B,480). Substantive Staff practice (as opposed to the terminology
.

used by particular Staff members) in applying the concept of "important to

safety" has been consistent in accordance with the intent now clarified in

the Denton memorandum. (Finding 7B:48B). In the licensing review process,

for example, it is and has been consistent Staff practice to review.

particular structures, systems and components important to safety but not
.

safety-related. Staff witness Speis estimated that approximately 25% of

the Staff's review effort is directed to this class of plant items.

(Finding 7B:35).

Me find the policy rationale supporting the Denton definition persuasive.

Limiting the meaning of important to safety to safety-related would removt
'

'

from the Commissicn's considerction a large number of systems, structures and

components which the Staff considers necessary to assuring public health and.
.

safe ty. Certain items in the plant would no longer be subject to appropriate

quality assurance requiremants under GDC-1. Modifications could be made under

10 CFR % 50.59 (in systems that are not safety-related) that might degrade

safe'ty and yet be beyond effective Staff oversight. A licensee might over-

1 narrowly construe its reporting obligations under 10 CFR Part 21. In sum, we

agree with the Staff that LILCo's definition of important to safety would

I

l

.

; 13/ LILCo suggests in its proposed initial decision (at 43), without
'

record citation or any evidence whatsoever, the Mr. Conran.

" responded to [the Kemeny Commission's] criticism" of the flRC's
safety classification scheme in his Tlil testimony and the Denton,

memorandum. We reject this conclusion, and its implications, as
totally unsupported by this record.

_
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|

create a void in the regulations that provide assurance of public health and.

safety. E (Finding 7B:50).
.

*LILCo complains that a definition of important to safety which refers

to all plant items that provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to

the public health and safety is unreasonably vague and open-ended. (Finding

7B:138). We cannot agree that the broader definition sets standards which

lie beyond LILCo's ability to operate and establish auditable procedures.

LILCo witnesses testified that they were comfortable with the term " safety
+

significence." It is clearly no more difficult to work with and audit

against the concept of "important to safety" than against " safety signifi-

cance." (Findings 7B:138, 138A). LILCo already has in place a graded '

approach to treatment of itens in the plant based on LILCo's judgrent as
"

' to the significance of the item involved in terns of safety, reliability,

. . operability and maintainability. The same judgments that LILCo is already

making would be required under GDC-1 using the broader definition of

"important to safety." (Findings 7B: 1388,138C). In the final analysis,

responsibility for the safety of Shoreham lies with LILCo. (Finding

7B:138).

-14/ By the logic for which LILCo argues, the Comission would be
stripped of regulatory authority over a large number of plant
structures, systems, and components which even LILCo's witnesses
agreed to play a role in the safe operation of the plant. For
example, effluent treatment systems are placed in a plant to ensure
compliance with 10 CFR Part 20 requirements. (Finding 7B:27).
These systems are also addressed in the GDC's. See GDC-60.

*

Acceptance of LILCo's interpretation of "important to safety" in
GDC-1 would mean that the Commission has no control over the quality
standards and ouality assurance program for systems which are clearly.

important in meeting the Comission's safety requirements (e.g.,
Part 20). This single example can be multiplied many times over.

- _

.- - _ - _ . - _ _ - -.
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c. Design and review of nuclear power reactors.

rio specific methodology is required by the regulations in deciding
.

which plan items are "important to safety" and to what extent given

criteria must be applied to them. Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 does

require an applicant to " identify the structures, systems and components

to be covered by the quality assurance program" mandated by Appendix B;

no specification is given, however, as to the r.ethodology to be used in

thet identification process.

The f.RC Statf and applicants for operating licenses for nuclear power

criteriaE/ o ensure that the generalplants have develcped deteministi: t

'

requirements contained in the regulations are applied and satisfied in such

a way as to provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to the public
' '

health and safety. These deterministic criteria, based on many years of '

accumulated experience and technical judgments and analyses, are contained.,
,

in the Staff's Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) and other regulatory

guidance documents. (Findings 7B:21, 29, 32).

**The Standard Review Plan embodies thinking, judgments and experience

accumulated over many years of' review and analysis of nuclear power

reactors. (Finding 7B:21). It documents a systematic methodology for

identifying structures, systems and components important to safety in

the Staff's view. (Finding 7B:24). This methodology is understood and

applied by applicants, including LILCo, in the preparation of an FSAR.

.

15/ By " deterministic criteria," we mean established qualitative
standards or requirements rather than numerical or probabilistic.

goals. (Finding 7B:206).

a

- - . _ . - , , . _ , , - . _ . _ - . . . _ _ _ . . . . - . - , . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . ,,._,_ _.. _ _ - . - _ _ . _ - _ . , ,_
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- (Finding 7B:24).EI By complying with the requirenents of the Standard

Review Plan, an applicant identifies and properly treats important to
.

safety items because implicit in the criteria of the Stand Review Plan

is an understanding of how important a system is and what quality

standards it must meet. (Findings 7B:22).

The Staff conducts an extensive audit-type review of the operating

license application. This review effort focuses on safety-related

structures, systems, and components. However, an application prepared

in accordance with the Standard Review Plan contains sub:,tantial

infomation ebout itens which are important to safety but not

cafety-related, and a scustar,tial fraction of the Staff's review ef fort

u concentrated on tt.ese plant items. (Findings 7B:25-35). Based upon
~ '

its review of an appMcant's adherence to these criteria, the Staff can

. . con:luda (and d a s hare) that the requirements of the regulations have

been sctisfied.. (Finding 7B:22,23,37,39).E/

.

-16/ LILCo used Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 1, " Standard Format and
Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," dated
October 1972, and other applicable regulatory guides in the prepara-
tion of its FSAR. (Finding 7B:20A).

,

( -17/ Intervenors suggest that Staff's fail Jre to realize until the
'

submission of testimony in this hearlag that LILCo had equated
"important to safety" and " safety-related" calls into question the

, Staff's review methodology. First, it is LILCo's compliance with
the regulations which is at issue here. Second, the failure to
recognize this fact earlier despite the submission of a lengthy

. FSAR was made possible, in part, by the very systematic and
detailed guidance the Standard Review Plan provides in terms of
quality standards and design requirements for important to safety
items.
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.

- This is the general methodology which has been utilized in the

design and review of the Shoreham plant. Intervenors' Contention 7B and
.

the testimony filed in support thereof question the adequacy of the

methodology which has evolved as it relates to the classification of

structures, systems and components and the analysis of systems inter-

actions. Intervenors do not allege that Applicant and the Staff have

failed to use any nethodology in the analysis and classification of

plant structures, systems and components. Rather, Intervenors suggest
,

that there are deficiencies in the methodology used and in the way the

methodology was applied at Shoreham. They suggest several alternative

| methodolcgies which would, in their view, rectify those perceived

deficiencies by supplementing the existing methodolcgy.
' '

We turn now to a clater examination of the way in which this

general methodology has beer, brought to bear on the classification of.
.

Shoreham's structures, systems and components and the analysis of systees

interactions. We examine the adequacy of Applicant's classification and

treatment of specific Shoreham structures, systems and components
.

selected by Intervenors and the adequacy of Applicant's evaluation of

systems interactions at Shoreham particularly in relation to a specific

system selected by Intervenors. Finally, we address the alleged need

for the alternative methodologies discussed by Intervenors' witnesses.

3. Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components at Shoreham.

a. Applicant's classification of safety-related structures,
. systems and components

The regulations require that an applicant identify the structures,

systems and components to be covered by its Part 50, Appendix B quality

_ _ _ _ _ . _ - . -_ _ - - -..
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assurance program, which applies to safety-related items.b 10 CFR.

Part 50, Appendix B. In Table 3.2.1-1 of the FSAR, LILCo identifies
.

these safety-related items. LILCo has drawn on information from several

sources in identifying these safety-related items. The design basis

analyses of Chapter 15 of the FSAR were examined to identify the

structures, systems and components which are necessary to perform the

critical safety functions of 10 CFR Part 100, Appencix A, at Shoreham.

(Finding 73:52). The Applicant has also taken into account accumulated

industry expet ience and published guidance (ANS-22) for the classifica-

tion of safety-related structures, tyrtems and components at Sharehnra.

(Findings 7B:51,53). In addition, the regulations therselvet and
,

regulatory guidance documents issued by the Staff (e.g. , Regulatory
~~

Guides !.25 and 1.29) have been utilized by the Applicant in classifying j
|

'

Shareham plant items. (Findings 7B:51, 54-587; The Staff 'as reviewedr.
.

Applicant's Table 3.2.1-1 and is satisfied that Applicant har used an '

adequate methodology and that a sufficient 5,et of safety-relateo items '

has been identified. (Finding 7B:62).
A

LILCo's Table 3.2.1-1 was attacked by Intervenors as inadequate on

two principal grounds: (1) alleged inconsistencies in the classification

:

18/ Although there is evidence that it was the original intent of the
drafters of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 to apply that appendix to

' all of the plant items to which Appendix A of that part applies,
the application of Appendix B has consistently been only to safety-
related structures, systems and components. The Staff is working

'

on a proposed rule to cxpand the list of structures, systems and.

components subject to Appendix B and to provide regulatory guidance
for appropriate quality assurance criteria for important to safety
items. Research projects are ongoing in support of that Staff
effort. (Finding 7B:79).,

(
_ . _ _ _ . -
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of particular components; and (2) alleged inadequacies in the scrutability.

| of Table 3.2.1-1 and the level of detail presented therein. We find that

LILCo's testimony has explained satisfactorily the reaans for the

see:aingly inconsistent classifications cited by Intervenors. (Findings

7B:64-70). We further find that Table 3.2.1-1 is understandable and

i adequate for the summary purposes for which it is presented. (Findings

7B:71,72).

b. Applicant's classification and qualification of important to
safety but not safety-related structures, systens and components

Ne list equivalent to Table 3.2.1-1 is provided for structures,

. systeres and comconents which are impcrtant to safety but not sa'ety- ,

(

related; neither the regulations nor Staff guidance require the |
,

compilatica of such a list, although structures, systems and components.,

within this class are discussed through the FSAP. (Finding 7B:74).
-

Intervenors claim, hcwever, thet absent the systematic identification

M structures, sy!tems and components important to safety tut not

safety-related, assurance canact be had that appitcant has ccmplied ;

I with regulatory requirement for these items, particularly the quality.

standards and quality assurance requirements of GDC-1. For the reasons

discussed below, we find that Applicant's FSAR, which was prepared in

accordance with the Staff's Standard Review Plan and other regulatory,

guidance such as Regulatory Guide 1.70, does provide a systenatic and
,

sufficient identification of the Shoreham structures, systems and
'

components which are important to safety and of the standards applied

. to those items. (Findings 7B:20-39). Furtner, we are satisfied that
,

Applicant and its contractors have generally applied appropriate quality

standards and quality assurance requirements to the structures, systems

and components of Shoreham. (Findings 7B:75-81).

-. - .-. .- _ . . . . - - _. - . . - _ - - - , . _ , - --_
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. 1) Application of quality standards and quality assurance
requirements generally

- CDC-1 was the litmus selected by Intervenors for assessing whether

Applicant had treated structures, systems and components important to

safety but not safety-related consistently with regulatory requirements.

GDC-1 requires that important to safety structures, systems and components
*

be designed, facricated, erected and tested to quality standards

commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be performed

and that a quality assurance program be established and implenented to

provide adequate assurance tha* these plant items will satisfactorily

perform their safety functions. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. Con-
:

siderable testimony was adduced by Applicent to demonstrate that, ;

despite the question of the proper scope of GDC-1, all of Shoreham's *
,

,

structures, systems and components received appropriate quality -

. '

standards and quality assurance treatment.

,

All of the Shcreham plant systems, including nonsafety-related
,

I

systems, have been examined and evaluated for their significance to

total plant function. (Finding 7B:75). Both General Electric and |
,

Stone & Webster evaluate nonsafety-related items to determine what

standards are to be applied based on an assessment of the particular

,

component's function and the expected service conditions. (Findings
I

7B:75,79,81). Although compliance with Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50

is not required for nonsafety-related items, the principles of a
' ~

comprehensive quality assurance program which the Appendix B criteria

represent are applied to nonsafety-related items commensurate with the.

specific function performed. (Finding 7B:79).

|
t. _ _. - - , _. .__ -__ __ _ _ - _ - _ - - - - - -. - _ -_ - --~
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2) Assessment of Specific Systems.

This general descriptoin of the treatment of nonsafety-related
.

structures, systems and components by Applicant and it contractors was

tested by an examination of the treatment of certain specific Shoreham

systems selected by Intervenors in their testimony. These included the
.

* 1
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. standby liquid control system, the turbine bypass system,,the reactor.
.

~

' core isolation cooling system, the rod block mo'nitor/and the level 8
^m ,- ,yy.

tr'ip.-In their. proposed initial decision, Intervenors have abandoned

their position that, equipment may be misclassified with respect to three
., t

of these five systems (standby,' liquid control,' reactor and isolation

coolingandlevel8 trip)bhf'ilingeve~ntoprcposefindingsonthem.a

Nevertheless, we address esch of the five systess below.
2r

(a) standby liquid control system (SLC)-

The SLC system is designed to inject' a neutron absorber solution

(sodium pentaborate) into the reactor to shut the reactor down from rated

power operation in tha event that cot encugh ccntrcl rods will be,

inserted to shut dowa the reactor, it providas a diverse, back-up means
~

of rsactivity controi. (Finding 75:25). :

An Endlysis of t5.! c;uality stancards applied to the S!.C system and*
.

'

the functir, it performs demonstrates that the system has been properly

cicssified. All of the equipment essenttal for the injection of the

soditm pentaktate sclutico iate ths reattor is safety-reinted. SLC

system equipment not essential to solution injection hus been designed to,

i
'

high standards and several specific design features assure.the reliability

of the system. (Findings 18:87-90). The Board finds that the SLC system

| is properly classified and that it meets the requirements of GDC-1.

(Finding 7B:91).

.

.
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(b) turbine bypass system
9

The turbine bypass system is used during normal start-up and
'

shutdown to pass partial steam flow to the condenser. The turbine

bypass valves also operate automatically following a turbine trip or load

rejection to stop the steam flow to the turbine. The accumulation of

steam pressure may cause the turbine bypass valves to open in order to

reduce the pressurization rate by directing some steam to the condenser.

Careful design, procurement, installation and testing requirements have

been applied to the turbine bypass system. The system is addressed by

the Staff in the SER and complies with the Staff's Branch Technical

Position incorporated in the Standard Review Plan. The Staff has also

required a technical specification ordering periodic surveillance to
' '

confirm the operability of the turbine bypass sytem. (Findings 7B:93-102).-

The Board finds that the turbine bypass system is properly.,

classified.
.

The Board is satisfied that the turbine bypass system need
,

not be classified in its entirety as safety-related and that it has been

properly designed with quality standards and quality assurance require-

ments commensurate with the importance of the safety function it performs.

(Finding 7B:103).

(c) reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC),

|
l The RCIC system is a high pressure system which provides core

cooling during reactor shutdown by pumping makeup water into the reactor

vessel in case of loss of flow from the main feedwater system; it can,

also be used to supplement the high pressure core injection system at
.

high pressure conditions. Although the RCIC system is not a part of the
:

emergency core cooling system network, the RCIC system initiates on low

|
.
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vessel water level during a loss of coolant accident and delivers a rated,

flow to the vessel through a connection in the feedwater system.
.

(Finding 7B:105).

Almost all of the RCIC system is classified as safety-related; all

of the, equipment necessary for the RCIC system to perform its intended

safety function of automatically injecting water is safety-related.

(Finding 7B:106). The Board finds that the RCIC system, which is very

nearly completely safety-related, is properly classified. The Board is

satisfied that not all of the RCIC system needs to be classified as

safety-related and that the system has been properly designed to quality

standards and quality assurance requirements ccmmensurate with the

importance of its safety function. (Finding 7B:110).
~ '

(d) rod block monitor (RBM)

The rod block monitor, together with two other systems, performs the.
.

| rod block function, which is designed to prevent erroneous withdrawal of

a control rod or rods during normal operation, possibly resulting in

local fuel damage. The principal objective of the red block monitor is

to extend fuel life by restricting rod movement to minimize local flux

peaking. The RBM does not mitigate the control rod drop or any other

accident and is not required to perform the critical safety functions of

10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A. (Findings 78:112,113).

The RBM is not a safety-related system. Nevertheless, special

| design features and other considerations have been applied to the RBM to.

assure its reliability; the RBM system meets most design principles of

safety-related systems. Technical specification surveillance require-

ments are to be imposed further to assure rod block function operability.

I
1
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(Findings 7B:114-117). The Board finds that the RBli system is properly.

classified and has been properly designed to quality standards and
.

quality assurance requirements conmensurate with its limited safety

function. (Findings 7B:118).

(e) level 8 trip

The level 8 trip signal automatically trips the turbine and shuts

down the feedwater pumps in the event that an excess of feedwater

reaches the high water level trip setpoint. It is one line of defense

against a feedwater controller failure transient, in which feedwater

controller function is lost and a maximum feedwater flow is erroneously

] initiated; back-ups exist in the event of failure in the level 8 trip.

(Finding 7B:120).

) The level 8 trip is not safety-related, although it is a high**

j, quality designed and manufactured system. Technical specifications will

limit the time during which portions of the level 8 trip system may be

inoperable. (Findings 7B:121, 122). The Board finds that the level 8
.

trip need not be classified as safety-related. The Board further finds

that tee design and treatment of the level 8 trip is in compliance with

the requirements of GDC-1. (Finding 7B:123).

|
,

i
.

.
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c. Resolution of "important to safety" definitional controversy. >

We have discussed in an earlier section the controversy surrounding
.

the terms "important to safety" and " safety-related" and the recent

Commission action consistent with the Staff's interpretation of these

terms. Having reviewed Applicant's classification methodology and

the application of that methodology to several specific systems, we

are prepared to draw conclusions as to the significance of this
,
.

definitional controversy in this proceeding.

The relevant question is whether Applicant's failure to have used

the separate category of "important to safety" as that term is used by

the Staff calls into question Applicant's compliance with certain

regulatory requirements, i.e., those which relate to items important to
** safety but not safety-related. The findings we have summarized in this

section concerning Applicant's treatment of nonsafety-related items and.,

of the several specific systems cited by Intervenors are consistent with i

the conclusions drawn by witnesses for Applicant and the Staff at the

hearing: there is no evidence that the Applicant' incorrect definition

of "important to safety" has had a su'bstantive impact on the design and

construction of the Shoreham plant. (Finding 7B:131). Applicant has

utilized the Standard Review Plan in preparing its FSAR and accordingly

addresses the Staff's requirements for important to safety structures,

systems and components. (Findings 7B: 133-134). Intervenors' testimony

has not established a single case in which Applicant's failure to have
,

used the term "important to safety" correctly has actually resulted in a
"

substantive defect in the treatment of a structure, system or component

at Shoreham. (See generally Findings 7B:84-123). The Staff's witnesses

- - - . . -. _ - - _ - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -_.
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testified that they were aware of no specific example of a substantive.

difference in the plant caused by the definitional issue. (Finding

7B:131). Applicant's witnesses testified on several occasions that no
I such substantive differences exist. (Finding 7B:131).

*Nevertheless, an important area of disagreement between the

Applicant and the Staff remains because of Applicant's opposition to the

Staff's interpretation of "important to safety". In its rebuttal testi-

mony filed through Mr. Conran in July 1982, the Staff identified certain

" unacceptable implications" of Applicant's incorrect use of "important

to safety". These concerns are of particular importance in the

operation of Shoreham. (Finding 7B:136).

*The first concern was that the audit r view procedure relied upone

' ~

by the Staff might not have identified all areas in which Applicant's

; incorrect use of the term "important to safety" could result in less.,

than complete compliance with regulatory requirements. (Finding 7B:136).

The record which has been compiled in this proceeding, taken together4

with our finding that the Staff's interpretation of "important to safety"
'

is correct and the license condition we imposd below, is sufficient to

alliy that concern. Applicant's testimony that no substantive

differences have resulted from its different usage of the term (Finding

7B:131) stands uncontradicted and is, indeed, reinforced by the record

generally. Moreover, Applicant has provided a commitment which is the

functional equivalent of the commitment usually provided' (here at FSAR
,

5 3.1.2.1) to comply with GDC-1 during the operation of Shoreham. (Findings
*

7B:136-136F). We see no need to require that the FSAR be re-reviewed or
,!

that the scope of the review be expanded. (Finding 7B:135, 1410-141R).

.
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.

*The second concern expressed by the Staff was that it was clear.

under the Staff's interpretation of "important to safety" that there
.

exists in the regulations a reouirement under GDC-1 for a quality

assurance program for certain non-safety related structures, systems and

components (i.e., those important to safety). (Finding 7B:136). LILCo

acknowledges no such regulatory requirement. Similarly, the Staff's
' third area of concern was that Applicant could overnarrowly construe its

reporting obligations under such regulations as 10 CFR Q 50.59 and

10 CFR Part 21. (Finding 7B:136).

*As noted in the earlier discussion of the correct interpretation of

"important to safety", we find these concerns persuasive. There is also

substantial evidence that continued use by LILCo of a definition

!
*

different than the Staff's will cause confusion and that such confusion*

will adversely affect safety. (Finding 7B:136A,136J).,
,

*The Board agrees with the Staff that it is critical to the licensing

and regulation of a nuclear power reactor that regulatory terms have a

conrnon meaning to the parties involved. (Finding 7B:137). In order to

avoid the confusion inherent in the t$se of different definitions of the
'

term "important to safety" by LILCo and the Staff, and to minimize diffi-

culties which may otherwise arise in terms of reporting obligations,

inspection and quality standards and quality assurance requirements, the

following condition shall be made a part of any operating license which

may issue for the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station:
,

" Safety-related" structures, systems and components are those which
are relied upon to remain functional during and following design basis, ,

events to ensure (i) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, (ii) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it
in a safety shutdown condition, and (iii) the capability to prevent or
mitigate exposures comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. See
10 CFR 5 50.49(b)(1). "Important to safety" structures, systems and

i

!
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. components are those which provide reasonable assurance that the
facility can be operated without undue risk to public health and safety
(See 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (Introduction)) and include the
" safety-related" structures, systems and components as a lesser subset.-

LILCo shall take appropriate steps prior to operation of the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station to disseminate thesu definitions to all employees
associated with Shoreham and to instruct all such employees to use
these terms properly in all communications within the company, to its
contractors and with the NRC and its 5+aff. LILCo shall also disseminate
and require adherence to the commitments contained in LILCo's March 8,
1983 letter to the NRC Staff that all non-safety related structures,
systems and components and plant computer software will be accorded, as
a minimum, the safety significance given to them in the FSAR, as amended,
technical specifications and emergency operating procedures. These
structures, systems and components shall henceforth be appropriately
termed as " safety-related" or "important to safety" as defined above.
LILCo shall further conduct a review of its FSAR, as amended, and
correct all uses of the term "important to safety" inconsistent with
the definition appearing above. The results of this review, and
appropriate amendments resulting therefrom, shall be included in the
updated FSAR filed in accordance with 10 CFR $ 50.71(e)(3)(i).

*Mr. Conran and the County would have us go further. Mr. Conran
~~ testified that there is a conceptual difference, as well

as a terminological difference, between the Staff and LILCo. He believes.
.

that "LILCo truly does not understand what is required minimally for

safety by NRC under the regulations . . . ." (Finding 7B:141). Mr. Conran

argues that the imposition of a definition is not adequate under these

circumstances. (Finding 7B:140). He feels that LILCo should be required

to develop and demonstrate the requisite understanding of what is

minimally required for safety in the operation of Shoreham by preparing

.

.
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a listing of Shoreham's important to safety structures, systems and.

components. (Finding 7B:141B). The County agrees.
.

*We are satisfied, as is the Staff, that LILCo does understand what

is minimally required for safety despite the position it has taken with

respect to the Staff's interpretation of "important to safety". The record

of this proceeding demonstrates that LILCo has satisfied the deterministic

criteria embodied in the Staff's Standard Review Plan, other regulatory

guidance documents, and appropriate industry standards and practices.

LILCo has also described to the Staff's satisfaction its organization to

address facility operation as well as its programs to conduct and audit

plant activities in such areas as preventive and corrective maintenance,

procurement and storage, and design change control. A further commitment
*

regarding these programs has been placed in the record. (Findings
*

7B:136C-136F). The evidence of proper design and construction, coupled.,

with LILCo's programs and additional commitments for operating the

facility, demonstrates that LILCo understands what is minimally required

to operate the facility without undue risk to the health and safety of
'

the public. (Finding 7B:141E).

*We do not draw from LILCo's resistance to a regulatory definition

other than the one it believes to be appropriate the conclusion that

LILCo does not understand what is minimally required for safety under

the regulations. (Finding 7B:141F). LILCo management testified that
'

LILCo is fully implementing the intent of the Staff's construction of
,

( "important to safety" in its programs despite the legal position it has
'

taken before us on the appropriateness of that construction. (Findings

! 7B:141G-141H).

|
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As to tir. Conran's position that a list should be required of LILCo,*
.

listing of non-safety-related plant items which are "importent to safety" !
.

is not necessary to demonstrate an understanding of what is minimally

required for safety nor would it demonstrate such an understanding. |

(Finding 7B:1411). Mr. Conran himself admitted that in the past he never |
thought such a list was really necessary. (Finding 7B:141J). Such a i

list could be generated, to be sure. (Finding 7B:141L). What is important,

however, is not the, list but the system or process for identifying the

important attributes of a structure, system or component and the mechanism

for assuring that those attributes are preserved through the life of the

plant. (Finding 7B:141M). We believe LILCo has demonstrated that it has

|- such systems and mechanisms in place. -

** Mr. Conran testified that meetings, discussions and the exploration*

of examples could enable one to determine whether. there is really a.,

|

[ mutual understanding as to what is required for safety. That is
!

precisely what this Board has undertaken on the record of this proceed-

ing. (Finding 7B:141ft). We do not accept Mr. Conran's contention that

LILCo lacks essential understanding of what is required for safety and

that an "important to safety" list must be required for Shoreham.

.

e
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4. Analysis of Systems Interactions at Shoreham.

a. Applicant's evaluation of systems interaction at Shoreham
.

One of the important concerns raised by Intervenors' testimony is

that no adequate evaluation has been done of potential adverse systens

interactions at Shoreham. Intervenors cited the water level indication

system as an example of a system subject to adverse interactions.

Extensive testimony has presented by the parties on the analysis of

systems interactions at Shoreham and on the potential for interactions

affecting the water level indication system specifically.

For the purposes of this opinion, we accept the Staff's definition

of, systems interaction: "the possibility of one reactor plant system

acting on one or more systems in a way not consciously intended by design
*

so as to adversely affect the safety of the plant." (Finding 7B:142).'

Systems interactions are addressed throughout the design process by.,

General Electric and Stone & Webster. (Findings 7B:143-150). Design

practices and procesures at both General Electric and Stone & Webster

incorporate measures to ensure appropriate dissemination and control of

information, review and verification, and utilization of design and

operating experience. Through these practices and procedures, potential

interactions are identified and evaluated. (Findings 7B:143-147).

Beyond the basic practices and procedures used by General Electric

and Stone & Webster in the design, manufacture and installation of

structures, systems and components at Shoreham, a number of specific
, ,

system interaction studues and programs have been conducted which relate
'

specifically tw Shoreham. Eighteen examples of such studies were

discussed in Applicant's testinony. These included studies of missiles,

|
|

[
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cable separation, electric bus failures, protection systems and scran.

reliability and many others. (Findings 7B:148-149). In addition, LILCo
.

has established an organization (ISEG) to evaluate operational data,

including information concerning systems interactions. (Finding 7B:151).
~

The Board finds that extensive evaluation has been conducted of

potential adverse systems interactions at Shoreham. This evaluation'

has both included both deterninistic and probabilistic methodologies.

Major parts of this evaluation are documented on the FSAR; other pcrts,

such as the Shoreham draft PRA, have been conducted independent of any

regulatory requirement. (Finding 7B:152). We turn now to a

consideration of whether the adequacy of this process of evaluation of

systems interactions is called into question by interactions relating to
'

the water level indication system.-

..

b. Water level indication system interactions

Intervenors selected the water level indication system (ULI) as an

example of a plant system which is subject to interactions in a way that
'

allegedly demonstrates the inadequacy of Applicant's methodology for

| analyzing the adequacy of plant design. Intervenors' witnesses

testified that water level measurement is an important factor which can

be adversely affected by a combination of high drywell temperature and

low reactor vessel pressure to the point that emergency core cooling
|

could be delayed. In Intervenors' view, the existing analysis and
,

review techniques as documented in the FSAR and SER failed to discover
^

this problem. (Finding 7B:153).

Reactor vessel water level is measured by differential pressure

transmitters which measure the difference in status head between two

- - __. . --, - - - . - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . .__ _
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columns of water. One column is a " cold" (ar:bient temperature) refrence.

leg outside the eractor vessel; the other is the reactor water inside
.

the reactor vessel and the variable lega. The measured differential

pressure is a function of reactor water level. (Finding 7B:154).

All parties agree that high drywell temperature can cause boil-off

or flashing of the water in the reactor water level sensing lines if the

reactor is depressurized while these high temperatures exist. (Finding

e

9

e

.

e
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7B:157). Such high drywell temperatures can be caused in several ways.,

Two scenarios were the focus of the testimony: (1) an incident at
.

Pilgrim Nuclear Station in which loss of containment coolers caused

flashing in the WLI reference leg; and (2) steam line breaks which

discharge hot steam into the drywell causing boil-off in the WLI

reference leg. (Findings 7B:157-158).

The interaction between the drywell coolers and WLI system was

considered in the original design of Shoreham. (Finding 78:172). Analyses

have been conducted by General Electric and the Staff has reviewed these

WLI system interactions specifically for Shoreham. (Findings 7B:158,

166-168). The design of Shoreham is adequate to ensure safety against

both types of WLI system interaction cited. (Finding 78:172). Cooling
' '

equipment is provided, temperatures are monitored and shutdown procedures

. . are contemplated for these situations. (Finding 7B:172). Most impor-

tantly, the maximum water level measurement error is of little or no

direct safety significance at Shoreham. (Finding 78:160). Adequate

cooling water will remain even in a worst case scenario and these errors

in water level measurement indication are unlikely to delay emergency

core cooling system actuation. (Findings 7B:160, 161). Specific emer-

gency operating procedures address this contingency. (Findings 7B:162-164).

We find that the potential for such interactions adversely affecting

the WLI system has been identified and reviewed through the methodology

used by the Applicant and the Staff; there is ample evidence in the record.

that the loss of water in the water level sensing lines and resultant
.

erroneous water level indicatit, does not create undue risk to public

health and safety at Shoreham. (Findings 7B:159-172).'

.
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c. Unresolved safety issues concerning systems interactions.

*

Intervenors' testimony on Contention 7B questions the adequacy of
.

the Staff's explanation, required by North Anna,1E/ as to why operation

of Shoreham may be permitted despite the pendency of Unresolved Safety

Issues A-17 and A-47 on the subject of system interactions.EE/ Under

North Anna, the Staff is obliged to describe those generic. problems

under continuing study which have relevance to a given facility and
.

which involve potentially significant public safety implications. This

description is normally provided in the Safety Evaluation Report. In

addition to a description of the issue and of the Staff's plan for
,

resolving it, there must be some explanation why operation may proceed

even though an overall solution has not been found. The most common

| explanations are that a solution has been implemented for the particular
*

*

facility, that a restriction in the level or nature of operation has been.
,

, ~~~19/ Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power Station,
' Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978).

20/ Both Applicant and the Staff moved to strike Intervenors' testimony
regarding Unresolved Safety Issues A-17 and A-47 on the grounds
that this testimony was beyond the scope of Contention 78. These;

i notions were denied. See Tr. 1093-1103.
l

-

e

I
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Imposed, or that the safety issue arises only in later years of operation..

These are not the only acceptable explanations, however. For example,
.

the explanation for operating pending resolution of the generic issue

may be that the current regulatory standards are adequate but confirmatory

work is desirable or improved criteria are being sought. See Pacific

Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear plant, Units 1 and 2),

LBP-81-21,14 NRC 107,118 (1981).

1) A-17 " Systems Interactions"

The general concern involved in the systems interaction issue is

the possibility of one reactor plant system acting on one or more other

systems in a way not consciously intended by design so as to adversely

affect the safety of the plant. The specific objective of a systems
** interaction analysis is to provide further assurance that the

independent functioning of safety systems is not jeopardized by.,

preconditions within the plant design (particularly dependencies hidden

in supporting and interfacing systems). Events have occurred, the

frequency and possible implications of which have prompted the Staff to

consider whether additional system interaction analysis requrements

should be developed and imposed. (Findings 7B:174-175).

| The purpose of the A-17 task is to confirm that present review
1

procedures and safety criteria provide an acceptable level of redundancy

, and independence for systems required for safety by evaluating the
|

potential for undesirable interactions between and among systems.
,

(Finding 7B:176).

I
~

**A program for studying the systems interaction issue was initiated

| in 1978. A candidate methodology for systems interaction analysis was
!
.

|

|
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developed and tested through application at Matts Bar, but this initial.

effort was deemed unsuccessful. (Findings 7B:177-178). In the aftermath
.

of the TMI-2 accident, the THI-2 Action Plan (NUREG-0660) incorporated

the A-17 effort. The expanded systems interaction program under Action

Plan Item II.C.3 has included suryeys conducted by the national labora-

tories, seismic-initiator systems interaction reviews at Diablo Canyon

and San Onofre, and a systems interaction study at Indian Point Unit 3.

It had been the Staff's intention to apply the systems interaction

analytical methodologies on a trial basis, either as part of a " Pilot
i

Program" or as part of the engoing Systematic Evaluation Program or

National Reliability Evaluaticn Program efforts. (Findings 7B:179-182).

ltore recently, however, consideration has been given to applying*

'

the Staff's candidate methods to Indian Point Unit 3 in order to provide'

a comparison with the PASNY method of analysis. This is the preferred.,

alternative at the present time and the Staff has secured the cooperation

of PASNY for the comparative methodology demonstration. The Staff expects

to receive the results of this study in July 1984. (Findings 7B:182-183).
'

It is' the Staff's intention that this generic program will provide**

the basis for making an orderly decision as to the possible need for

additional systems interaction requirements. (Finding 7B:188). The
i

program is confirmatory in nature, however, and the Shoreham SER

concludes that reasonable assurance of public health and safety is

provided by compliance with current requirements and procedures.
,

(Findings 7B:176, 188). This conclusion is consistent with the position
1 .

taken by the Staff before the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
|

(ACRS)lastyear. In a February 12, 1982 letter from William J. Dircks,'

_
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Executive Director for Operations, to Paul Shewmon, Chairman of ACRS,.

tir. Dircks wrote that: "NRR continues in the confidence that current
.

regulatory requirements and procedures provide an adequate degree of

public health and safety." (Finding 7B:189). The-Beard-apees-with-the

Staff-and-finds-that-the-Staff-has-satisfied-its-ebligatieR-Wnder-Nerth

An n a - t e- e x pl a i n -why- e pe ra t i e n -e f-S h e r e h am-may-b e - p e mi t t e d -d e s p i t e - t h e

pendeney-ef-unreselved-safety-isswe-A-171--(Finding-7B+303}e

*This conclusion is based on the fact that the existing regulatory,

framework addresses the systems interaction concern by evaluating plant

designs against well-established deterministic requirements and criteria

which are embodied in regulatory guidance documents. These current

requirements are founded on the principle of " defense-in-depth" (see
''

Findings 7B:7-19) and include provisions for design features such as

physical separation and functional independence of redundant safety.
,

.

,

'

systems, as well as other measures that provide protection against

hazards such as pipe ruptures, missiles, seismic events, fire and

flooding. The quality assurance program that is applied during the

design, construction and operational phases for each plant provides

( additional assurance in this regard by helping to prevent inadvertent

; introduction of adverse systems interactions contrary to approved
!

design. (Finding 7B:185). The Shoreham application was evaluated

against tr.ese requirements. (Finding 7B:186). LILCo has given
|

extensive consideration to potential systems interactions at Shoreham,,
,

:

even going beyond Staff requirements for systems interaction analysis in'

~

a number of areas. (Findings 7B:191G, 191S)
.

*The systems interaction issue is one of the two areas in which
1

! Mr. Conran has modified his earlier testimony through the submission of

I
|

|

.__ _ _
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his February 9,1983 affidavit. The affidavit expresses ttr. Conran's.

present view that the Staff's program for resolution of A-17 has
.

declined in recent months to such an extent that he no longer believes

that it is currently adequate to provide a basis for the " justification

for operation" conclusion required under florth Anna. Without adequate

progress toward resolution of A-17, tir. Conran could not conclude that

there is reasonable assurance that Shoreham could be operated with no

undue risk to public health and safety. (Findings 7B:191A-1910).

*!!r. Conran's affidavit, which was received in evidence during the

reopened hearings (Tr. 20,401), discusses at some length the bases for

his change in position in terms of the history of the Staff's systems

interaction efforts, events of recent months and his estimation of the

** schedule on which action toward resolution can proceed. He concludes

that a requirement should be imposed by the Staff at this time for.,

| limited systems interaction analysis by licensees. and operating license
!

applicants. (Finding 7B:191C,191J). In particular, tir. Conran's

affidavit was precipitated by the cumulative effect of: (1) the loss of
|
l the pilot plant demonstration option at selected near-term operating

license plants; (2) the delay in availability of data from systems

interaction studies undertaken at Dia'olo Canyon and Indian Point, and

(3) what he sees as the lack of any serious indication by Staff

| management that some other measures would be taken given these
i

circumstances, such as the initiation of limited studies by near-term
,

operating license applicants. (Finding 7B:191D).
9

*As a result of the Conran affidavit, the Staff provided

supplemental testimony which addressed tir. Conran's present views on the

|

|

I
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systems interaction issue. The Staff's position as reflected in earlier.

testimony on A-17 and systems interaction has not changed. In brief,
.

that position may be sumarized as follows: (1) the Staff's current

licensing requirements provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to

public health and safety from potential adverse systems interactions;

(2) the A-17 program is confirmatory in nature; (3) the Staff's program

on A-17 is progressing toward resolution; (4) Shoreham may be licensed

for operation despite the pendency of A-17; and (5) no plant specific

! systems interaction analyses (other than those-now required by

regulation or Staff practice) are or should be required until completion

of the Staff's program determines whether they are necessary and

justified. (Finding 7B:191K). -

~~ *We find that Shoreham may be licensed for operation despite the

pendency of unresolved safety issue A-17. (Finding 7B:191X). Several.,

independent bases exist for concluding that the North Anna requirement

has been satisfied for Shoreham.

*First, we agree with the Staff that the nature of the particular|
!

issue involved should be factored into the North Anna dete[1nination.;

(Finding 7B:191N). A-17 is a confirmatory task. (See Finding 7B:176).

The existing regulatory framework adequately addresses the systems

interaction concern and progress in the A-17 program to date has

provided no indication that present requirements and review procedures

do not provide reasonable assurance that the effects of potential
,

systems interactions on plant safety will be within the effects on plant
1 .
'

safety previously evaluated (i.e., within the design basis envelope).

(Finding 7B:185-190,1910). This is so irrespective of the schedule for

-
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resolution of A-17. (Finding 7B:191L,191H). Indeed, the Staff is not.

aware of any major interactions that are not already considered under
,

the regulations. (Finding 7B:191tt).

*Second, in addition to the adequacy of existing regulatory

requirements to support the required North Anna finding for Shoreham,

LILCo has gone beyond Staff requirements for systems interaction

analysis in several areas. (Finding 7B:191S; see Findings 78:191G,

191H). In Mr. Conran's view, this consideration of systems interactions

by LILCo specifically for Shoreham would provide an adequate basis for

licensing Shoreham under North Anna if ti;e safety classification issue

could be resolved. Mr. Conran's residual concern is that LILCo, because

of it allegedly different understanding of the importance of non-safety-
' '

related items, might have a different judgment as to the safety

significance of interactions identified in its various systens.,

interaction studies. (Finding 7B:191H). Because systems interaction

studies are conducted independent of classification and because LILCo

has adequately demonstrated its understanding of what is minimally

required for safety, the Staff does not share Mr. Conran's concern.

(Findings 7B:1910, 7B:141E-141H). Neither does this Board.

* Third, there has been reasonable progress in the Staff's program

! for resolving A-17. (Finding 7B:1910; see Findings 7B:177-184). Even

with respect to events over the last six months, the time frame focused

on by Mr. Conran's affidavit, the Staff believes there has been
,

sufficient progress during that time period to indicate that the Staff;

| .

' is moving toward resolution of A-17. (Finding 7B:191P). The Staff

presently expects to complete its review of various systems interaction

(

|

I
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. studies, assess the efficiency of the methodologies used in these

studies, and make a decision on the need for any requirement for
.

plant-specific systems interaction analyses by October 1984. (Finding

7B:1910). The Staff judgment, which we find reasonable on the basis of

! the evidentiary record, is that A-17 will be resolved within such a time

frame that there will not be undue risk to the public from operation of
i

Shoreham in the interim. (Finding 7B:191R). See fiorth Anna, supra,

8 NRC 245, 248 (1978).
-

*In sum, we find that an adequate explanation has been-provided as

to why operation of Shoreham may be permitted despite the pendency of

unresolved safety issue A-17. The absence of a declared generic

solution does not call into question the safety of current operation at
' -

this plant.

'
.

| 2) A-47 (" Safety Implications of Control Systems"
t

Unresolved safety issue A-47 concerns the potential for transients

or accidents being made more severe as a result of control system failures

or malfunctions. The purpose of the A-47 task is to examine the criteria

and philosophy used by the Staff in the review of control systems to
,

!

|
:

'
t

I
|

.
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determine if they are sufficient and whether new criteria are appropriate. *.

(Findings 7B:192-193). Should the resolution of A-47 indicate that addi-
.

tional criteria for control system designs are necessary or that specific

problems require resolution, appropriate action will be taken by the

Staff for plants in the licensing process as well as for plants now in

operation. (Finding 7B:198). At this time, however, the Staff knows of

no specific control system failures or actions on Shoreham or any other

plant which would lead to undue risk to the health and safety of the

public. (Finding 7B:198).

As part of the Staff's review effort relating to control systems,
.

questions are asked of applicants relating to the effect of pcwer supply
.

and sensor and siren impulse line failures on several control systems
..

simultaneously and to a plant-specific evaluation of the effect of

high-energy line brp.aks on control systems. These are open items in the-
,

| .

Staff's review of Shoreham at this time. (Findings 7B:199-201).

The Staff and LILCo have taken the position that the record on

,

Contention 7B may be closed despite the pendency of these open items.
,

|
We agree. We do not believe that the results of the Staff's review of

further responses on these items by LILCo can reasonably be expected toi

! add any new or different perspective to the extensive exploration of

methodology which has been conducted throughout the evidentiary record on

these contentions. As relates specifically to Unresolved Safety Issue
! A-47 and the Staff's North Anna obligations, we are satisfied that the-

Staff has provided the explanation required by North Anna (Finding 7B:202),

'

and that the issue raised by the open requests of'the Staff's A-47 review

may be left for post-hearing resolution by the Staff. See Consolidated

!

.-
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Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2), CLI-74-23,.

7 AEC 947, 951-52 (1974). In the absence of special circumstances and
.

adequate justification by LILCo, the Staff will require resolution of

the open item prior to fuel load.

5. Alternative Methodologies Proposed By Intervenors

At the heart of Intervenors' contention is the assertion that LILCo

is unable to demo'nstrate that it has complied with the regulations in the

absence of certain alternative methodologies, including PRA, for the

analysis of systems interactions and the classification of structures,

systems and components at Shoreham. Substantial evidence was presented

by the parties on these alternative methodologies and their proper r'leo
~~

in the regulatory process. As discussed below, we decide that the

alternative methodologies cited by Intervenors are not required by the+ .

regulations and that it would be unnecessary and imprudent for us to rely

on the Shoreham draft PRA and related testimony for the identification of

intersystem dependencies or the classification of plant structures,

systems and components.

a. Regulatory status of the alternative methodologies cited

Intervenors argue'that such analytical methodologies as PRA,

dependency analyses of various types, and a review of operating proce-

- dures must be applied to the analysis and classification of plant items

in order to demonstrate ccmpliance with the regulaticns. PRA is an
,

analytical technique which permits the quantification of the probabili-

ties and consequences associated with accidents and malfunctions by
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applying probabilistic and statistical techniques to an evaluation of
,

plant reliability and safety. By using PRA, a safety assessor attempts
.

to set into better perspective the contributors to various accident

sequences and risk in order that appropriate remedial action may be

taken. (Finding 7B:204).

The NRC's use of PRA in the regulatory process is in a state of

development. No specific regulation requires a plant-specific PRA for

Shoreham and the Staff has not requested that one be done. Both the-

Staff and LILCo argue that LILCo has gone beyond current regulatory

requirements in undertaking a plant-specific PRA. (Findings 7B:205-206).

Intarvenors have pointed ,to no specific regulation requiring a

plant-specific PRA for Shoreham. Rather, they imply the need for a PRA
** from several regulations, including 10 CFR 9 50.57 and 10 CFR Part 50,

. . Appendix A. Theneedtoichlysucharequirement,however,ariseseven
'

under Intervenors' argument only if Applicant is unable to demonstrate

compliance with the regulations in the absence of a PRA. We are satis-

fied that Applicant has demonstrated its compliance with the regulations

as they relate to the analysis and classification of Shoreham's struc-

tures, systems, and components. See Findings 7B:124, 152, 171, 203, 209.

Accordingly, this Board need not and does not reach the question here

whether the regulations may be read to imply a PRA requirement under

appropriate circumstances.

- The same conclusion necessarily applies with respect to systems

.

interaction analyses other than PRA and operating procedures analyses.

Certain provisions in the regulations do require systems interaction

analyses of various types to be performed for particular plant systems.
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Applicant's testimony demonstrates its compliance with these regulatory.

requirements. No regulatory requirement exists at this time, however,
.

for the application on a plant-wide basis of any of these analytical

methods. (Findings 7B:207, 211).

An additional reason exists for not requiring the use of PRA in the

classification of plant structures, systems and components and the

ranking of items by their importance to safety. There is not at present

a systematic methodology for using PRA for the purpose of classification '

or the ranking of plant items by safety importance. The absence of

standards for the use of PRA for classification or the ranking of plant
,

by safety importance would render such analyses valueless. (Finding

7B:213). Further, there is no basis in the record before us for
.

concluding.that it is likely that a PRA would require a change in the

classification of any structure, system, or component. (Finding 7B:214).-

b. Reliance on the Shoreham draft PRA

Applicant devoted sixty-two pages of prefiled tes,timony to the

subject of the Shoreham draft PRA and its relation in particular to the

systems interaction issue raised by Contention 7B. The testimony of

Dr. Vojin Joksimovich, a member of the peer review group for the Shoreham

PRA, emphasized his opinion as to the effectiveness of the event tree /

fault tree methodology utilized in the Shoreham PRA as tool for the
- analysis of systems interactions. Indeed, Dr. Joksimovich expressed his

opinion that "the Shoreham PRA approach provides a meaningful and,

,

'

efficient, if not the only, framework for examining "the systems inter-

action issue." He went on to describe the Shoreham PRA as the "best

--
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means for addressing the issue." (Finding 7B:215). Dr. Edward T. Burns,,

SAI's principal analyst for the Shoreham PRA, described the methodology
.

utilized and its application in the Shoreham PRA. Dr. Burns agreed with

Dr. Joksmovich on the efficacy of PRA for systems interaction analysis:

"SAI judges that fault tree / event tree methodlogy is the best
available technique for augmenting the existing deterministic
evaluations and NRC regulations to ensure that systems

| interactions are exposed and potential areas of concern are
identified."

(Finding 7B:215).

LILCo's PRA witnesses have, thus, taken the position that the

Shoreham PRA applies precisely the type of alternative methodological

approach described as necessary by Intervenors. LILCo's witnesses also

expressed their conclusion that the Shoreham PRA confirms the adequacy
'' of the treatment of systems interactions at Shoreham. (Finding 7B:216).

. . While this Board struck several such conclusions in the prefiled testi-

many at Intervenor's motion on the grounds that the conclusions (as

opposed to the methodology) of the Shoreham PRA were beyond the scope of

this contention, similar conclusions were elicited upon the record by

Intervenors' own cross-examination. (Finding 7B:216).

Prior to the filing of Staff's direct testimony, this Board

expressed its interest in the Staff's plans with respect to its review of

the Shoreham PRA and the schedule for any such review. That interest was

heightened by the extent to which LILCo's direct testimony relied on the

. Shoreham PRA. When it became clear to the Staff that the Board intended

to inquire more deeply into this matter than the Staff's panel of
.

- witnesses were prepared to respond, the Staff moved and was permitted to

add as a witness Ashok C. Thandani, Branch Chief of the Reliability and

__
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Risk Assessment Branch of NRR. Mr. Thadani was most helpful to the Board,

in explaining the bases for the Staff's position with respect to the
.

Shoreham draft PRA and in answering questions which arose on the subject

of PRA generally.

The Staff emphasized repeatedly that it had not required the

performance and submission of a PRA for Shoreham as part of the regula-

tory review process for issuing an operating license to LILCo and that

LILCo had gone beyond regulatory requirements in conducting such a study.

(Finding 7B:217). The Staff also testified that it lacked " specific

criteria for evaluating such an assessment for Shoreham." Until the

Commission promulgates specific criteria against which to compare PRA's,

the Staff's approach is to learn from these studies whether there are
''

areas which the Staff should be pursuing further. Judgments that a're

made depend on considerations other than just the numerical estimates..
.

l
i (Findings 7B:218-219). Despite these problems, the Staff will require
!

submittal of the final Shoreham PRA and will review it to gain added

insight into potential safety improvements. (Finding 78:220).

With respect to the schedule for the Staff's review of the Shcreham

PRA, the Staff testified to its expectation that the review effort would

take approximately one year from the time the final Shoreham PRA is

submitted. Mr. Thadani testified that the Staff cannot afford to to

expand its limited resources on the review of draft PRA's because they
'

generally change " radically" as time goes on. Mr. Thadani expected the.

'

Shoreham draft PRA to undergo substantial changes as a result of mistakes,
.

omissions or new understandings before it became final. (Finding 7B:221).
-

|

m
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In light of the schedule of this'proceedi6g,'the Board asked whether,

it would be,possible to examine the Shoreham draft,PRA on a short term

basis specifically to evaluate its treatment of dependencies. Mr. Thadani

considered the question overnight and responded ' hat even such a quickt

'

review for treatment of dependencies would take 3 to 6 months in order to
i develop. supportable views, assuming the availability of rescurces which

the Staff does not believe are presently available; (Finding 7B:222).

While the Staff was unable to provide testimony specific to the

Shoreham PRA for'these reasons, Staff's witnesses did address the subject

of PRA generally in response to questions from the Board. Among other

subjects, that testimony addressed the question to what extent PRA can be

used in a comprehensive way to identify intersystem dependencies.
''

The Staff does not at present have a position on the preferability

of event tree / fault tree methedology as against other methodologies for.
.

the identification of intersystem dependencies. The Staff believes that

it is premature at this time,to draw any conclusion in this regard;

the Staff is pursuing a program to identify the best, most effective
i technique. Under the Staff's program, another year or two of development

and testing of techniques should permit identification of the most

effective methods and the dept.h of analysis required to ensure that

important dependencies have not been missed. (Finding 7B:224).

Many methods, including PRA, can be used to search for systems

interactions. The difficulty is not in the use of event tree / fault tree.

| _

methodlogy, but in how far these methods are carried: are the fault

,-.
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trees simplified or are they detailed down to the component level? An,

enormous amount of effort is required to do detailed fault trees on a
.

large number of systems. (Finding 7B:226).

PRA has certain limitations at present. Limitations exist in the

data base for probabilistic estimates. Quantification of factors such as

sabotage may be impossible. Design errors may go unidentified. Potential

dependencies may exist by design, by oversight or by operational consider-

ations. Large areas of uncertainty must also be recognized. For example,

probabilistic treatment of external events such as earthquake, flood,

external fires and high wind displays large uncertainties. (Findings

78:227-228).

Mr. Thadani described for the Board an " ideal approach" to the
'

'

identification of important dependencies. The critical point, however,

is that the Staff cannot say today how much analysis is enough to ensure. .
.

adequate identification of dependencies. Dependencies are the hardest

parts of a probabilistic analysis to identify and quantify. No single

PRA to date has used all of the approaches which Mr. Thadani described as,

l-
the ideal situation. (Findings 7B:230-231).

The Board finds that it is not prepared to rely on the Shoreham

draft PRA for firm conclusions as to the identification of intersystemI

!

I dependencies. First, it is a draft document still undergoing peer
1

review. Changes may be made which would invalidate particular conclu-
|

| sions this Board might draw at present. Second, the Board does not have.

the benefit of the Staff's review of the document. Third, the Shoreham
; .

draft PRA excludes external events, for which large uncertainties exist.

.- _
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Finally, the cautions raise'd by the Staff in its explanation of its,

position on whether PRA is, as LILCo argues, the "best method" of
.

identifying dependencies cause us to hesitate to embrace LILCo's position

at the present time. b (Finding 7B:232).

Nothing we have said should be taken as implying any belief that PRA

is not a useful analytical technique. LILCo has gone beyond regulatory

requirements in contracting for a PRA for Shoreham and it is to be

commended for that undertaking. We simply hold that we are not prepared

to place reliance on the Shoreham draft PRA on the basis of the present

record to draw conclusions about its efficacy in identifying intersystem

dependencies. Since we do not need to rely on such conclusions in view

of our findings concerning the deterministic licensing criteria used by
' ''

LILCo and the Staff, our unwillingness to rely on the Shoreham draft PRA

has no effect on the licensing of Shoreham.. .

-21/ After the close of the record on. Contentions 7B and 19(b) but before
the filing of findings, LILCo sought to have received in evidence
excerpts of the deposition of Dr. Robert Jay Budnitz, a consultant

i for Intervenors on issues unrelated to these contentions. The
pertinent portions of Dr. Budnitz's deposition made the points that:

| 1) the Shoreham draft PRA is a '' state of the art" effort; and 2) the
! Shoreham draft PRA addresses systems interactions. We decline to

reopen the' record to receive the opinions and do not consider them
in reaching our decision. The reasons for this decision are several.
LILCo's offer of this evidence was untimely and good cause f.or the
late offer wa~s not shown. More importantly, the evidence does not
have a material bearing on the outcome of our decision on the merits.

of these contentions since we decline to base our decision in any
way on the Shoreham draft PRA. Further, this evidence is so
conclusory as to be entitled to little weight.-

1

- - _ - - . . - -
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6. Conclusion
,

a. Contention 7B
.

We conclude as follows with respect to Contention 7B:

1) Applicant has utilized a systematic methodology in the design

of Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. That methodology is embodied in the

regulations, the Standard Review Plan and other regulatory guidance, and

industry standards and practices.

2) This systematic methodology has been applied at Shoreham in a

way that ensures that Shoreham's structures, systems and components are

properly classified and qualified, that appropriate quality standards

and quality assurance requirements are applied, and that systems inter-

actions will not adversely affect plant safety.

3) Intervenors were to select specific systems to demonstrate the~-

' alleged inadequacy of Applicant's methodology as it related to the.,

classification of structures, systems and components and the analysis of
i

systems interactions. The examples selected failed to demonstrate any

inadequacy in the methodology utilized,

4) The Staff's interpretation of the regulatory term "important

to safety" is correct and will be a binding and enforceable part of any

operating license issued for Shoreham. Applicant's failure to have used,

|
' a separate category of "important to safety" has made no substantive

difference in the design of Shoreham.

. 5) The Staff has satisfied its North Anna obligations with

respect to Unresolved Safety Issues A-17 and A-47; pending open items in
?

-

| the Staff's review under A-47 may be left for post-hearing resolution by
|

| the Staff.

;

l
|
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.

6) The alternative methodologies cited by Intervenors are not
.

necessary to demonstrate Shoreham's compliance with the regulations and
.

we decline to rely on the Shoreham draf t PRA.
!

b. Contention 19(b)_

We conclude as follows with respect to Contention 19(b):
|

1) Applicant's classification of Shoreham's structures, systems

and components meets the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.26 and

1.29.-

2) Applicant's seismic design classification of control room and

radioactive waste systems are consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.143 and

other applicable guidance and satisfies regulatory requirements.

3) Applicant has suitably documented its commitment to meet the' '

requirement of flVREG-0737 relating to the classification of additional-
.

s:fety-related equipment.

4) Applicant's Table 3.2.1-1 need not incluce all equipment upon

which plant operators may rely under the Shoreham emergency operating

i procedures.

!

,

,
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT
,

A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND -

'

7B:1. . Intervenor Suffolk County ("SC" or "the County") and Shoreham

Opponents Coalition (" SOC") proferred for litigation in this proceeding

several contentiions raising related issues concerning the safety

classification and analysis of structures, systems and components at the.,

Shoreham Nuclear Power Station. Long Island Lighting Company ("LILCo")
"

and the NRC Staff (" Staff") both argued against the admission of these

contentions. In a Memorandum and Order dated March 15, 1982, this Board

confirmed rulings it had made at a prehearing conference of March 9 and

10, 1982 and overruled the objections of LILCo and the Staff to the

admission of these contentions. The Board reformulated contentions. SOC

7B(1),(2) and (4), SC 29, SC 7 and SC 6 into the following contention~-

which was admitted for litigation:.,

"LILCo and the Staff have not applied an adequate methodology
to Shoreham to analyze the reliability of systems, taking into
account systems interactions and the classification and
qualification of systems important to safety, to determine

: which sequences of accidents should be considered within the
*

design basis of,the plant, and if so, whether the design basis -

of the plant in fact adequately protects against every such
sequence. In particular, proper systematic methodology such as
the fault tree and event tree logic approach of the IREP
program or a systematic failure modes and effect analysis has
not been applied to Shoreham. Absent such a methodological

! approach to defining the importance to safety of each piece of
i equipment, it is not possible to identify the items to which

General Design Criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 13, 21, 11, 12, 24, 29,
35, 37 apply, and thus it is not possible to demonstrate
compliance with these criteria."

.

7B:2. Intervenors decided and were permitted to combine their case

on SOC Contention 19(b) with that on Contention 7B. SOC Contention 19(b).

reads in full as follows:
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.

'' SOC contends that the NRC Staff has not required LILCo tc-

incorporate measures to assure that Shoreham conforms with the
standards or goals of safety criteria contained in recent

' regulatory guides. As a result, the Staff has not required
that Shoreham structures, systems and components be backfit as
required by 10 C.F.R. 6 50.55a, 5 50.57, and 6 50.109 with
regard to:

(b) Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. -- LILCo's general list of
quality group and seismic design classifications listed in
FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 is not in compliance with 10 C.F.R.
Part 50, Appendix A, Criteria 1 and 2,10 C.F.R. 9 50.55a,
and 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A in that:

(1) the quality group classifications contained in FSAR
'

Table 3.2.1-1 do not comply with the regulatory
position of Revision 3 of RegJlatory Guide 1.26 for
safety-related components containing water, steam or
radioactive materials;

(2) the seismic design classifications contained in FSAR
~

Table 3.2.1-1 do not comply with the regulatory
position of Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 with
regard to control room habitability and radioactive,'

waste systems;

(3) LILCo has not revised the FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 to.,

expand the list of safety-related equipment as
reflected in NUREG-0737 and as a result of the NRC
Staff review of the Q-list as set forth in
Supplement 1 of the SER on page 17-1; and

(4) LILCo's list of safety related equipment contained in
FSAR Table 3.2.1-1 does not include equipment upon
which the plant operators will rely in response to
accidents outlined in the Shoreham emergency operating
procedures."

**7B:3. Hearings on Contention 7B (and S0C Contention 19(b)) were held

on May 4-7, June 15-18, June 22-25, July 6-9, July 13-16 and July 21-22,

! 1982. Intervenors, LILCo and the Staff each presented a panel of witnesses;
I

a total of twenty witnesses were heard by the Board during those twenty-two
,

hearing days. Additional hearings after the record was reopened were held
.

on April 5-8, 1983. Fourteen witnesses appeared during this period.

7B:4. Intervenor's case on Contention 78 consisted of the testimony

of a panel of four witnesses: Gregory C. Minor, Richard B. Hubbard,

!
1
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Marc W. Goldsmith *and Susan J. Harwood. Mr. Minor and Mr. Hubbard are
-

vice-presidents of MHB Technical Associates, an engineering and,

consultant firm. Both Mr. Minor and Mr. Hubbard are engineers with

experience in the nuclear industry at General Electric, Mr. Goldsmith

and Ms. Harwood are president and a research engineer, respectively, of
~

Energy Research Group, Inc., an energy consulting firm. Both Mr.

Goldsmith and Ms. Harwood are nuclear engineers. Minor et al., ff.
f

Tr. 1113.

7B:5. LILCo presented a panel of nine witnesses on Contention 78.

Robert M. Kascsak is the Nuclear Systems Engineering Divison Manager at

- LILCo. Mr. Kascsaks' education and experience are in the areas of

mechanical and nuclear engineering. George F. Dawe, George Garabedian
. .

and Paul W. Rigelhaupt are from Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation,
* - the architect-engineer for Shoreham. Mr. Dawe, Supervisor of Project

Licensing, has over 15 years experience in the nuclear power field and

demonstrated extensive knowledge of and familiarity with the Shoreham

plant. Mr. Garabedian, a Senior Power Engineer, also has been involved

for several years with the Shoreham project. Mr. Rigelhaupt, an
,

Assistant Engineering Manager at Stone & Webster, has lengthy experience

| in chemical and nuclear engineering. David J. Robare and Pio W. Ianni

are employees of General Electric Company, the nuclear steam supply -

|

! system vendor for Shoreham. Mr. Robare, the Manager of BWR 4/5 Projects
'

Licensing, has been responsible for the licensing of Shoreham for GE

. since 1975. Mr. Ianni, the Manager of Nuclear Systems Performance

Engineering, has been employed by GE since 1951 and is presently

responsible for directing overall BUR performance evaluations. Paul J.

McGuire, a consultant to LILC0 from United Energy Services Corporation,

L
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has been a certified senior reactor operator and Plant Manager at Pilgrim.

Station. Edward T. Burns, from Science Applications Inc. ("SAI"), is the
.

- lead analyst for the Shoreham probabilistic risk assessment ("PRA")

study. Dr. Burns has extensive experience in engineering analysis and
.

logic model construction for BWR PRA work. Finally, Vojin Joksimovich of

NUS Corporation is a member of the peer review group for the Shoreham

PRA; Dr. Joksimovich is a nuclear engineer with many years of experience

in nuclear power risk assessment techniques. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346.

Mr. William J. Roths of General Electric also appeared on behalf of

Applicant. See Tr. 4563 (Professional Qualifications of William J.

Roths).
.

' 7B:6. The Staff's panel on Contention 7B originally consisted of six
~~

witnesses, and a seventh was later added. Themis P. Speis was, at the

time of testimony ~, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety in the Division.

of Systems Integration;E much of the review for Shoreham was completed

under the supervision of Dr. Speis. Walter P. Haass was, at the time of

the testimony, Branch Chief of the Quality Assurance Branch,2_/ and has
''

had oversight responsibilities for portions of the Shoreham review.

Marvin W. Hodges is a Section leader in the Reactor Systems Branch;
_

Mr. Hodges conducted portions of the Shoreham review. C.E. Rossi is a

Section Leader in the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch;

!

- If Dr. Speis has since been named Director of the Division of Safety
Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

y In a recent reorganization, the Quality Assurance Branch was moved.

from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement; Mr. Haass is now Deputy Branch Chief of
the Quality Assurance Branch in the Division of Quality Assurance,
Safeguards and Inspection Programs.

. . _. _ - -.
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Dr. Rossi was also responsible for supervising portions of the Shoreham-

review. James H. Conran, Sr. is a principal Systems Engineer in the
,

Systems Interaction Section, Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch;-

Mr. Conran is knowledgeable on the subjects of safety classification

terminology and the Staff's system interaction program. Robert Kirkwood
.

is a Principal Mechanical Engineer in the Mechanical Engineering Branch,

and had responsibility for the review of the classification of the

safety-related structures, systems and components at Shoreham except for

electrical and electronic items. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357. The

Staff filed rebuttal testimony through Mr. Conran on an issue relating

. to safety classification terminology. Conran, ff. Tr. 6368. Ashok C.

Thadani was added to the panel after testimony had begun. Mr. Thadani,
' '

Branch Chief of the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch, addressed

questions which the Board had raised concerning PRA and systems.

interaction issues. See Tr. 6453 (Professional Qualifications of

Ashok C. Thadani).

*7B:6A After the close of the record on Contention 7B, on

January 25, 1983, Staff counsel informed the Board and parties by letter

that one of the Staff's witnesses who had testified in the proceeding on

Contention 7B, James H.Conran, sought to modify certain of his testimony

since he could no longer support some aspects of the testimony

I previously given by him. Mr. Conran prepared a written statement of his
|

. present views which was provided to the Board and parties on February 8.3/

The Board then directed that the parties file statements of their views
.

l

3/ The February 8, 1983 statement was provided in unexecuted affidavit
fo rm. On February 9, 1983, an executed version of the affidavit
was distributed by the Staff.

_ _ _ _ _
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. on the Conran submittal, particularly as to the need for the reopening

of the record for receipt of the Conran submittal and for additional
.

testimony by any party.

*7B:6B Both the Staff and the County favored reopening the record;

LILCo opposed such a step. After considering the arguments of the

parties, the Board decided on February 24 that the record on

Contention 7B should be reopened to receive Mr. Conran's statement is

evidence and also to hear such testimony as was necessary in light of

Mr. Conran's new testimony. The Board established a schedule for the

filing of additional prefiled testimony and for further hearings.

Supplemental Staff testimony was filed on March 10 by a pa.nel

consisting of the following: Roger J. Mattson, Director of the Divi.sion
'' of Systems Integration; Richard H. Vollmer, Director of the Division of

Engineering; Charles E. Rossi, a Section Leader in the Instrumentation and.

- Control Systems Branch and a previous witness on this contention; Ashok

C. Thadani, Branch Chief of the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch

and also a prior witnes's on this contention; and Franklin D. Coffman,

Jr., Section Leader in the Systems Int'eraction Section of the

Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch. The County filed supplemental

testing on March 25 by a panel consisting of Messrs. Goldsmith, Minor

and Hubbard, all of whom had testified previously. LILCo decided

against offering additional testimony.

, *7B:6C Additional hearing sessions were held on April 5-8, 1983 in

Riverhead. Mr. Conran's submittal and the prefiled supplemental
.

testimony of the Staff and the County were received in evidence and

cross-examination and Board questioning were conducted. On the

!

i
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afternoon of April 7, after having heard the oral testimony of.

Mr. Conran and the staff witnesses, the Board asked the Applicant to
,

provide additional oral testimony on certain aspects of the-

,

,
controversy. On April 8, additional testimony was given by a LILCo panel

consisting of the following: Millard S. Pollock, Vice-President - Nuclear

LILCo; James Rivello, Shoreham Plant Manager of LILCo; William

J. Museler, LILCo's Director, Office of Nuclear; George F. Dawe,

Supervisor of Project Licensing for Stone & Webster Engineering

Corporation; and Brian McCaffrey, LILCo's Manager of Nuclear Compliance
' and Safety. Mr. Dawe had testified previously on Contention 7B; Messrs.

.

Museler and McCaffrey had appeared as witnesses on other contentions.

. .

e

e

.

.
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B. DESIGN REQUIREt1ENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS GENERALLY.

1. Defense in depth philosphy
.

**7B:7. Current licensing requirements are founded on the principle.

of " defense-in-depth." Staff Ex-2A, at B-9. Adequate safety depends on

this defense-in-depth concept. Speis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 18. In

nuclear power plant design, defense-in-depth has several elements.

These can be stated as follows: (1) provide a well-engineered plant

that operates reliably; (2) provide protection against operational

transients (or " anticipated operational events") due to equipment

failure or malfunctions; and (3) provide multiple back-ups such that,

critical safety functions will be performed in the event of accidents.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 27.

''
7BP:8. The first level of protection is provided by designing the

plant for safe and reliable normal operation and with tolerance for system.

- malfunctions. It emphasizes quality, redundancy and inspectability.

Criteria and requirements applied to the structures, systems and components

needed for normal operation (e.g., primary pressure boundary, main feedwater

system, main steam system, turbine, radiation monitoring system, effluent
!

control system, the control room and control room systems) are found in

the General Design Criteria and in regulatory guidance documents such as,

!

the Standard Review Plan and Regulatory Guides. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,

at 18-19.

,
7B.9. The second level of protection assumes that incidents will

occur in spite of care in design, construction and operation. It requires
.

the provisions of systems to detect incipient failure and to shut down

the plant so as to prevent or minimize damage when such incidents occur.

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 19.

L
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7B:10. A third level of protection is provided by " safety-related".

,

systems, structure and components, which limit or control the conse-

quences of accidents. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 19. Safety-related-

structures, systems and components are those necessary to assure the
,

required safety functions,.i.e., (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant

pressure boundary; (2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain

it in a safe shutdown condition; or (3) the capability to prevent or

mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential

offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 C.F.R.

Part 100. Spes et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 6.

7B:11. Another level of protection is provided by the trained

operator and the emergency operating procedures. The operator, utilizing
''

i these procedures, is trained to take actions to maintain the plant in a

- safe condition independent of the type or number of equipment or system
- failures which occur. In performing the key functions, the operator may

use, by procedure, systems which are not safety-related; however, safety-

related systems provide adequate protection should the nonsafety-related
''

systems fail. Speis~ et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 20.

7B:12. A basic premise in the licensing of nuclear power plants is

that the " safety-related" items can be singled out from the many thousands
|
' of structures, systems and components in a plant and given more stringent

design criteria and quality assurance standards and more extensive NRC

review than other plant items receive. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 6.

In some cases, safety-related structures, systems and components are used

during normal plant operation (e.g., reactor coolant system). In other

cases, safety-related items are provided for the sole purpose of accom-

|
-
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plishing safety functions (e.a., reactor trip and decay heat removal)..

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 6.
.

7B:13. Having a specific, well-defined group of safety-related.

structures, systems and components allows both an applicant and the
.

Staff to concentrate their efforts on the items most important in

achieving critical safety functions in case of an accident or emergency

situation. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 7.

7B:14. To ensure that the proper systems, structures and components

are classified as safety-related, an applicant conducts analyses of speci-

fic " anticipated operational occurrences" and " accidents" in Chapter 15

of its Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Staff review procedures for

these " design basis" analyses are delineated in Chapter 15 of the
''

Standard Review Plan. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 15-16.
- 7B:15. The design basis analyses are utilized to demonstrate that

^

plan trip and/or safety system equipment actuation occurs with sufficient

capability and on a time frame such that the consequences are within

specified, acceptable limits. Conservative initial plant conditions,
.

core physics parameters, equipment availability and instrumentation set-

points are assumed. Conservative core parameters (such as heat fluces,

temperatures, pressures and flows) are also assumed. Among the specific

set of " anticipated operational occurrences" and " accidents" analyzed are

the limiting events resulting from both mechanistic and non-mechanistici

equipment and system failures. The conservative bounding analyses-

performed are used to demonstrate that the potential consequences to the,

health and safety of the public are within acceptable limits for a wide

range of postulated events even though specific actual events might not

-- . - _ - - - - _ ._ -. _- -- -,
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follow the same assumptions made in the analyses. Speis et al., ff. Tr..

6357, at 16.
.

'

7B:16. The analyses performed are used to demonstrate that the-

, potential consequences to the health and safety of the public are within

acceptable limits (i.e., offsite exposures are less than the guideline

exposures of 10 CFR Part 100) when only safety-related equipment and

systems are used to mitigate the consequences of the postulated events.

Sufficient safety-related equipment is provided to assure that essential

safety functions will be performed even with the most limiting single

failure. Speis et,a_l,., ff. Tr. 6357, at 16-17.

7B:17. The Chapter 15 design basis analyses do not include all

possible accident sequences. It is not possible to analyze or even define
..

all possible accident sequences for any nuclear power plant. However,

the transients and accidents analyzed are representative of classes of*

^

events thet have been judged to be of significant severity and sufficient

likelihood to require consideration. The methods of analysis and the

acceptance criteria are conservative, acting as bounding representations

of actual or expected conditions. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 17-18.

The analyses include some multiple failure sequences, including some

independent multiple failures. Tr. 1720-22 (Minor).

7B:18. In addition to the design basis events, analyses assuming

various event sequences (including multiple failures) that could occur

and fall outside the required design envelope have been utilized in the-

preparation of the emergency operating procedures. Speis et al., ff.,
,

Tr. 6357, at 20; see Tr.1722-23 (Minor, Goldsmith). The objective of.

this approach, which was i result of the lessons learned from the TMI-2

,

-,- - - . ....-.-.-.._~,_.r_.v.- . _ . _ . _ . . - - , - - - , - ,- , _ - _ . . . - _ - . , - . _ , - - - -
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accident, is to further assure that the operator is able to respond to-

the complete spectrum of possible events. Operators are trained to,

recognize symptoms of events and to respond to those symptoms rather 'qan-

to any specific event. In this way, the operator can gain control of the,

plant no matter what combination of failures caused the particular event.

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 20-21.

**7B:19. The design basis approach and defense in depth philosophy

have been applied at Shoreham. See generally Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6368;

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346.

2. Design and review of nuclear power reactors

7B:20. Design criteria and quality standards for structures,
''

systems and components important to safety are required to be addressed

in the FSAR. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 9; Tr. 7079 (Speis)..

*

*7B:20A LILCo used Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 1, " Standard Format

and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," dated

October 1972, and other applicable regulatory guides in the preparation of its
. .

FSAR. Mattson et al., ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10.

7B:21. The FSAR is reviewed by the Staff aginst the specific

criteria provided by the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800). The Standard

! Review Plan embodies thinking, judgments, and experience accumulated over
i
l many years of review and analysis of a number of nuclear power plants.

Tr. 6583 (Conran); Tr. 6574 (Rossi)..

**7B:22. By complying with the requirements of the Standard Review
.

Plan, an applicant identifies and properly treats important to safety items
i because implicit in the criteria of the plan is an understanding of how

important a system is and what quality standards that system must meet.

Tr. 6583 (Conran); Tr. 20,825-26 (Rossi); but see Tr. 20,408-09 (Conran).

. _ _ _
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Compliance with Standaro Review Plan requirements is used to demonstrate-

compliance with the regulations. Tr. 6584 (Conran).
,

**7B:23. The Staff's use of the Standard Review Plan ensures that an-

,
applicant has properly addressed the plant items the Staff considers

important to safety. Tr. 7093-98 (Rossi, Conran); see Mattson et al.

ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10. Adequate defense-in-depth is provided by these

items. See Findings 7B:7-11, supra.

7B:24. The Standard Review Plan documents a systematic methodology

for identifying structures, systems and components under Staff practice.

Tr. 6577, 6581 (Rossi). This methodology is understood and applied by

applicants in the preparation of FSAR's. Tr. 6580 (Rossi).

- **7B:25. The Standard Review Plan includes the basis for reviewing
~~

nonsafety-related as well as safety-related items. Tr. 7474 (Speis);i

Tr. 21,026 (Hubbard) (Standard Review Plan includes "the majority" of.

important to safety items). For example, the turbine bypass is an example-

of a nonsafety-related system covered in the Standard Review Plan. Tr. 7474

(Speis). The relevant Standard Review Plan section, 3.2.2-12, refers to a

specific GeneraI Electric publication for appropriate quality control

procedures. Tr. 7435 (Kirkwood).
:

j **7B:26. Important to safety items, including safety-related items,
.

are addressed throughout the Standard Review Plan and discussed throughout

|
the FSAR. See Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10. Dr. Rossi gave

|

examples of design bases for nonsafety-related items from the FSAR which,

included portions of the rod block monitor system, the traversing in-core
.

probe subsystem, the reactor manual control system and the feed-water

controT system. Tr. 7093-95 (Rossi). Dr. Speis cited the analysis in
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Chapter 10 of the FSAR relating to the steam and power conversion system..

Tr. 7101 (Speis). Mr. Conran added the example of the Standard Review
.

Plan process for review of high energy line breaks, including many-

nonsafety-related systems, and described the methodology required for
,

that analysis as "very extensive [and] very sophisticated." Tr. 7098

(Conran).

7B:27. The Shoreham FSAR describes Applicant's treatment of many

important to safety structures, systems and components. For example,

Chapter 11 of the FSAR discusses radioactive waste management systems.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 41. These are systems which are in the

plant to meet 10 CFR Part 20 requirements. Tr. 5430 (Dawe).

**7B:28. Everything discussed in the FSAR is important to safety,
''

"that is why it is there." By putting an FSAR together and addressing

the systems that the Staff requires to be addressed through the regula-.

tions and regulatory guidance, an applicant identifies items important to-

safety. Tr. 6974 (Conran); Tr. 20,822 (Rossi). Design criteria and

quality standards for all structures, systems and components important

to safety are required to be addressed, some in considerably more detail

than others, in the applicant's Safety Evaluation Report. Speis et al.,

ff. Tr. 6357, at 9; Tr. 20,414-15 (Conran). Compliance with the criteria
!

and requirements of approved regulatory guidance documents assures that'

the important to safety items are properly classified and addressed. Id.,

at 10; see Mattson et al. , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10. These items are,

i essential to adequate safety. See Findings 7B:7-11, supra; 7B:54, 43,

50, infra.

!

!

-
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. 7B:29. A well-developed, systematic process for classification of

plant structures, systems and components is embodied in the Standard
,

Review Plant and regulatory guides. Tr. 6563-65 (Rossi, Conran).-

7B:30. Compliance with the Standard Review Plan constitutes a
.

systematic methodology for the classification of structures, systems and

components. Tr. 6582-84 (Conran); 7098 (Rossi). Speis et al., ff. Tr.

6357, at 9-10.

78:31. The Shoreham application has been reviewed extensively by

the Staff. The Staff's review of the Shoreham application has been

ongoing for about 6 years. Tr. 7464 (Speis). The Staff estimated that
.

about 26 staff years of review effort have been devoted to Shoreham by

approximately two dozen technical branches of the Office of Nuclear
''

| Reactor Regulation. A staff year is 1800 productive hours. Tr. 7466-67,

.' 7472 (Speis, Rossi).

**7B:32. Shoreham plant systems design was reviewed against the-

criteria and requirements of approved regulatory guidance such as

applicable Regulatory Guides and Standard Review Plan sections. Speis
i

pt_ al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 23; see Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10.

7B:33. Staff witness Rossi described this review, which is

characterized by the Staff as an " audit review." A reviewer in a

technical branch of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation reads the

appropriate section of the FSAR. Questions are then developed both to

seek additional information and to obtain specific commitments from an
,

applicant as to particular design features in the plant. The actual
.

review is concentrated in areas where NRC Staff members think it would be

most difficult for the applicant and the architect-engineer to meet the
i

!

!
.
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design criteria. Special attention is also given to issues recently-

highlighted within the agency and to areas that are new in a particular,

plant design. The audit is selective in nature rather than random.-

Tr. 6947-48 (Rossi). Dr. Speis described the audit review as a
,

selective " picking and choosing process." Tr. 7977 (Speis)

**7B:34. The Staff concentrates its review effort on structures,

systems and components which are most important in achieving the critical

safety functions of 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A (i.e., the safety-related
,

items). A substantial fraction of the Staff's review effort, however, is

applied to items whose proper operation can help prevent accidents or

emergency conditions and, in fact, whose operation is important in

assuring public health and safety even if there is never an accident
' '

(i.e.., the important to safety but not safety-related items). Speis eti

al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at' 7; Tr. 7815 (Speis). With' respect to non-safety--

* related items, the Staff does not concentrate on the terms used to describe

them as much as the design requirements and criteria applied. Tr. 20,832

(Rossi).

7B:35. Dr. Speis estimated that approximately 25% of the Staff's

review effort is directed to the important to safety but not safety-

related class of structures, systems and components. Tr. 7808 (Speis).

It is and has been consistent Staff practice to review particular

structures, systems and components important to safety but not safety-

. related as part of its licensing review. Tr. 7815 (Speis).

7B:36. The Staff has drawn judgments as to the degree to which a
.

given GDC's are applicable to particular items in the plant. Those

judgments are reflected in various sections of the Standard Review Plan.

Tr. 7086-87 (Kirkwood).

- - , _ _ -
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**7B:37. The classification of safety-related structures, systems and.

components is reviewed specifically by the Staff. While the Staff does
,

not review specifically the classification of those items which are-

important to safety but not safety-related, the Staff's review of an
,

applicant's compliance with the criteria and requirements of approved

regulatory guidance documents assures that such structures, systems and

components are properly classified and addressed in an applicant's

submittal. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 8-10; Mattson et al . , ff.

Tr. 20,820, at 8-9.

7B:38. The Standard Review Plan suggests exact words that should be

included in the Staff's, Safety Evaluation Report upon a determination that

appropriate standards and criteria have been satisfied. Tr. 7096 (Conran).
'

**7B:39. On the basis of its review utilizing the Standard Review

Plan, the Staff has concluded that those structures, systems and.

- components that provide reasonable assurance that Shoreham can be

operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public have

been adequately addressed by the Applicant and the Staff in terms of

their safety classification and reliability through the design and

review process. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 46; Mattson et al. , ff.

Tr. 20,810, at 8-9,10,12. Thus, the Staff, on the basis of its

systematic review process, has concluded that Shoreham meets the General

Design Criteria. Tr. 7850 (Speis).

.

3. Regulatory requirements and terms
.

7B:40. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 contains 64 criteria which are

designated the General Design Criteria (or "GDC"). The Introduction to
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Appendix A explains that the principal design criteria for a proposed.

facility " establish the necessary design, fabrication, construction,3
,

testing, and performance requirements for structures, systems and-

components important to safety; that is, structures, systems and
,

'

components that provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be

operated without . undue risk to the health and safety of the public."

The General Design Criteria, it goes on, " establish minimum requirements

for the principal design criteria . . . . " 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.

7B:41. The general Design Criteria do not prescribe a particular

methodology or methodologies to be used in the design and analysis of
~

nuclear power plant systems, structures and components. Rather,

criteria are established and the task is left to an applicant to
'

demonstrate its compliance with these criteria. Tr. 1792-93 (Hubbard).

78:42. The term "important to safety" is used in several places in
'

.

the regulations in addition to the General Design Criteria (see e.g.,-

Part 21). A second safety classification term - " safety-related"--also
* appears in the regulations (see e.g.,10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,

Section I; 10 CFR 5 50.55a(g)(1)).

**7B:43. "Important to safety" structures, systems and components

are defined in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (Introduction) as those

j which provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated

without undue risk to the health and safety of the public. " Safety-

related" is defined with-referesse-te in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

as describing those structures, systems and components which are necessary
i .

to assure: (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;;

(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe

.
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shutdown condition; or (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the con--

sequences of accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures.

~

comparable to the guideline exposures of Part 100. These definitions

; are-set-eut were repeated in a November 20, 1981 nemorandum from Harold.

Denton, Director of the Office of fluclear Reactor Regulation, to all f;RR

j personnel (llinor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, Attachment 1). The Denton memorandum

explains that safety-related is a subset of the class of important to

safety items. The definitions embodied in the Denton memorandum constitute

the Staff's position on what the regulations mean. Tr. 6957-58, 20,607
'

(Conran). Intervenors concur in these definitions. See Suffolk County
! .

; Proposed Opinion, at~19.

!
.
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. *7B:44. Applicant took the position that the terms safety-related and

,

important to safety are synonymous and that both refer to the narrower set

of plant items necessary to perform the accident prevention and mitigation-

,

functions cited in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A rather than the set of

structures, systems and components that provide reasonable assurance that

j the facility can be operated without undue risk to public health and safety
i

described in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A. Tr. 4790 (Robare);4

Tr. 7057 (Haass) Tr. 21,047, 21,051 (Pollock). The application for ,

Shoreham was prepared using the terms in this way. Tr. 4470, 4485 (Dawe).

No separate category of "important to safety" was recognized by LILCo.

Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 19; Tr. 6527 (Kirkwood); Tr. 6961-62 (Conran).

*7B:44A. LILC0 believes that the definition of "important to
'

safety" argued for by the Staff is new and not equivalent to what has
~

been accepted in the past. Tr. 21,052-53 (Dawe) ..

- *7B:44B. The improper equating of the safety terms " safety-related"

( and "important to safety" is something the Staff has seen and recognized

both within the Staff and within the industry. Tr. 20,422-23; Tr. 20,453-54;

Tr. 20,591-92 (Conran).

7B:45. Staff witness James H. Conran, Sr. presented the Staff's

position on this issue at the hearing. Mr. Conran was closely involved

in the drafting of the Denton memorandum as a result of his appearance

as a witness in the TMI-1 Restart proceeding. An issue in that hearing

,
caused Mr. Conran to undertake an effort to find in the regulations the

clear meaning of the terms "important to safety" and " safety grade."
.

This involved an extensive review of those portions of the regulations

in which safety classification terms are defined and safety classification

.

|

|
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concepts established (i.e., 10.CFR Parts 20, 50 and 100). He reviewed-

the many regulatory guidance documents (e.g., regulatory guides, Standard.

- Review Plan, NUREG publications) in which those safety classification

.
terms and concepts are further interpreted, developed and applied. Conran,

ff. Tr. 6368, at 3-4.

7B:46. After testifying as a Staff witness at TMI-1 Restart,

Mr. Conran was asked to prepare a statement of the definitions of these

terms. Mr. Conran discussed these regulatory terms with Staff members

whose background reflected a wide variety of experience including

standards development, project management, technical review and manage-

ment, and legal review. Mr. Conran also discussed ,the safety terms with

the cognizant ACRS subcommittee. This effort covered more th.an a year,
,

.

and it included review and concurrence in the definitions by all senior

technical management officials in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula--

' tion prior to Mr. Denton's issuing these definitions in his November 20,

1981 memorandum. Conran, ff. Tr. 6368, at 4-5.

**7B:47. Mr. Conran also interacted with knowledgeable representatives

of utility, vendor and architec't-engineer organizations during the

period in which the Denton memorandum was being prepared. Mr. Conran

testified that he could not recall any industry representative giving

any indication of fundamental disagreement with the " standard

definitions" ultimately set forth in the Denton memorandum. Conran, ff.

Tr. 6368, at 5; 7762 (Conran); but see Tr. 21,144 (Pollock)..

**7B:48. The purpose of the Denton memorandum was to eliminate a
.

terminological problem which had arisen because individual Staff members

had in the past used the terms incorrectly and inconsistently. Et-was
|

.

|

!

L
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~

net-in%eeded-%e-impe$e-new-%eehRieal-FeqWiFemeR%S-eR-aRy-lieeR$00-eF

applisaR%-eF-%e-elaFify-FegWl&%eFy-FeqW4FemeR%S. Conran, ff. Tr. 6368,-

'

at 5; Tr. 7734, 7839-49 (Conran). It was addressed to the misapplica-

. tion of the safety classification terms and the potential for confusion

that resulted from such misapplication. Tr. 20,506 (Conran).

*7B:48A The Denton memorandum was not intended to impose new

technical requirements on any license or applicant. Minor, et al . , ff.

Tr. 1113, Attachment 1. It was issued because there appeared to be a

need to clarify the fact that there is equipment beyond the

" safety-related" that must be considered in terms of its importance to
.

safety. Some licenses had failed to recognize that fact. Tr. 20,857

(Mattson); but see Tr. 7839-40 (Conran).
.

*7B:48B
.

The question of what safety significance is to be accorded
~

a structure, system or component must be answered on an agi hoc basis for
.

the particular item involved. Scrutiny of operating experience and

equipment failure experience and of overall license performance enables

one to determine whether those egi hoc judgments are resulting in
.

appropriate safety significance being accorded to items in the plant.

The TMI-2 accident taught the Staff that son.e of these judgments were

not "quite right." For this reason, the Denton memorandum was issued to

clarify the need for licensees to pay attention to the "important to

safety" equipment. Tr. 20,858 (Mattson). In this sense, the Denton

definition of "important to safety" was a new definition. Tr. 20,853-

(Mattson). However, Staff practice in applying the concept of
,

"important to safety" has been consistent in accordance with the intent

of the regulations as now clarified in the Denton memorandum. Conran,

ff. Tr. 6368, at 5-6; Tr. 7736-37 (Conran).-

|

|

- -- _ _ _ _ _ ._ __ . _ _ -
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*7B:48C The definition of the term important to safety has only been*

presented as an issue and imposed as an explicit requirement in the context.

of a licensing hearing in the case of the restart of Three Mile Island,'

. Unit 1. Tr. 20,836 (Mattson).

*7B:48D The regulations address not only the " gold-plated, dedicated,

accident-related systems" but also other things that contribute to safety.

Tr. 20,460-61 (Conran). Limiting the term "important to safety," for

example, to only that equipment the failure of which could prevent the

accomplishment of a critical safety function (i.e. 10.CFR Part 100,

Appendix A) would exclude some nonnal reactor controls. Tr. 21,164 (Dawe).

7B:49. Contrary to Applicant's proposed finding B-169, the

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch does use the term and applies
.

the concept "important to safety" as defined in the Denton memorandum.

Tr. 6574; 6577 (Rossi). A major portion of that branch's work, however,-

'

relates to reviewing safety-related systems. Tr. 6505-07 (Rossi).

**7B:50. The Board concurs in the safety classification definitions

contained in the Denton memorandum and finds that the three-stage

classifica' tion scheme described by the Staff and the Intervenors most
,

i
'

nearly reflects that contemplated by the regulations. At least one

! other licensing board has so found. See Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three
|

Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1), LBP-81-59, 14 NRC 1211, 1342-56

(1981). Limiting the meaning of important to safety to safety-related

, - (as all parties agree on the definition of that latter term) would remove
|
! from the Commission's consideration a large number of systems, structures

,

and components which the Staff considers necessary to assure public health

and safety. The NRC's concern for public health and safety goes beyond

.

+
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the accident-related releases of Appendix A to Part 100. It also includes*

the lower release limits of Appendix I to Part 50 and of Part 20; it in-.

'

cludes normal operation as well as accidents. Tr. 6535-36 (Conran). Under

. LILCo's narrow interpretation of important to safety, certain items in the

plant would no longer be subject to appropriate quality standard and quality

assurance requirements under GDC-1. Tr. 7817 (Haass). This would be true

for many items which even LILCo agrees have safety significance. Tr. 21,052-

53, 21,078-79 (Dawe); Tr. 21,147, 21,151 (Pollock). Modifications could be

made under 10 CFR Q 50.59 in systems that are not safety-related that

might degrade safety and yet be beyond effective Staff oversight. Tr.

7819 (Rossi). A licensee might overnarrowly construe its reporting obli-

gations under 10 CFR Part 21. Conran, ff. Tr. 6368, at 7. In sum there

would be a void in the regulations that provide assurance of public health
.

and safety. Tr. 7817 (Rossi, Haass, Conran).*

'

*7B:50A. LILCo disagrees that its definition of "important to safety"

puts certain structures, systems and components beyond the regulations,

arguing that such regulations as 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix I

impose performance requirements for which non-safety-related equipment is

necessary. See Tr. 21,076-77 (Dawe); LILCo Proposed Finding B-210A. The

existence of such performance requirements in the regulations and the need

to rely on other than safety-related equipment to meet them demonstrates

precisely why it is important that the specific regulatory authority exist,

as in GDC-1, imposing as a matter of regulatory requirement an obligation,

to adhere to quality standards and quality assurance measures commensurate

( with the importance to safety of the particular item. LILCo does not

acknowledge that such a requirement now exists. LILCo does not believe

.

.-

l
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that NRC authority extends to non-safety-related items unless there are

- such performance requirements or other particularized regulations
*

applicable to them. See Tr. 21,076-79 (Dawe); Tr. 21,102-03, 21,131-32,

21,151(Pollock). When asked directly by the Board whether LILCo agreed.
,

or disagreed that plant structure, systems and components, including those
,

beyond the safety-related, should be designed, fabricated, erected and

; tested in the future with quality standards commensurate with the importance
i

of the safety factors to be performed, Mr. Dawe agreed that this "should

be done." Tr. 21,078 (Dawe). Importantly, Mr. Dawe did not agree that
1

this was mandated by regulation:

[W]e agree you have to do those things for everything in the
plant. The 'have to' is not a regulatory requirement for
everything in the plant, but it is not only the regulation

- that make these plants safe . . . .

Tr. 21,079 (Dawe) (emphasis added).-

.

. *7B:50B. With respect to 10 CFR 5 50.59, LILCo argues that "using LILCo's

interpretation, a 9 50.59 review must be done on every plant modification,

whether safety-related or non-safety related, to determine whether there is

an unreviewed safety question involved." In LILCo's view its interpretation+

of the words "important to safety" in % 50.59(a)(2) makes no difference since

every plant modification is reviewed and reported either before the modifica-

tion is made or after. See LILCo Proposed Finding B-259V, B-259W. The timing

of the report, however, is the critical aspect of 6 50.59 affected by LILCo's

interpretation of "important to safety." Under LILCo's construction, if the
.

" probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction

of equipment" which is non-safety-related is involved, then an unreviewed*

.

safety question is not presented and there is no obligation to report the

proposed change prior to making it so that the NRC can evaluate the matter
.

itself before any action is taken.

._- - - . _.- --. __ . _ _ . . ._ . , _ _ - _ _ _ _
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- *7B:500. As to 10 CFR Part 21, LILCo asserts that "LILCo and the

. industry approach the reporting requirements in 5 50.55e and Part 21 by
*

including in the evaluation systems and equipment that could have an

adverse effect on safety whether or not that equipment is classified as.

safety-related or non-safety-related." See LILCo Proposed Finding B-259U.

It is not an adequate response to the gap in 10 CFR Part 21 created by

LILCo's construction of important to safety to say "we always do that

anyway." The concern is that LILCo or any other regulated entity may

consider itself free to change its reporting practices in the future to

stop reporting that which it considers itself riot legally bound to

report because of an improperly narrow construction of 10 CFR Part 21.b/

.

.

.

> ,_ .

--4/ 10 CFR Part 21 includes the term "important to safety" and the Staff
testified that it construes that regulation to apply to important

j to safety but not safety-related items (as well as safety-related
- items). Tr. 20,627 (Conran). During cross-examination, Mr. Conran

was confronted with a staff document (NUREG-0302, marked for identi-
fication as LILCo Ex. 68 but not received in evidence) which

- suggests that Part 21 is intended to apply only to safety-related
items. However, Mr. Conran testified from personal knowledge that
the document "was put together by people in the regulatory standard [s]

- organf7ction who understood the term ' safety-related' to be the same
as 'impj rtant to safety', but in the broad sense." Tr. 20,628-30
(Conran) . Because of the uncertainty over the intent of the author,
LILCo Ex. 68, which was not received in evidence, would not be
probative of any Staff practice of applying Part 21 only to safety-

- related items. Accordingly, LILCo's argument in note 33 at page 73
of its Reply (dated February 22,1983) is without evidentiary
support and must be rejected.
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C. CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS AT SHOREHAM-

. 1. Apolicant's Classification and Oualification of Safetv-Related
Structures, Systems and Comoonents

,

a. Methodoloav and aoolication

78:51. The methodoloav used for classification of svstems,

structures and components at <horeham involved the apolication of desiani

!

basis evaluations, industry standards, regulations, reculatory cuides and

desian and operatina experience. Burns 3di al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 27

:
'

i

7R:52. The design basis analyses contained in Chapter 15 of the

FSAR enable an applicant to determine those features of the olant that

will be necessary to provide mitigation of accidents as required by 10 CFR

- Part 100 Those structures, systems and comoonents which are relied upon

to perform the three critical safety functions of 10 CFD Part 1005/ are'

,

? *- classified as safety-related. Burns gji al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 77-30,_

7B:53. Industry exoerience in the desian and classification of

numerous boilina water reactors Drior to Sho'reham led to the comoilation'

by the industry of cuidance for classification in ANS-22 (now issued as

|

J/ These critical safety functions are assurino:

j (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(2) the caoability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
'

safe shutdown condition; or
,

|

| (3) the capability to prevent or mitiaate the conseauences of
'

accidents which could result in ootential offsite exoosures
comoarable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100

| Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 6.
<

.

!

. - . . _ -. _ _ ._ - .. . - . - _ - . - -- .. - . . - - - - - - -
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:

ANS1/ANS-52.1). Burns eti al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 99; see Tr.1322,

| (Goldsmith). It is the puroose of this industry standard to' set out
1

-

functional safety recuirements for design, to be resoonsive to NRC.
-

1

i regulatory reouirements and industry technical reouirements, and to
; -

provide a uniform basis for design safety requirements to be reflected in L

licensina documents. ANS-?? was used in establishing the classification

; of structures, systems and comnonents for Shoreham. The equipment clas-
1

sification table orovided in the Shoreham FSAR (Table 3.2.1-1) was;

i structured to provide a descriotion of these classifications with content
I and format similar to that provided in ANS-22. Burns eti al . , ff. Tr. 4346,
! at 30-31. The develcoment of ANS-22 itself included a comorehensive
i

examination of the safety aspects of boilina water reactors. Attachments
!

,

*

? and 3 to LILCo's orefiled testimony provide detailed backaround of the
s

development of ANS-22 and the tvoes of analyses which underlav it. Rurns.

et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 31-34~~

;
!

78:54 The NRC Staff has rublished guidance for the classification
|.

of nuclear oower reactor structures, systems and comoonents in the form

; of regulatory cuides. Reculatory Guide 1.26 orovides cuality arouc
.

classifications for fluid svstem comoonents (i.e., water, steam and

radioactive waste containina comnonents). Reaulatory Guide 1.29

identifies those structures, systems and comoonents that should be

desianed to withstand the effects of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake and--;

!

( remain functional. As stated in FSAR Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and Apoemdix
,

|

l

.

9
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: 38, the structures, systems and comoonents of Shoreham were classified in.

;

accordance with these two regulatorv quides. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,,

at 35; Speis et_ al. , ff. 6357, at 10-13.-

.

7B:55. Revision 1 of Regulatorv Guide 1.26 was used hv I.ILCo since
!

this was the revision in effect at the time the FSAR was docketed. The

current revision of Regulatory Guide 1.26 is Revision 3 which is not

substantially different from Revision 1. As there are no chances in

Revision 3 which would cause a chance in the system auality arouc

1,

classifications of the water, steam and radioactive waste containment

; comoonents at Shoreham, the use of Revision 1 is acceptable. Soeis

et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 12.

!
'

.

7B:56. Revision 1 of Regulatorv Guide 1.29 was used by LILCo since-

|
'

this was the revision in effect at the time the FSAR was docketed. The

current revision of Regulatory Guide 1.29 is Revision 3, which is not
1

substantially different from Revision 1. As there are no chances in

Revision 3 that would cause a change in the seismic classification of the

structures, systems and components at Shoreh'am, the use of Revision 1 is

|
acceptable. Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 11.

!

78:57. Shoreham's radinactive waste management systems are

classified in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.143. Soeis et al., ff.
-

Tr. 6357, at 12. The control room air conditionina system is seismic
,

Category I, sub.iect to Aooendix B quality assurance, and is in

.

.._ _. _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ . - . _ . . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ _ _ . ._. , .- . . _ , - - . - -
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conformance with current apolicable reaulatory requirements. Id..

at 14-15.,

.

7B:58. Compliance with Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100,10 CFR,

Part 50 Anoendices A and R and 10 CFR 50.55a specifically constituted a

part of the methodoloay for the classification of structures, systems and

components at Shoreham. Rurns eti al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 38-39.
.

7B:59. General Electric boilina water reactors have comoiled over

400 reactor-years of operatina experience. All of this coeratino experience

has been brouaht to bear on the classification of Shoreham structures,

systems 'and conoonents. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 40
-

.

*

78:60. Part of the methodoloav for the classification of
.

Structures, systems and components at Shoreham was a General Electric

review effort called the nuclear safety coerational analysis. This

effort was undertaken to orovide an oraanized accroach to identification
,

of situations in which safety related systems would be called uoon. The

| analyses assume various transient and accident initiations and identifv

the mitigatina or back-up equipment needed to terminate the events.

Burns et al. , ff. Tr. 4346, at 32-34; Tr. Said (Robarel; Tr. 5497

(Ianni).
.

7B:61. There was a comnlate reanalvsis hv GE of the Shoreham.

|
'

equipment classification in 1979. Tr. 4609 'lannil. This reanalysis

included both safety-related and nonsafetv-related equipment within GE's
| -

|
'

.- -_ --_- -
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scope of supply. Tr. 4628 (Pobare, Iannil. The review was conducted hv.

the lead system engineers and the comoonent engineers in con.iunction with,

licensino engineers. It consisted of reviewing the enaineerina docu--

ments, oipina and instrumentation diaorams, component documents,,

i

ecuioment specification and a review of systems. Tr. 4611 (Ianni). Oniv

one change resulted from the 1979 General Electric classification review.i

.

Tr. 4631 (Ianni).

,

b. Assessment of FSAR Table 3.2.1-1
4

78:62. Table 3.2.1-1 orovides a listino o# the safetv-related

structures, systems and components. This table is reviewed by the

various technical branches within the Office of Nuclear Reactori

I -

Reaulation to determine the correctness and completeness in the area of
.

- review resoonsibility for each branch. Soeis et al., ff. Tr. 6357,
.

at 3. The Staff is satisfied that LILCo has used an adeauate methodoloav

and that a sufficient set of safety-related items has been identified.

Tr. 7603 (Soeis).

!
7B:63. Beyond certain criticisms of Table 3.2.1-1 which are

addressed below, Intervenors did not question the adecuacy of Acolicant's

treatment of safety-related plant items within the context of this

contention.
*

;

.i

78:64 LILCo's classification table for Shoreham, FSAR Table.

3.2.1-1, was attacked by Intervenors as inadecuate on several bases.

Minor et al . , ff. Tr. 1113, at 92-31. Fundamentally, Intervenors alleced
.

..- .m - _ , = . - . _ , _ _ , , , , . . . , _ ,_ ,, . _ . - - . - - _ , . . , . . , , . --m- , - - -
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that a non-systematic aporoach to safety classification has been aoolied
,

to items included in Table 3.2.1-1. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 35.

Table 3.2.1-1 was included in Intervenor's Attachment 2; hand-marked.

revisions to Table 3.2.1-1 which were discussed during the oral testimonv
.

are included in Intervenor's Attachment 3.

7R:65. The construction of Table 3.2.1-1 was based on Reaulatory

Guides 1.26 and 1.29. Minor et, al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 17. Intervenors
,

alleged that items falling within Quality Group D of Reculatorv Guide

1.26 must be designated safety-related. Thev cited 52 cases where LILCo

and General Electric entries alleaediv do not match the Reaulatory Guide

standard. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 24 LILCo defended its
' classification table, saving that its classification of Ouality Group n

components as LILCo Ouality Assurance Cateacev II, Seismic Categorv NA is.

consistent with Regulatory Guida 1.26 Rurns et,al., ff. Tr. 4346, at-

161-164

7 B': 66. The description of Ouality Grouc 0 in Reaulatorv Guide 1.76

does include the term " safety-related". However, the Staff's inter-

pretation and application of its own reculatory cuidance does not

i reauire that Oualitv Group D items be classified safetv-related. Soeis
~

|

et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at la. This is made clear by the fact that

; Standard Review Plan Section 3.2.2 permits use of "the corresoondina ANS.

|' classification system of safety classes"; ANS-22 establishes classes
,

including a class (corresoondino to Catecorv D) which is not a
.

safety-related classification. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 43d6, at 162-63.
.



.

.

.

lil --

.

Intervenors' witness Goldsnith agreed that as much as eiaht to ten vears.

aco, it was Staff and industry practice that Cateaory 0 is not considered
.

safety-related. Tr. 1486 (Goldsmith).-

.

7R:67 Forty-nine of the alleced inconsistencies cited bv

Intervenors in their Table 4-1 disapcear because of the fact that

Cateoory D of Reaulatory Guide 1.26 is not safety-related. Tr. 1498-1500
,

(Minor). '

.

78:68. The other three inconsistencies cited by Intervenor are

exclained bv Intervenors as an imorcoer inclusion of nonsafetv-related

notations within a system (reactor water clean-up) that is classified'as
.

a safety-related Cateaorv C bv Regulatory Guide 1.26. Minor eti al., ff.
Tr.1113, at 25.' -

.

7B:69. This classification is not improper. The components cited

are beyond the reactor coolant oressure bcundary and need not be safetv ,

related. This classification is consistent with ANS 72. Rurns et al.,,

l
'

ff. Tr. 4346, at 165; Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 14

78:70. Intervenors' testimony also arcues that there are instances

where cuality assurance categories are inconsistent with seismic

- categories. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 27 Twenty-four of these

are instances involvina cable, firestops and wateroroof doors, classified
,

as safety-related by quality assurance category but nonsafety-related by
.

seismic category. LILCo's testimony satisfactorily exolains the reasons
.

-+y.-, -, - - p , r.- _, ,y_.. .-_,-e_.,_,4., n.._m. , , ., ,-.,_y.. . . _ _ _ . ---,y,.___--, ,,
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for these seemingly inconsistent classifications. Rurns eji al,. , ff..

Tr. 4346, at 166-68. For examole, Intervenors conceded that if the cable
,

referred to in 22 instances cited is in seismically cualified racewavs,-

the inconsistencies would be largely resolved. Tr.1502-09 (Minor) .
,

Similarl y, the seven instances cited hv Intervenors as non-sa#ety-related

by quality assurance category hist safetv-related by seismic cateacrv are

either cited incorrectly by Intervenors or are classified in accordance

with specific Staff requirements. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at

168-69.

7B:71. The remainder of Intervenors' charges may be described as

oroblems with the comoleteness and the scrutability of the FSAR Table
.

3.2.1-1. See Minor et al . , 'ff. Tr.1113, at 27-30. LILCo correctiv
,

notes, however, that this table is not a controlling design document and-

"

is not reouired or intended to be a detailed compilation of every

structure, system and component at Shoreham. Rather, it is a summarv of

the classification of principal structures, systems and comoonents,

i included in the FSAR for the NRC's information. Tr. 4616 (Robare).

78:72. The table is consistent with the level of detail recommended

in ANS-22. Rurns eji al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 172. Its actual use is

necessarily in con.iunction with the approoriate Piping and

; Instrumentation Diagram or other basic design documents. Soeis et al.,-

l

' ff. Tr. 6357, at 11,13; Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 171. Where the.

Staff has requested additional information or detail in Table 3.2.1-1,
.

~

that information has been provided to the Staff's satisfaction. Rurns
.

--,-s +-- - - -- ---
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et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 171-72; Staff Ex. 2A, Supo. No. I at 17-1. This-

. includes approoriate exoansion of the list to include safety-related~

* items reflected in NUREG-0737, and Acolicant has documented its

commitment to apoly the pertinent recuirements of Accendix B to equipment.

i listed in NUREG-0737. Staff Ex. 2A, Supp. No. I at 17-1; Soeis et al.,

ff. Tr. 6357, at 15.

75:73. The content and #nrmat of Table 3.2.1-1 for Shoreham is

consistent with other licensing aoolications and is at least as detailed

as that provided for currently licensed plants. 'Speis et al . , ff.

Tr. 6357, at 13.

.

.

2. A'policant's Classification and Qualification of Imoortant to
,' Safety but not Safety Related Structures, Systems and>

Comoonents
.-

a. Apolication of ouality standards and oualitv assurance

recuirements cenerallv'

7B:74 No list equivalent to Table 3.2.1-1 is orovided for

structures, systems and components which are imoortant to safety but'nnt

'

safety-related, nor is a listing of these itens required by reculation or

by the Staff's review process. Soef s et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 9. Such

items are, however, addressed throughout the FSAR. See, e.o., FSAR

Chapters 3 (plant structures , ' (instrumentation and controisi, 8i

(electrical power systems), 9 (auxiliary systems),10 (steam and power
,

j conversion systemsl, and 11 (radioactive waste management systems).

-
i

.

e
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'

78:75. LILCo's witnesses testified that all of the Shoreham olant

systems, including nonsafetv-related systems, have been examined and
*

evaluated for their significance to total plant function. Both GE and

S&W evaluate nonsafety-related items to determine what standards are to-

be applied based on an evaluation of the component's function and the

expected service conditions. Tr. 4441 (Robare, nawel. The exoected

service condition for nonsafety-related items includes operation durina a

transient. Tr. 4440 (Dawe). Nonsafety-related systems are considered to

have a very important role in reliable power coeration and thev are

desianed, fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards and receive

quality assurance commensurate with the goal of a reliable and safe oower
'

olant. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 41.

.

.

78:76. General Electric recuires an approoriate decree of
.

engineering design and auality assurance for all structures, systems and

components independent of safety classification. The quality assurance

reauirements for procurement or manufacture of non-safetv-related items

are specified by the design and quality control enaineers based on their

evaluation of the function, ccmolexity and importance to reliable power

generation as well as to safety where the item has safety relevance.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 42; Tr. 4435, 4962 (Robarel; see

Tr. 1319, 1321 (Hubbard). General Electric's operating exoerience and
'

| safety record aive it confidence that Sholeham's structures, systems and
l

1 - components are orocerly classified. Tr. 4933 (Robare).

.

.

- _ _ _
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7B:77. In many instances, General Electric goes beyond regulatory.

requirements. Engineering judgment is exercised based upon the function

of an item in deciding how best to desion it and maintain it without-

restriction to the minimum requirements of the GDC. Tr. 4933-34 (Ianni).,

7B:78. The degree of auality assurance typically aoplied to

no'nsafety-related equipment within its scope of supply is very close to

that applied to the safety-related item under Accendix B. Tr. 4443
,

(Robare). The specifications applied are based on experience with these

nonsafetv-related items. Tr. 4444 (Ianni).

**78:79. Stone & Webster also evaluates each structure, system and v/
.

component within its scope of sucoly and applies cuality assurance
.

* commensurate with the item's intended function. Rurns et al., ff.
~

Tr. 4346, at 44; Tr. 4395 (Garabedian). Two quality assurance categories

are utilized for nonsafety-related items. _Iji. at 45. Applicable

specifications clearly identify the assigned quality assurance catecory,

which is selected based on the function involved. Ici. at 45 46 Comoany
,

organization and procedures are desioned to ensure that each specification

is complete and correct. Id. at 47. All nonsafety-related items are

i intended to be designed, procured, constructed and tested in accordance

'with applicable codes and standards and good design and construction practice.
- Id. at 47 Although compliance with Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 is not

i
.

.

.
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required for non-safety-related items,6/ the principles of a comprehen--

sive quality assurance program which the Appendix B criteria represent

are applied to non-safety-related items commensurate with the specific-

activities performed. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 47.
,

7B:80. Mr. Dawe of Stone & Nebster testified that his company

applies the same quality assurance program regardless of whether the

class or item involved in safety-related" and "imporant to safety" are

"somewhat artificial" for these purposes. What is applied in terms of

quality standards and quality assurance is the sophisticated engineering

approach that engineers use. One does not stop when Appendix B criteria

are met; engineering judgment continues to be applied in deciding wha't

margins to provide or what the level of reliability should' be in a
'

design Tr. 4928-29 (Dawe).
.

- 78:81. LILCo, too, has in place quality programs and requirements
-

for construction activities relating to fabrication and installation of

.

nonsafety-related items. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 48. LILCo

applies quality standards and quality assurance to all structures,

systems and components of Shoreham commensurate with their impo'rtance to
|

~~6/ Although there is evidence that it was the original intent of the
drafters of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 to apply that appendix to
all of the plant items to which Appendix A of that part applies
(See 46 Fed. Reg. 53618 (1981); Tr. 20,630 (Conran)), the applica-
tion of Appendix B has consistently been only to safety-related
structures, systems and components. Speis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at

. 5; Tr. 5240 (Robare); Tr.1781 (Hubbard); Tr! 7B'30 (Speis); Tr. 6967
(Haass); Tr. 20,631-32 (Conran) . The NRC is working on a proposed
rule to expand the list of structures, systems and components
subject to Appendix B (see NUREG-0660, Item I.F.1) and to provide-

regulatory guidance for appropriate quality assurance criteria for
important to safety items and has research projects ongoing in,

support of that effort. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 70; Tr. 6980
(Haass-); Tr. 7070-71 (Haass); T7C 7H'58-59 (Conran, Haass).

.

|

|
|
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the safe and reliable operation of the plant. Burns et al . , ff. Tr.+

4346, at 50. Examples were provided in the areas of piping systems,

welding procedures, and electrical equipment of the application of-

industry codes, construction inspections and qualification,

requirements. Id. at 48-50.

**7B:82 The Staff does not review the quality assurance program for

items important to safety but not safety-related, nor does it inspect

for compliance with such a program. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 8-9;

Tr. 7063, 7480 (Haass); Tr. 16961, 17288-91 (Higgins); Tr. 20,527-28

(Conran). In the specific case of GDC-1 quality assurance requirements

for important to safety items, the Staff regards an acknowledgment of
.

the requirement under the regulations (i.e., a commitment) to be

- necessary and sufficient evidence of compliance without additional,

guidance being given. Tr. 20,414, 20,547 (Conran).~

b. Assessment of specific systems

l 78:83. These general descriptions of the treatment of nonsafety-

related systems by General Electric, Stone & Webster and LILCo were

tested by an examination of the treatment of certain specific Shoreham

systems. These systems were selected by Intervenors to show that

equipment had been misclassified in the design of Shoreham and was not

adequate to perform safety-relatM or important to safety functions,,

| respectively. The systems selected by Intervenors to prove their

premise were the standby liquid control system, the turbine bypass
'

| system, the reactor core isolation cooling system, the rod block monitor
|

. and the level 8 trip.

|
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11 Standbv liauid control system (SLC).

7B:84 Intervenor's testimony cited the standby liquid control

system as an examole of classification deficiencies at Shoreham, in the-

opinion of intervenors' witnesses, "the FSAR and SER do not demonstrate
,

that the SLC is properly desianed, classified, and aualified." Minor eji

al,., ff. Tr. 1113, at 51. Specifically, Intervenors' testimony

maintained that the SLC system is or should be a safety-related system,

but that not all of the vital comoonents of the system are shown bv the

FSAR to be safetv-related. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 49-50

78:85. The SLC system is designed to in.iect a neutren absorber

solution (sodium centaborate) into the reactor to shut the reactor down
.

from rated power operation to a cold condition in the event that not
.

enough control rods could be inserted to shut down the reactor. Minor-

~

fui al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 48; Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 159; Tr.1681

(Goldsmith). It provides a diverse, backuo means of reactivity control.

Burns et al. , ff. Tr. 43a6, at 159; Tr. 4R87 (Robare); Tr. 7133 (Hodaesi.

7B:86. The SLC system was referred to in the FSAR and by LILCo's

witnesses as a "special safety system." FSAR Section 4.2.3.4.3; Rurns
'

jui al . , ff. Tr. 4346 at 159. Although the SLC is not fully safety-related,

LILCo maintains that the SLC meets high auality standards and is ornoerlv

classified. Tr. 4880-81 (Ianni); Tr. 4880 (Robare).-

.

.
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7B:87. An analysis of the quality standards applied to the SLC

system and the function it performs demonstrates that the systen has been

properly classified and qualified. First, all of the equipment essential
-

for the injection of the boron solution into the reactor is safety-related,

equipment. Burns eti al. , ff. Tr. 4346 at 160; FSAR Section 4.2.3.4.3;

Speis ett al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 24; Tr. 4888 (Robare). Redundant locos

are provided of active equipment necessary for baron injection. These

redundant loops are powered by separate power sources capable of beino

connected to the standby AC power for operation durino a station power

failure. Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346 at 160. Operation of the SLC system

is manually initiated from the control room. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346

at 159; Tr. 4888 (Robare). The switch used to initiate the system is
.

safety-related and the portion of the control board upon which the switch
,

-

is mounted is designed to survive a seismic occurrence. Speis et al.,
.

ff. Tr. 6357, at 24,

7B:88. Non-essential equipment, such as test 1000, drain and flush

lines and SLC tank heater system, is not safetv-related. Nevertheless,

these are designed to high standards. The test loop, drain and flush

( lines are isolated from the main loops by safety grade isolation valves
1

,

to assure integrity of the main locos. The tank heater system consists
l

of redundant heaters, one automatically controlled by the tank temperature
- monitoring system and the other a larger manual heater. Burns et al.,

ff. Tr. 4346, at 159-60.

.

.
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78:89. Intervenors criticized the non-safety-related classification

of the tank heaters because of the possibilitv that cooling of the

; solution could cause precipitation of the sodium pentaborate therebv*

defeating the successful function of the system. Several desian features.

assure the reliability of the system. Constant temoerature indication is

given to the operator. Tr. 4897-98 (Robare). There is an alarm on one

of the temperature sensors which is set 11 degrees above the tempe,ratures

at which the sodium centaborate would precipitate nut of the solution.

Tr.1682 (Minor); Tr. 4899 (Dawei; Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 160-61.

There is a back-uo heater. T.. 4897-98 (Robare). The heaters are not

the oniv thing that maintains the temperature of the solution. Tr. 1680-81

CGoldsmith). The ambient temoerature is normally hich enouah (cenerally
.

at least 70 dearees F.) in the vicinity of the tank that preciDitation in
,

,

~

the solution would be prevented even without operation of the tank heaters.!

.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 160-61; Tr. 4899 (Dawe); Tr. 4897-98

(Robare). Finally, tank solution contents, concentration and temperature

are to be monitored at least once every 24 hours under ornoosed Shoreham

| Technical Specification 4.1.5. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 160-61;

Tr. 4897-98 (Robarel. Even if the tank. heaters were to fail, the solution

would remain at a high enough tem 3erature to prevent orecioitation of the

sodium pentaborate for at least 24 hours, durina which time the tanks

would be checked. Tr. 4899 f o hare).n

78:90. Aaain, the function of the SI.C system is to provide a

back-uo, diverse means of shutting the reactor down during normal
,

4

|

,

,
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operation. The SLC system is not reouired to be redundant because it is

only a back-uo system. Tr. 7133 (Hodaes); Speis et al . , ff. 6357,

at 25. The reactor protection system itself is redundant. Tr. 7135-

(Hodges). The SLC system is not required for safe shutdown in terms of
,

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. Tr. 4879-81 (Robarei. It is not used to
I

mitigate any desian basis accident. Tr. 4882-83 (nawe) .

78:91. The Board finds that the SLC system is properly classified.

The Board is satisfied that the SLC system need not be classified in its

entirety as safety-related and that it has been properlv desioned and

qualified to standards commensurate with the importance of its backuo
-

safety function as reauired by GDC-1. The design and coerational
.

requirements established for this system demonstrate that an adeauate
.

- methodology has been apolied with respect to it.
.

2) Turbine bvoass system

7B:92. Intervences point to the turbine hvoass system as a system

the function of which is sufficiently imoortant that it should be

classified as satety-related. The fact that it is not classified as

safetv-related is said to be "another examole of the inadeouate

classification methodoloav utilized by LILCo for Shoreham." Minor et_

al., ff. Tr. 1113, at 40.

.

78:93. The turbine bvoats system is used durino normal startuo and

shutdown to pass cartial steam flow to the condenser. The turbine bypass
.

valves also operate automatically following a turbine trio or load
.
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| *

re.iection. Following a turbine trio or a generator load reiection, the

turbine stoo valves or the turbine control valves will close immediatelv
i-

* to stop the steam flow to the turbine. The accumulation of steam in the

vessel pressurizes the reactor. The turbine bvoass valves are designed.

to open automatically under such conditions in order to reduce the
l

oressurization rate by directing sone steam (25% of full ocwer) to the

condenser. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 146.

7B:94 The turbine bvoass system is described in Section 10.4.4 of

the FSAR. As discussed there, it consists of two steam lines from the

main' steam header to the hvoass valve chest, four bvoass valves, and four

steam lines to the condenser, each 'includina a oressure reducer at the

condenser connection. The hun =<s valves are controlled bv the turbine,

'

generator electrohydraulic control (EHC) system. The power sunolv to the
.

control system is from 120 VAC uninterruotable instrument and control

power for hiah reliability and plant availability. This oower source,

althouah not safety-related, is available followino loss of offsite

oower. In addition, an alternate power source is provided from a shaft
,

driven permar.ent magnet aenerator supplied with the main turbine. Burns

et al. , ff. Tr. 4346, at 147; Tr. 4758-59 (Dawe, McGuire).

78:95. The steam lines up to, but not including, the turbine bv-

pass valves are Ouality Group B, OA Cateaory I, Seismic Cateaorv I

(Table 3.2.1-1, item XXXI.3). The turbine bvoass valves are Ouality

.
Group D, QA Category II, Seismic Catecorv NA (Table 3.2.1-1, Item

XXXI.5). The turbine bypass valves are, however, sub.iect to the
.

.---- -- - -.. , -
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extensive quality assurance oroaram of the sucolier, General Electric,

large Steam Turbine Generator, /GE-LSTG). This oroaram, which the Staff

considers to be at a level equally equivalent to Ouality Group B, is-

documented in GE-LSTG oublication GES 4982A, " General Electric Larce
,

Steam Turbine Generator Quality Assurance Proaram." The EHC system is

also sub.iect to GEZ 4982A. The bvoass system Dioing downstream of the

bvoass valves is not safety-related. It is designed, insoected and

tested in accordance with ANSI B31.1. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at

147-48.

7B:96. This desian is in compliance with Reaulatory Guide 1.26,

Revision 1. It also complies with Reculatory Guide 1.26, Revision 3,

including footnote 5. The NRC Staff, in Accendix A to Standard Review
.

Plan Sec. 3.2.2 (Attachment 7), has oresented its cosition with resoect
"

to main steam comoonents for cuo olants such as Shoreham. The Shoreham

turbine hycass system, as described above, comolies with the Branch

Technical Position incorporated in the Standard Review Plan. Rurns el

i ~al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 148.
1 .

!

7R:97 Should the bypass valves fail to open, reactor vessel

pressure would be somewhat hiaber and the transient imoact on the fuel
,

!

would be increased. Analysis at full power conditions shows, however,

that bypass failure would increase the change in Critical Power Ratio

(CPR), an index relatina to the reactor fuel heat transfer capability, by

less than 0.08. The overall effect is a slicht reduction of the fuel
( .

heat transfer capability. However, the ma,iority of the fuel is still
.

__
_ .- ----7
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maintained well above the CPR limit criteria. The resulting dose effect

(if any) does not approach a small fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100

c riteria. Burns et, al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 146 47-

.

7R:98. General Electric utilizes special standards and procedures

for the design, manufacture, procurement and testing of the turbine
,

generator system as cocosed to existing codes and standards for products
*intended for more general service. These include such measures as

detailed design procedures, material certification, subvandor insoection,

j in process quality control, audits, and record keepino. The program also

includes nonconformance documentation and engineering disposition.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 148.
.

.

7 B : 99'. The turbine bypass system was field-erected under the
.

supervision of GE-LSTG, received quality control under the Shoreham

; Construction Site insoection Prnaram, and is subiected to a oreocerational

test program as opposed to arrantance tests. Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,

l at 148

7R: 100. The use of precoerational testing rather than acceptance

testing is indicative of the additional treatment oiven the turoine

bypass system in recoonition of its function even thouah it is not

safety-related. The bypass system is also subiected to the start-up test

proaram. The testing philosophy and procedure for Shoreham as well as

.

specific tests involving the turbine bvpass system, are summarized in

Chapter 14 of the FSAR. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 148.
.
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7B:101. In addition to careful design, orocurement, installation,

and testing of the turbine bypass system, plant ooeration is sub.iect to

operability of the turbine byoass system hv Technical Soeci#ication-

'
I

i 3.7.10. Burns e_t_ al,,, ff. Tr. 4346, at 148-49. !
.

i

7B:102. For its cart, the Staff oives soecial consideration to the
.

! turbine bypass svstem through the requirement of a technical speci-
'fication ordering periodic surveillance to confirm the operability

j of the turbine bvoass system. Speis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 27 Staff
.

:

Ex. 2A, 1 7.6.11.

78:103. The Board finds that the turbine bvoass system is not

. r
; imoroperly classified. The Board is satisfied that the turbine bypass '

*

i

| system need not be classified in its entiretv as safetv-related and that

'

it has been properly desianed and cualified to standards commensurate

with the importance of its safety function. The desion and noerational,

recuirements established for this system demonstrate that an adecuate

methodoloay has been applied with respect to it.

:
6

3) Reactor core isolation coolina (RCIC)+

7B:104 Intervenors maintain that the RCIC, as a back-up for the

Hioh Pressure Coolant In.iectior. (HPCI) system, should be classified as

safetv-related in its entirety. Failure so to classify the RCIC is cited,

! as further evidence of the alleged inadecuacy of LILCo's classification

; methodology. Minor et al., ff. Tr. 1113, at 40.
,

,

> .

.

|

'
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78:105. The RCIC system is a high oressure system which orovides

core coolina durino reactor shutdown by pumoina makeup water into the
*

reactor vessel in case of a loss of flow from the main feedwater system.

It can also supplement the HPCI system by oroviding coolant makeun at.

hioh pressure conditions. Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 143; Soeis et

al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 25; Tr. 4806, 4807, 4813 (Robarel. Durino a

loss-of-coolant accident (LnCAi, the RCIC initiates on low vessel water

level and delivers rated flow to the vessel through a connection in the

feedwater system. RCIC is not a part of the Emercency Core Conlina

System (ECCS) network. It is similar to the auxiliary feedwater systems

in PWRs. During limiting conditions of operation (LCO) (i.e., when HPCI

is inocerablel, oower operation is allowed to continue for a ceriod of

time orovided RCIC is operable. Moreover, credit is taken for RCIC when.

HPCI is inocerable in cart of the Shoreham accident analysis (e.a. ,
.

control rod drop accident.) Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 25; Staff

Ex. 2A, 4 7.4.1.

78:106. Almost all of the RCIC systen is classified as

safety-related; all of the equionent necessarv for the RCIC system to

perform its intended safety function of automatically iniectino water is
.

safety-related. Burns et al . , 'f. Tr. 4346, at 144; FSAR Table 3.2.1-1;

Speis eti al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 25; Tr. 7486-87 (Hodoes). In the opinion of

Mr. Robare, GE could chance the classification of the RCIC to safety-related
i

notwithstanding that certain cortions of the system are not safety-related
,

because those cortions are not certinent to the safety function. Tr. 4815,

(Robare).
.

-- _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - _ _ _
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7B:107 The only significant area in which the system is not

safety-related is in its control and instrumentation. Even there, many
' aspects are safetv-related. The system comoonents which penvide the,

, safety functions of detecting low level and in.iecting water into the
.

vessel are qualified for safetv-related coerations. The safety functions

of the control and instrumentation are also desioned in accordance with

safety system criteria. Moreover, the RCIC system is separated in a'

completely different electrical division from the HPCI system. Burns et

d. , ff. Tr. 4346, at 144

7B:108. The unqualified components of the RCIC include the

barometric condensor whose failure would not Dreclude systems coeration

and four control room indicators whose failure would not imoact the,

automatic operation of RCIC. The only other aspect of the RCIC design

which does not meet full safety-related criteria is the sinole channel>

I hich level trip which prevents overfill of the reactor vessel. This does

| not affect the operation of the safety function of automaticallv

iniectina water. Rurns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 144

|

| 7B:109. Although the RCTC system is less reliable than the

emergency core coolino systems (ECCS), no credit is taken fnr the RCIC

: in arriving at the ECCS criteria in the loss of coolant analvsis.
i

| Tr. 7130-31 (Speis, Hodaes).

78:110. The Board finds that the RCIC system, which is very nearlv
,

completely safety-related, is not improperly classified. The Roard is
.

,
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satisfied that not all of the RCTC needs to be classified as safetv-
"

related and that the system has been oroperly designed and qualified to
"

standards commensurate with the importance of its safety function. The

design and operational requirements established for this system demon-.

strate that an adequate methodology has been apolied with respect to it.

4) Rod block monitor (RBM)

78:111. Intervenors' witnesses testified that the rod block monitor .

should.be, b'ut is not, classified as safetv-related because of the

importance of its function. LILCo's methodoloav for classification is

criticized because of this alleced failure orocerly to classifv the rod

block monitor. Minor et al, ##. Tr.1113, at 40

.

7B:112. The rod block monitor, together with two other systems,
.

performs the rod block function, which is designed to prevent erroneous

withdrawal of a control rod during normal coeration oossibly resulting in

local fuel damage. The rod block monitor initiates a sianal to the rod

drive control system to'stoo drive motion. The orincipal ob.iective of

l the rod block monitor is to increase fuel life by restricting rod

movement to minimize local flux peaking. The rod block monitor does not

mitigate the control rod drop or any other accident; local fuel danaae

caused by failure of the rod block function would pose no significant

threat of radioactive release. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 141,143;

Tr. 4798-99 (Robare); Tr. 4994-95 (Dawe); Tr. 4795 (McGuire).

*

l
,

.

|
|
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78: 113. The rod block monitor is not required to perform the

critical safety functions of 10 CFR Part 100, Accendix A. Tr. 4787-88,

4791 (Robare).*

*

!

78:114 The rod block monitor is not a safety-related system. 1

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 27; Burns et al. , ff. Tr. 4346, at 142.

Nevertheless, special design features and other. considerations have been

acolied to the rod block monitor t6 assure its reliability. Soeis et,

al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 27.
~

78:115. The system meets most desian orinciples of safetv-related

systems. It is redundant in that two channels of information must acree

before rod motion is permitted (only one of the RBM channels is recuired
,

to trio to prevent rod motioni. The system has self-monitorina features
.

with provisions to check the self-monitorina. Loss of power to the RBM

will cause a rod block. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 14?.

7R:116. The followina features are included in the R9M desian:

a. Redundant, separate, and isolated RBM channels,

b. Redundant, separate, isolated rod selection information,
includina isolated contacts for each rod selection oush button, are
provided directiv to each RBM channel.

c. Separate, isolated LPRM amplifier sional information is
provided to each RBM channel.

d. Separate and electricall.y isolated Average Power Range Monitor
reference signals are provided each RBM channel,

i

'e. Independent, separate, isolated Averace Power Range Monitor
reference signals are provided each RRM channel. |

*

.

H
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f. Independent, isolated RRM level readouts and status displays
are provided from the RBM channels.

c. There is a mechaniral barrier between channel A and channel R
of the manual bvoass switch.*

h. Indeoendent, separate, isolated rod block sionals are provided,

from the RBM channels to the manual control system circuitrv. Rurns et
al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 142; Tr. 4803 (Robare). ---

|

|

78:117 In addition to the high quality of the rod block monitor

design, technical specification surveillance requirements are to be

imposed further to assure rod block function operability. Burns et al.,

f f. Tr. 4346, at 143. The system has a self-testing feature, the

acerability of which must be demonstrated periodicallv. .peis et al.,

ff. Tr. 6357, at 27; Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 143; Sta<f Ex. 2A,

SS 7.6.4, 7.6.11. In addition, a technical specification will reouire
,

that the rod block monitor be operable at above 30 percent of rated
.

oower. Tr. 4798-99 (Robarei.

78:118. The Board finds that the rod block monitor is orocerly

classified. The Board is satistied that the rod block monitor need not

be classified as safety-related and that it has been properly designed

and qualified to standards commensurate with the importance of its

limited safety function. The design and operational requirements

established for this system demonstrate that an adequate methodology has

been applied with respect to it.

.

.
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5) Level 8 trio

78:119. Intervenors' witnesses described the # unction of the
*

1evel 8 trip as "to warn the operators of possible over'illina of the,

vessel . . ." They asserted that the svstem should be classified as.

safety-related and that the faDure so to classify it is "another examule

of the inadequate classification methodolocy utilized bv LILCo for

Shoreham." Minor et al . , ff.1113, at 40,

78:120. The level 8 trio signal automatically trips the turbine and

shuts down the feedwater pumps in the event that an excess of feedwater

reaches the high water level (level 8) trip setpoint. Burns et al.,

ff. 4346, at 145. It is one line of defense acainst a feedwater

controller failure transient, in which feedwater controller function is
,

lost and a maximum feedwater flow is erroneuusly initiated. If the level
.

8 trip should fail, turbine trip would be delaved until manual noerator

action i,s taken or until an increase in wet steam causes increased

vibration which induces turbine trio. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,t

at 145. The conseouences of #ailure of the level 8 trio on transient

severity are not siad#%9nt. Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 145,146.

i 7B:121. 9 e *.. ~ 8 trip is not safetv-related. Speis et al., ff.
'

l

Tr. 6357, at 27. It is, however, a hiah quality desioned and

manufactured system having significant tolerance to sinole failures.

There are 3 trio channels with indeoentent power supolies, two on batterv

busses and one on a 120 VAC instrument bus, so that any single electrical
,

failure is tolerated without any effect on system functions. The vessel
'

water level differential pressure transmitters and other instrumentation

.- - ._ .. _. _ - .
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acd control components associated with the level 8 feedwater pump trip,

though not classified safety-related, are identical in design and

manufacture to the fully safety-related components associated with the-

ECCS and RPS low vessel water level trios. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,,

at 145-146; Tr. 4819 (Robare).

7B:122. The technical snacifications will limit the time durina

which portions of the level 8 trip system may be inoperable. Soeis et

al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 27. Periodic surveillance requirements of the

operability of the level 8 trip will be included in the technical

soecifications. Staff Ex. 2A, t 7.6.11. It is on the basis of this hiah

reliability and the technical soecification reauirements, tacether with

the fact that the consecuences of failure do not result in undue risk to,

public health and safety, that use of the level 8 trip is permitted in
.

mitication of the feedwater controller failure transient even thouah the
system is not safetv-related. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 23-24:

Staff Ex. 2A, 1 7.6.11.
.

7B:123. The Board finds that the' level 8 trip is crocerly

classified. The Board is satisfied that the level 8 trio need not be

classified as safety-related and that it has been properly designed and

qualified to standards commensurate with the importance of its limited

safety function. The desion and operational reauirements established for

this system demonstrate that an adecuate methodoloav has been applied

with respect to it. '

.

.

I

1
#
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7R:124 Intervenors have failed to prove that misclassification

exists in the systems they selected, and thus have not proved that the
*

design and review methodology apolied at Shoreham was inadequate as

alleced.,

c. Assessment of emeroency coeratino oracedures review

7B:125. Intervenors' witnesses conducted a review of certain

emergency operating procedures to identify equioment called upon therein.

Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113 at 11 38.2/ On the basis of this review, they

concluded that "several key systems and/or conoonents are separately

called upon to assist in the mitigation of accidents, althouch such

e'auipment has not been recuired to meet either the 'safetv-related'

quality standards as described in Table 3.2.1-1, or sore other standards
,

consistent with the GDC and the safety functions to be performed." The
.

Durpose of this testimony was to test the adeouacy of LILCo's methodolooy
'

in support of Contention 7B. It also relates to 50C Cnntention 19(b)(4),

which states more unambiguousiv that LILCo has failed to include in Table

( 3.2.1-1 " equipment upon which the plant coeratnrs will relv in resoonse
(

i to accidents."

78:126. Emergency operating procedures in manv instances direct an

| operator to call upon equipment which is not safetv-related. The

|

|

J/ Intervenors' witness Harwood, who was princioally responsible for
this review, has never been involved in the analyses or criticue of

, emergency operatino procedures for a specific nuclear power plant.
I Tr.1275 (Harwood) .

"

,

'
.

. .
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inclusion of the non-safety-related systems in these procedures is based

on the principle that operators should be directed to use all available
~ systems including the use of the normal, non-safetv-related systems.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 139-40. It is expected that an coerator.
,

will use the non-safety-related eouipment which remains operable to the

maximum extent possible in controlling the course of anv accident.

Speis et, al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 22. However, where a non-safetv-relatedt

*

system is called upon in the emeroency procedures, there is a safety-
'

related system capable of preventing core damage in the event the
i

non-safety-related system fails. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 139;

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 26

.

7B:127 Any eauioment cited in an enercency orncedure which is
,

necessary to assure the critical safety functions of 10 CFR Part 100,
.

Aopendix A is classified safety-related. Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,

at 22.

78:128. An example of a non-safetv-related system beina celled upon

by an emeraency procedure is the plant feedwater system. The operator is

very familiar with this particular system and would use it during a loss

of coolant accident if it is available. It is not, however, necessary

that the system be safety-related even though it miaht be used during an

accident because other items which are safetv-related are available to,

protect oublic health and safety. Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 26.

.

.
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7B:129. Emergency operating procedures have received special

attention and review since the TMI-2 accident. The RWD Owners' Group
* Svstems Subgroup, for example, undertook an assessment of emercency

J

. orocedures and the capability of BWR systems to handle abnomal events,

including multiole failures. As a result of this review, the Subaroup

recommended development of simple, comolete procedures so that operators
4

can use the full capabilities of the plant, safety-related as well as

non-safety-related, in dealing with problems that arise. Emeroency

procedure guidelines have been develooed as a result of the Suharouo's
'

recommendations. As the emergency orocedure cuidelines are an operator's
'

logical aporoach to dealing with the symotoms presented bv' an abnormal'

occurrence, thev typically start with normally used non-safety-related'

systems. If failures orogress in non-safety-related equipment, the,

safety-related equipment comes into play. The current Shoreham emeroencv

i operating procedures are consistent with the recommendations of the

Subgroup. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 130-32. All emergency

operating procedure accident or transient scenarios, however, are bounded

ultimately by a safety-related system. _Id. at 133.

7B:130. The Board has been pointed to no regulatory requirement

that all eauipment specified for use in emeroency operating procedures be

classified as safety-related and finds that there is n.o such requirement.

Speis et a_] . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 21. Further, given the purpose of

calling upon non-safety-related equioment in emergency operating

,
procedures, the Board finds that the use of such equioment for the

.
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mitigation of abnormal occurrences is not itself a reason for requiring

that such equipment be classified as safety-related.
.

3. Resolution of "important to safety" definitional controversy.

**7B:131. There is no evidence that Applicant's improper use of the

term "important to safety" has had a substantive impact on the design

and construction of the Shoreham plant. Staff's witnesses testified

specifically that they were aware of no specific example of a substantive

difference in the plant caused by the definitional issue. Applicant's

witnesses testified specifically that no such substantive differences

exist. Tr. 4422-23, 4472-73 (Dawe); Tr. 7815 (Speis et al.); Tr. 6958-61

(Conran); Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10; Tr. 20,834, 20,859 (Mattson).

.

**7B:132. There appears to be close agreement between most important
'

aspects of the respective positions and conclusions of the Staff and

Applicant regarding adequacy of safety classification of Shoreham plant

features, particularly as to the substantive technical safety classifica-

tion considerations at i'ssue. Mattson et al. , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 8-9;
,

|
| Genran3-ffr-TF,-6368 -at-2.5
t

**7B:133. Even though Applicant did not use the term "important to

safety" properly, by putting together an FSAR and addressing the criteria

for structures, systems and components called for in the Standard Review

Plan, Applicant has satisfied the Staff's requirements for items impor-

tant to safety. Ter-7495-96-(Genrantt-see-Ter-6537-fGenran);Speiset
.

al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 10; Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 8-9,10;
I
! . Tr. 20,818, 20,821, 20,825-26 (Rossi); Tr. 20,872 (Mattson).

. - -- . - - - __. _ . _ . , _. . - - - . _ - -.
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**7B:134. The Staff's review process verifies that plant items

important to safety meet the Staff's requirements as outlined in the

Standard Review Plan. Tr. 6974-75 (Haass); Mattson et al. , ff. Tr.*

20,810, at 10; Tr. 20,825-26 (Rossi).
,

**7B:135. Because the Standard Review Plan ensures that important to

safety items have been addressed, the Staff does not perceive a need to

re-review the FSAR or to expand the scope of its audit review despite the
,

difference in Applicant's use of the language of the regulations.

Tr. 7121-23 (Rossi, Hodges, Haass, Kirkwood); Tr. 20,860-61 (Mattson).

The Staff's review was conducted according to the Standard Review Plan by

examining the function of particular systems and the requirements for that

function. Tr. 7122-23 (Hodges).
.

*

**7B:136. Nevertheless, an important area of disagreement between the

Applicant and the Staff remains because of Applicant's refusal to recognize

that the term "important to safety"is defined differently in the regulations

and is considerably broader than " safety-related." Tr. 20,833 (Mattson).

The Staff's concern is with respect to operation of Shoreham. Tr. 20,834

(Mattson). The Staff identified certain " unacceptable implications" of

Applicant's incorrect use of "important to safety":

1. Because the Staff conducts an audit review, reliance must be

placed on commitments by Applicants that all portions of the regulations

are complied with (see, e.g., FSAR 5 3.1.2.1). It is critical that these

commitments mean what the Staff understands them to mean if the Staff's
.

determination of " reasonable assurance" (which finding must be made in

.

_ _ _ _ _ . _
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accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 50.35(c) in order to license a facility) is

to be meaningful in the sense intended in the regulation.8/

2. It is clear under the Staff's understanding of "important to*

,
safety" (but not under Applicant's) that there exists in the regulations

a reouirement under GDC-1 for a quality assurance program for certain

non-safety-related structures, systems and components (i.e., those

important to safety) which provide reasonable assurance that the facility

can be operated without undue risk to the public health and safety. See

10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Introduction.

3. Under Applicant's construction of "important to safety," the

' obligations imposed by 10 CFR. Part 21 might be more narrowly

construed than would be the case under the Staff's broader definition of

that term. Conran, ff. Tr. 6368, at 6-7. See also 10 CFR % 50.59(a)(2).
.

The Staff is concerned about LILCo's compliance with these reporting
,

* requirements. Tr. 20,852 (Mattson).

- .

|
-8/ Section 3.1 of the FSAR contains a commitment by LILCo to ccmply

with GDC-1 as follows:

i The detailed QA program developed by Long Island Lighting
| contractors satisfies the requirements of Criterion 1.
1

Because LILCo has equated the terms "important to safety" and " safety-
related" in its FSAR commitments, this specific commitment was
intended to relate only to safety-related plant items. See Tr. 4470,
4485 (Dawe). The Staff considered this a commitment which included

| important to safety plant items; in the Staff's view, GDC-1 applies
| to the entire broader class. Tr. 7080 (Rossi); Tr.16960 (Higgins).
i

.

, .

t

i
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*7B:136A. The Staff has also expressed concern about confusion which

is likely to result from the interchangeable use of " safety-related" and

"important to safety." See Tr. 20,591 (Conran). The potential for con-*

fusion is significant if LILCo does not use the correct definition of
,

important to safety. Tr. 20,848 (Mattson); Goldsmith et al., ff.

Tr. 20,903, at 28-29. LILCo management agreed " positively" that there is

going to be confusion if LILCo continues to use "important to safety" one

way and the Staff uses it another way. Tr. 21,127 (Pollock); but see
,

Tr. 21,128 (Dawe), Tr. 21,129 (Pollock). Use of a common definition will

lead to a decrease in confusion and better performance by the licensee

and will make agency-licensee relations more efficient and better from

the regulator's viewpoint. Tr. 20,835-36, 20,853 (Mattson) . For example,

there is a need to avoid confusion when an inspector has an interest in
.

an important to safety item b'ut a licensee objects that'the item is not
* safety-related and therefore not within the inspector's purview.

Tr.20,853(Mattson).El

*7B:136B The Staff testified that it considered it necessary to.

obtain reconfirmation of LILCo's commitment iio comply with GDC-1 during

operations at Shoreham using the correct definition of important to safety.

Tr. 7122-23 (Haass). After an exchange of letters failed to provide an

i acceptable commitment, the Staff requested a meeting with LILCo to discuss

9_/ LILCo conceded that an NRC inspector has a legal right to access
every place in the plant, including a right to inspect in program
areas that are non-safety-related. Tr. 21,137-38 (Pollock). LILCo
reserved its right, however, to contest inspection findings if an
item is not in its view covered by the regulations. Tr. 21,137
(Pollock). In LILCo's view, areas other than the safety-related,

are not specifically covered by regulation. Tr. 21,141 (Pollock).

.
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LILCo's plans for compliance with GDC-1 during operations. The Applicant

described to the Staff's satisfaction its organization to address facility
*

operation as well as its programs to conduct and audit plant activities

including its preventive and corrective maintenance program, its procure-.

ment and storage programs, as well as its design change control program.

Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10-11. LILCo believes its programs

address every piece of equipment in the plant from the point of view of

safety significance. Tr. 21,134 (Pollock).

; *7B:136C. During the February 18, 1983 meeting, the Staff asked

LILCo to make a suitable commitment in the FSAR itself that LILCo will

comply with GDC-1 during operations. Folicwing that meeting, the Staff's

request for the FSAR amendment was formally issued to LILCo in a letter
,

from D. Eisenhut to M. Pollock of the same date. Mattson et al . , ff.
.

Tr. 20,810, at 11; Staff Ex.14, ff. Tr. 20,812. The specific request
~

was as follows:

Amend the FSAR to commit for non-safety related structures,
systems, and components, to include in the preventive and
corrective maintenance program the design change control
program, the procedures for procurement of equipment, the

i procedures ~ for modifications and removal of equipment from
| service, and the QA program, a provision that, as a minimum,
i the equipment and associated software shall be accorded the

safety significance given to it in the FSAR, the technical
specifications and the emergency operating procedures. The
charters and decisions of the Review of Operations Committee,
the Offsite Nuclear Review Board, and the Manager of Quality
Assurance shall also reflect these considerations.

Staff Ex.14, ff. Tr. 20,812.
j

*7B:136D. The Applicant's commitment to the Staff was made by letter

on March 2, 1983. LILCo Ex. 69, ff. Tr. 20,654. In order to ensure that

there was no misunderstanding as to the exact meaning of the Applicant's.

commitment, the Staff requestet by letter on March 7,1983 that the FSAR
.

y ,w-, , - - c.. -.mm -- - - -
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amendment be sent to the Staff for review as soon as possible. Staff

Ex.15, ff. Tr. 20,812. On March 8,1983, LILCo submitted examples of

the language it intends to incorporate in the FSAR. LILCo Ex. 70, ff.*

Tr. 20,654. The Staff reviewed that language and found it acceptable.
,

Mattson et al., ff. Tr. 20',810, at 12.

*7B:136E. Through this and other such FSAR amendments., the Shoreham

FSAR will reflect the commitment that, during operations, Shoreham's

structures, systems and components will be accorded as a minimum the

safety significance given to them in the FSAR, the technical specifica-

tions and the emergency operating procedures. The same commitment will
'

be reflected in the Shoreham preventive and corrective maintenance

program, the design change control program, procedures for procurement

of equipment, procedures for modification and removal of equipment from
.

service, and the applicable portions of the Quality Assurance program.
~ This corporate policy will be present in the charters and decisions of the

Review of Operations Committee, the Nuclear Review Board and the Indepen-

dent Safety Engineering Group. Mattson, et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 13.
'

i *7B:136F. This commitment by LILCo is a supplementary statement which

! commits to continue the quality standards and quality assurance measures

j already in place. Tr. 21,123 (Dawe). The commitment extends to all

structures, systems and components in the FSAR, technical specifications
1

and emergency operating procedures. Tr. 21,124 (Dawe). The commitment

has been documented in the FSAR in order to satisfy the Staff's concern

over whether the philosophy and sensitivity to safety discussed by LILCo

at the February 18, 1983 meeting would be carried forward at all times
.

.
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by people in the company. Tr. 21,071 (McCaffrey). This FSAR commitment

will be implemented and LILCo believes that its programs thereby meet
* the intent of the Staff's interpretation of important to safety. Tr. 21,097,

21,144 (Pollock).
,

*7B:136G. LILCo has not, through its FSAR commitment or otherwise,

committed to recognize that "important to safety" is broader than " safety-

related." Tr. 20,833 (Mattson); Tr. 21,054-58 (Pollock, Museler).

*7B:136H. Without an acknowledgement that important to safety is

broader than safety-related, the FSAR amendment does not provide an ac-

ceptable basis for licensing. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 11;

Tr. 20,848, 20,850 (Mattson). When the Staff obtained the FSAR commitment

from LILCo, the Staff was operating on the assumption that the correct

interpretation of "important to safety" would be accepted by or imposed
-

.

on LILCo. Tr. 20,848, 20,849-50, 20,851 (Mattson).
*

*7B:1361. The FSAR commitment will ensure that plant items are

" flagged" in a way that will permit a future maintenance person or other

employee to consider and assess the safety significance of a given item.

Tr. 20,874-75 (Mattson) .

*7B:136J. Adoption or imposition of the correct interpretation of

; "important to safety", however, would add to the FSAR commitment in such

important areas as the reporting of information and inspection. Tr. 20,854

i (Mattson). Future regulators and future plant operators will have less

difficulty communicating on safety matters by subscribing to a common and

correct definition in the future. Tr. 20,836 (Mattson). Use of such a
1

definition would avoid the need to expend time and resources (as, for
.

example, in this proceeding) to ensure that what LILCo says it is doing

i .

l
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is equivalent to what should be done under the Staff's definition.

Tr. 20,855-86 (Mattson). There is a need for a common basis for communi-

cation and understanding about the flags that are attached to equipment*

,
because of its safety significance. Tr. 20,853 (Mattson).

1 **7B:137. The Board agrees with the Staff that it is critical to the
[
'

licensing and regulation of a nuclear power reactor that regulatory

terms have a common meaning to the parties involved. See Tr. 7728 (Rossi).
'

*7B:138. LILCo complains that a definition of important to safety which

refers to all plant items that provide reasonable assurance of no undue

risk to the public health and safety is " vague", " indefinite", and "open-

ended" and does not provide LILCo with bounds within which to operate and

to establish auditable procedures. Tr. 21,047; Tr. 21,053-54; Tr. 21,082-83

(Pollock). The Staff agrees that the outer boundary of "important to
.

safety" is not very clear. Tr. 20,845, 20,876 (Mattson). However, that
~ question is left to a licensee's judgment and is not the boundary of

greatest importance. Tr. 20,846 (Mattson). Ultimate responsibility for

the safety of Shoreham lies with LILCo. Tr. 21,132 (Pollock).
'

*7B':138A. LILCo's ar'gument that it is unable to audit for compliance

! with a broader definition of important to safety than it used must be rejected.
|

LILCo finds the FSAR commitment " workable" and "auditable". Tr. 21,108

(McCaffrey). Mr. Pollock and Mr. Dawe both testified that they were
i
'

comfortable with the term " safety significance" (which is used in the

March 8 FSAR commitment). Tr. 21,099-100 (Pollock); Tr. 21,102 (Dawe);

see Tr. 21,057 (Museler). It is clearly no more difficult to work with

and audit against the concept of "important to safety" than against " safety

|
'

significance".

.
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1

*78.138B. LILCo has in place a graded approach to treatment of

items in the plant based on LILCo's judgment as to the significance of
' the item involved in terms of safety, reliability, operability and

.
maintainability. See Tr. 21,051, 21,147 (Pollock). LILCo maintains

C

that it understands "what the requirements are to apply to nonsafety-

related equipment in terms of its safety significance." Tr. 21,057,

21,072-73 (Museler). The same judgments that LILCo is already making'

would be required under GDC-1 using the broader definition of "important

to safety."

*7B:138C. The credibility of LILCo's vagueness objection was also

undercut by LILC0's testimony rejecting different limitations on the

outer bound of "important to safety" (for example, that equipment speci-

fically addressed in the FSAR, technical specifications and emergency
.

operating procedures). Tr. 21,125 (Pollock); but see Tr. 21,126-27 (Dawe)
* (no objection to such a definition of important to safety in relation to

GDC-1).

*7B:139. In order to evoid the confusion inherent in the use of

d'ifferent definitions of the term "important to safety" by Applicant and

the Staff, and to minimize difficulties which may arise in terms of

reporting obligations, inspection and quality standards and quality

assurance requirements, the following conditions shall be made a part of

any operating license which may issue for the Shoreham Nuclear Power

Station:

" Safety-related" structures, systems and components are those
which are relied upon to remain functional during and following
design basis events to ensure (i) the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, (ii) the capability to shut down'

.

.

d
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the reactor and maintain it in a sat'e shutdown condition, and
(iii) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. See 10 CFR

'

5 50.49(b)(1). "Important to safety" structures, systems and
components are those which provide reasonable assurance that
the facility can be operated without undue risk to public.

health and safety (see 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A (Introduction))
and include the " safety-related" structures, systems and
components as a lesser subset. LILCo shall take appropriate
steps prior to operation of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
to disseminate these definitions to all employees associated
with Shoreham and to instruct all such employees to use.these
terms properly in all communications within the company, to
its contractors and with the NRC and its Staff. LILCo shall
also disseminate and require adherence to the commitments
contained in LILCo's March 8, 1983 letter to the NRC Staff
that all non-safety related structures, systems and components
and plant computer software will be accorded, as a minimum,
the safety significance given to them in the FSAR, as amended,
technical specifications and emergency operating procedures.
These structures, systems and components shall henceforth be
appropriately termed as " safety-related" or "important to
safety" as defined above. LILCo shall further conduct a
review of its FSAR, as amended, and correct all uses of the
terms " safety-related" and "important to safety" inconsistent''

with the definitions appearing above. The results of this
review, and appropriate amendments resulting therefrom, shall

'

be included in the updated FSAR filed in accordance with
10 C.F.R. Q.50.71(e)(3)(i).

*7B:140. The Conran affidavit takes the position that the imposition
,

of a definition upon LILCo is not adequate under the circumstances

present here. Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 31-32.

*7B:141. In his affidavit, Mr. Conran states that it was not clear to

him at the time of his previous testimony, but is now, that LILCo's stated

position regarding the safety classification term "important to safety"

is more than a terminological difference. Mr. Conran now believes that

there is a conceptual difference as well, and stated that "LILCo truly

does not understand what is required minimally fcr safety by NRC under.

the regulations . . . ." Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 28 (emphasis in the
.
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original). In Mr. Conran's view, LILCo has "a fundamentally different way

of thinking about the degree of importance to safety" than the Staff and

other utilities. Tr. 20,778 (Conran). His primary concern is whether LILCo*

, will accord proper safety significance to non-safety-related items during

operation of the plant. Tr. 20,674-75 (Conran); see Tr. 20,513.-14 (Conran).

*7B:141A. As bases for his changed testimony, Mr. Conran states that

he has had the opportunity to consider longer and review more thoroughly

the testimony of LILCo's witnesses, particularly at Tr. 5425-5449, that

he has been struck by LILCo's continued resistance to using the Staff's

definition of "important to safety," and that these two considerations

have a synergistic effect when considered together. Conran, ff.

Tr. 20,401, at 28-30; see Tr. 20,454-55, 20,457, 20,460, 20,571-72

(Conran). Mr. Conran's concern arises basically out of LILCo's refusal
.

to agree that non-safety-related structures, systems and components are
~ covered by regulation, particularly GDC-1. Tr. 20,482 (Conran).

*7B:1418. Mr. Conran believes that LILCo should be required to

develop and demonstrate the requisite understanding of what is minimally

| required for safety in the operation of Shoreham by preparing a listing
~

| of Shoreham's important to safety structures, systems and components.

Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 32-33.

*78:141C. Mr. Conran also suggests that the scope of the audit review

conducted by the Staff be expanded to examine more examples in order to

determine whether Shoreham is designed and constructed in compliance

with regulatory requirements. Tr. 20,438, 20,450-51, 20,519-20,

20,672-73 (Conran). Contrary to the County's proposed finding S7B:26,
~

Mr. Conran did not recorrnend that the Shoreham application "should be
|

.

-
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re-reviewed". Rather, Mr. Conran testified that he "would be inclined

to expand the scope of my audit . . ." (Tr. 20,438 (Conran)) and would give
" the Shoreham application a "more thorough review" than it has been given

(Tr. 20,451 (Conran)). Nowhere does Mr. Conran say or intimate that the,

Shoreham application should be re-reviewed. It is the County that wants

the application re-reviewed. Goldsmith et al . , ff. Tr. 20,903, at 41-42.

*7B:141D The Staff's position as reflected in testimony given previously

by Staff witnesses in this proceeding on the subject of safety classifica-

tion did not change as a result of Mr. Conran's affidavit or for any

other reason. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 8-9.

*7B:141E. The Staff is satisifed that LILCo understands what is minimally

required for safety. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10. LILCo has

satisfied the deterministic criteria embodied in the Staff's Standard
.

Review Plan, other regulatory guidance documents, and appropriate industry
* standards and practices. In addition, the Applicant has described to the

,

Staff its organization to address facility operation as well as its

programs to conduct and audit plant activities including its preventive

and corrective maintenance program, its procurement and storage programs,

as well as its design change control program. The evidence of proper

design and construction, coupled with LILCo's programs for operating the

facility, demonstrate that LILCo understands what is minimally required

to operate the facility without undue risk to the health and safety of

the public. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10-11. Contrary to

j Suffolk County proposed finding S7B:66, the conclusion by the Staff

witnesses (other than Mr. Conran) that LILCo understands the importance
.

of non-safety-related structures, systems and components (Mattson eti

.
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al., ff. Tr. 20,810, at 12) is not dependent on LILCo's acceptance of

the broader definition of important to safety contained in 10 CFR
' Part 50, Appendix A, Introduction. In the Staff's view, it is the

ultimate finding of reasonable assurance of no undue risk that cannot,

be made absent acceptance or imposition of the current definition.

See Tr. 20,850 (flattson).

*7B:141F. It does not necessarily follow from LILCo's resistance to

adopting a definition of a regulatory term other than the one it believes

to be appropriate that LILCo does not understand what is minimally required

for safety under the regulations. Mr. Conran conceded that one can

ascribe tremedous safety significance to a particular structure, system

or component and still deny that it is covered by a particular
|
~

regulatory phrase such as "important to safety." Tr. 20,477 (Conran).
.

*7B:141G. LILCo management testified that LILCo does not disagree
'

with the philosophy underlying the Staff's definition of "important to

safety." Tr. 21,050, 21,053 (Pollock). Rather, LILCo has a problem with

the words of the definition in that LILCo perceives a lack of specificity

which makes it difficult to establish auditable procedures for

compliance. Tr. 21,053-54, 21,067, 21,070, 21,130 (Pollock). LILCo
* believes that it is fully implementing the intent of the broader

definition of "important to safety" in its programs. Tr. 21,097, 21,151
' (Pollock). LILCo does not, by contesting the meaning of "important to

safety," intend to say that it believes that what it calls non-safety-

related items require no attention because of a lack of safety

significance. Tr. 21,161 (Museler).
.

*7B141H. The testimony of LILCo witnesses cited by Mr. Conran as one

source of his concern about LILCo's understanding (Tr. 5425-5449) does not,

!

i
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support Mr. Conran's conclusion that LILCo does not adequately

acknowledge or recognize the safety significance of important to safety

items in the plant. See Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 30; Tr. 20,464-65-

(Conran). To the contrary, that testimony affirms that LILCo's
,

understanding of safety goes well beyond the mere performance of the

critical safety functions of Appendix A to Part 100. It also represents

an affirmation of LILCo's belief that it is in compliance with GDC-1

even under a broader construction of the term "important to safety" than

it used in designing and constructing the plant.10/

*7B:141I. A listing of non-safety-related plant items which are

"important to safety" is not necessary to demonstrate an understanding of

what is minimally required for safety nor would it demonstrate such an

understanding. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 11.
.

.

---10/ During this testimony, the Board expressed its concern that the
questions being posed resulted in a tautology which would not
assist the record. See.Tr. 5434-36, 5442-45, 20,472 (Brenner, J.) .

The same point was later made by Mr. Conran. Tr. 20,457-59,
| 20,489-90, 20,613 (Conran) . While it is clear that the exchange at
' Tr. 5425-5449 does not directly assist in the resolution of the

ultimate issues involved in this contention, it is useful
nevertheless. As stated above, the testimony affirms that LILCo's
understanding of safety goes well beyond the mere performance of
the critical safety functions of Appendix A to Part 100. Moreover,i

! it represents a sworn statement that LILCo believes it meets the
requirements of GDC-1 even under a broader construction of
"important to safety" than LILCo has used. This is significant in
that it negates the possible inference that LILCo has used a
narrower construction of "important to safety" because the narrower
construction permitted LILCo to do something which GDC-1 would not
permit if it applied to a broader set of structures, systems and
components. See also Tr.21,084-85 (Dawe).

.

.

___________
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*7B:141J. Mr. Conran himself admitted that he never thought the

construction of a list was really necessary to understand the concept of
!

- "important to safety." Rather, others had suggested to him that it might

be helpful. Tr. 20,660, 20,669-70 (Conran).
,

*7B:141K. Mr. Conran also suggested that the give and take of meetings

and discussions between the Staff and the utility could also enable one to
'

determine whether there was really a mutual understanding as to what is

required for safety. Tr. 20,477, 20,662 (Conran). Precisely such
,

discussions have been conducted by LILCo and the Staff and on the evi-

dentiary record of this proceeding. The Staff is satisfied with LILCo's

demonstrated understanding on that basis (see Mattson et al., ff.

Tr. 20,810, at 10-13). The Board is-satisfied as well.

*7B:141L. A list of non-safety-related items that are important to
.

safety could probably be generated from a program such as the preventive

maintenance program for the plant. Tr. 20,843 (Vollmer). Indeed, LILCo
-

management testified that it has such a list. Tr. 21,134 (Pollock).

*7B:141M. The Staff does not believe that review of an "important to

safety" list is a way to improve safety. Tr. 20,840' (Mattson) . Over-

emphasis on a list can cause one to fail to do more than rely on that list.

If the list is not adequate for whatever reason, serious problems may

result. The recent Salem breaker failure event is an example of such a

situation. Tr. 20,843 (Mattson). What is important is not the list but

the system or process for identifying the important attributes of a

structure, system or component and the mechanism for assuring that those

j attributes are preserved through the life of the plant. Tr. 20,840-41
'

(Vollmer); Tr. 20,844 (Mattson).

.
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*7B:141N. The generation of a list and the review of it is not a

particularly important ingredient in the regulatory process, at least not

sufficiently important to justify allocating resources to it. Tr.-

20,843 (Vollmer).
,

*7B:1410. Contrary to Mr. Conran's suggestion, it is not necessary to

expand the audit review conducted by the Staff and to look at more examples

to determine whether LILCo has properly treated structures, systems and

components important to safety. Tr. 20,860-61 (Mattson) .

*7B:141P. The Staff's review in accordance with the Standard Review

Plan has turned up no evidence that a substantive difference exists between

LILCo and the Staff on the treatment to be accorded equipment important to
,

safety. Mattson eti al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 10.

*7B:141Q. While Mr. Conran has reservations about the effectiveness
.

of the review process for Shoreham because of the conceptual difference

he perceives, the question whether Shoreham meets GDC-1 for the past is*

a matter Mr. Conran preferred to leave to the expert reviewers.

Tr. 20,448, 20,431-32 (Conran). Mr. Conran freely acknowledged that the

expert reviewers who had conducted the Shoreham review had not changed

! their position as to the adequacy of the review. Tr. 20,448-50; 20,430;

20,481; 20,524 (Conran). He suggested that the way to evaluate compliance

with GDC-1 is to look at examples with the appropriate experts and come

to a conclusion as to the appropriateness of what has been done.

Tr. 20,500 (Conran). That is precisely what this Board has done.

*7B:141R. Mr. Conran's use of the qualifier "perhaps" in his

affidavit discussion of the backstop provided by the existence and use of
.

regulatory guidance documents meant only that he is unable to verify the

.

. _

,_
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operation of this backstop at Shoreham. Tr. 20,430 (Conran). The Staff's

expert reviewers have done so and maintain that Shoreham's compliance is
~

satisfactory. Tr. 20,430 (Conran). Insofar as he has knowledge of the

quality standards and quality assurance applied by LILCo to non-safety-.

'

related plant items, Mr. Conran knows of no examples where LILCo has not

applied proper quality standards and quality assurance measures or has
t

' deviated from regulatory requirements. Tr. 20,436, 20,509, 20,523, 20,526

(Conran); but see Tr. 20,706 (Conran) (concern that systems interaction

studies by LILCo may be affected by different understanding of "important

to safety) and Finding 7B:191H, infra; see also Finding 7B:191U, infra.

*7B:1415. fir. Conran believes that the FSAR commitments provided by
'

LILCo are a tautology since LILCo only promises to accord to non-safety-

related items in the future the safety significance accorded them in the
.

past. Tr. 20,617 (Conran). The County's witnesses agree. Goldsmith eti
'

al . , ff. Tr. 20,905, at 26-28, 38. This position ignores the lengthy

review and the ample evidentiary record compiled in this proceeding which

demonstrate the adequacy of what has been done at Shoreham in the design

; and construction phase'. See Findings 7B:20-39, 51-130, 131-135. When
I

', taken in the context of this review and hearing process, the FSAR

commitment has substantial meaning and content and is not tautological.

.

e
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D. ANALYSIS OF-SYSTEMS INTERACTIONS AT SHOREHAM

7R: 142. The Staff witnesses defined adverse systems interactions as "the
* possibility of one reactor plant system acting on one or more systems in

a wav not consciously intended by design so as to adversely affect the.

safetv of the plant." Soeis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 34 We accept this

definition.

1. Assessment of Acolicant's Analysis of Systems Interactinns
,

7B:143. Extensive discussion was provided in the Aoplicant's orefiled
4 testimony concerning the organization and operation of the nuclear steam

supply system vendor, General Electric, and the architect enaineer, Stone

& Webster, and the way in which systems interactions are addressed

throuohout the desian process. 9 urns el al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 8-27.
,

.

78:144 General Electric has a philosooby it calls "desian discipline"

to assure the safe and reliable operation of its products and services.

Documented practices and procedures incorocrate measures to assure that

design activities', instructions and procedures, document control,

ourchasing, material control, process control and inspection activities

are carried out in a planned, controlled and orderly manner. Rurns et,

al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 9. Design documents are distributed to affected

design organizations for information, review and coordination in order to

assure interface compatibility and minimize opportunities for adverse

interactions between and amono systems. Burns et a'1. , ff. Tr. 4346,

at 10.
.

.
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7B:145. Designs are subiact to independent design verification within

the various engineerina organizations of GE. Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,

a t 11-12. In this way, all design aspects affecting a given systen,-

including interface with other systems, are considered. Id. Teams of,

,

persons other than those directly responsible and accountable for the

design conduct a formal evaluation of a design. Burns et al., ff.

Tr. 4346, at 13. Control procedures require that design changes be

documented, verified, approved and reviewed aooropriately. Rurns et al.,

ff. Tr. 4346, at 14 Complex design chances affecting multiole desian

groups are reviewed by a standino Change Control Board to assure that

interfaces are properly addressed. Extensive assessments o.f svstems

interactions are made throughout this orncess by virtue of the knowledae

and experience of the enaineers involved. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at

15.
.

78:146. General Electric has design and coerating excerfence in the

nuclear industry since 1946 involvina 41 nuclear power plants in

operation today and another 30 in design and construction. In General

Electric's view, all of this design and operatina experience has been

brought to bear on Shoreham and it provides confidence that undetected
i

adverse systems interactions of safety significance are unlikely to exist

at Shoreham. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 15-20.

78:147. Stone & Webster's organization, orocedures and experience have

| been brought to bear on Shoreham to anticipate and avoid, through /

appropriate plant design, those systems interactions that could interfere
;

.

.
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with the safe operation of the olant. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at

20-27. Stone & Webster has been involved in nuclear power olant design

and construction for over 20 vaars; it believes that the oractices and procedures-

that it has evolved during that time contribute to its ability to anticipate,
,

'

properly consider, and account for potential systems interactions in the

i design process. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 23-24 The desian of

systems and the evaluation of a system's function includes an evaluation

of interactions associated with that system. Tr. 5142 (Dawe). Systems

are looked at not only for their own functions, but also fnr their
i

relationship in the plant to other things around it. Tr. 4463 (Dawe).

78:148. Beyond the basic process used bv General Electric and Stone &

.

Webster for the design, manufacture and installation of systems,

structures and components at Shoreham, a number of soecific systems
'

interaction studies and programs have been conducted which relate

specifically to Shoreham. The soecific examples of systems interaction

studies cited by Applicant's witnesses included the followino:
.

(1) oice failure and internal floodina (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,

at 56; Tr. 5043-44, 5052-53, 5059-10, 5065 (nawel);

(2) missiles (Burns et al. , ff. Tr. 4346, at 57; Tr. 5073-74 (Dawe,
; Robare), Tr. 5070, 5077-79 (Dawel);

(3) fire hazard analysis (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 57;

Tr. 5087-5104 (Dawe));

(4) cable separation (Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 57;

Tr. 5104-5110, 5567-70 (Dawe));
.

J
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(5) failure modes and effects analyses (Burns et al., ff.

Tr. 4346, at 58; Tr. 5113-17 (nawe));

(6) electrical bus failures (Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 58;.

Tr. 5121, 5123, 5126 (Dawe));
.

(7) control system failures (Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. A346, ' t 59;a

Tr. 5129-30 (Dawe));

(8) high energy line break (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 59-60;

Tr. 5144-47 (Dawe, Robare));

(9) PRA relating to plants other than Shoreham (Rurns et al . , ff.

Tr. 4346, at 60; Tr. 5147-53 (Robare); Tr. 5164-65 (Ianni));

(10) heavy loads (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 60; Tr. 5171-72

(Dawe));

.

(11) protection systems (Rurns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 63;

Tr. 5227-32 (Robare));
'

(12) scram reliability (Burns et al., ff. Tr. 43A6, at 63;

Tr. 5248-318 (Robare, McGuire));

(13) common mode failures in protection and cnntrol instrumentation

(Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 43d6, at 64; Tr. 5321-29 (RobareH;
~

(14) water level instrumentation (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at

64; Tr. 5336 (Robare));

(15) TMI-2 implications (Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 64;

Tr. 5384-86, 5400 (Robare));

7R:149. Walkdown techniques were also utilized to attempt to identifv
'

spatial dependencies among systems as a part of the Shoreham probabilistic
.

risk assessment. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 102-103.
.
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7B:150. The studies cited in the testimony are a sampling of the major

studies that were formally conducted as part of the design process. More

systems interaction studies have been done than are cited there. Tr..

5243 (Robare). In Applicant's view, the results of these various systems
.

interaction studies demonstrate that potential interactions are

adequately considered in the desian and construction process because no

significant or fatal flaws (as ocoosed to design enhancementsl were

found. Tr. 5084 (Dawe). In the final analysis, however, it is the

comprehensive design process, rather than specific tvoes of individual

studies, that assures good design. Tr. 5292-94 (Rigelhauot).

7B:151. LILCo has established a group, known as the Independent Safety

Enaineerino Group ("ISEG"), to be responsible for the continuing review
.

and application of data from licensee event reports, sionificant event
- reoorts and significant operating experience reports. Incidents

involving systems interactions will be identified and evaluated. Burns

et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 61; Tr. 55?a (Kascsaki.
.

78:152. The Board finds that extensive evaluation has been conducted

by General Electric and Stone A Webster of potential adverse systems'

interactions at Shoreham. This evaluation has included both deterministic

and probabilistic methodologies. Ma.ior parts of this evaluation are

documented in the FSAR; other parts, such as the probabilistic risk assessment,

have been conducted indeoendent of any regulatory requirement. See

Findings 205, 210, 212, 217
.

.
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2. Water Level Indication Svstem Interactions

78:153. Intervenors' witnesses selected the water level indication

system (WLII to show that Shoreham is sub.iect to systems interactions in-

a way that allegediv demonstrates the inadequacy of LILCo's methodolooy
.

for analyzing the adequacy of plant desion. Thev testified that water

level measurement, the reliability of which is said to be critical, can

be adversely affected by a combination of high drywell temoerature and

low reactor vessel pressure to the point that e'mergency core cooling

could be delayed. Minor eti al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 42-43. In Intervenors'

view, "the existing analysis and review techniques as documented in the

FSAR and SER failed to discover this oroblem . ." Minor et al . , ff.. .
1

Tr.1113, at 47. As detailed below, Intervenors have failed to

demonstrate through the system thev chose that there is any inadequacy
.

in the methodology utilized' in terms of analyzing systems interactions.
~

..

78:154 Ffoure 1 of LILCo Attachment 9 illustrates one of the two sets

of cold reference leg reactor water level measurement instrumentation
~

Rea' tor vessel water level is measured bvorovided at Shoreham. c

differential pressure transmitters which measure the difference in static

head between two columns of water. One column is a " cold" (ambient

| temperature) reference leg outside the reactor vessel; the other is the

reactor water inside the reactor vessel and the variable leg. The
1

! measured differential pressura is a function of reactor water level.

Burns et al., ff. Tr. 4346, at 150. The WLI is largely a safetv-related

system. All portions of the system that are used in tripping the reactor
.

.
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are safety-related. Tr. 6836 (Rossi). In general, the portions of the
<

.

WLI system used for protection are safety-related; those portions used

| for control are nonsafety-related. Tr. 6837 (Rossi). The WLI-

reference leg is classified safety-related. Tr. 1822 (Goldsmith).,

,

7B:155. The cold reference leg is filled and maintained full of,

!

condensate water by a condensing chamber at its top which continuously

condenses reactor steam and drains excess condensate back to the reactor

: vessel through the upper level tap connection to the condensing chamber.
'

The upper vessel level tap connection is located in the steam zone above

the normal water level inside the vessel. Thus, the reference leg
'

i

presents a constant reference static head of water on the high pressure

; tap of the transmitter. The low-pressure tap of the transmitter is
,

piped to a lower-level tap on the reactor vessel which is located in the
.

water zone below the normal water level in the vessel. The icw-pressure

side of the transmitter thus senses the static head of water / steam inside I

the vessel above the lower vessel level tap. This head varies as a

| function of reactor water level above the tap and is the " variable leg"

in the differential pressure measured by the transmitter. Lower taps for

various instruments are located at various levels in the vessel water

zone to accommodate both narrow and wide-range level measurements (see
I Figure 2 of LILCo Attachment 9). Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 150-51.

7B-156. Reactor level indicators and recorders are shown on Figure 3 of

LILCo Attachment 9. This figure also shows the condensing chamber.
,

.
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Shoreham level instrumentation, including elevations and setonints, are

shown in Figure 4 of LILCo Attachment 9. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 151.
.

.

7B:157. All parties agree that high drywell temoerature can cause
.

boil-off or flashing of the water in the reactor water level sensing

lines if the reactor is depressurized while these hiah temoeratures

exist. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 154 Such hiah drywell temoeratures

can be caused in several ways. Intervenors cite small (e.g. , 0.01 sq.

f t.) and intermediate (e.g. , 0.04. sq. ft.) break LOCA's whir.h discharge

hot steam into the drywell over an extended time period. Minor et al. ,

ff. Tr. 1113, at 45. The Staft raises a similar situation resultina from
. a large break LOCA. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at ?A.

.

7B:158. Even without a pipe break, loss of containment coolers can cause
1

*

the containment to heat up and cause flashina as occurred at Pilgrim

Nuclear Station. Minor _et _al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 45-46; Soeis _et _al . , ff.

Tr. 6357, at 28. In each case, subsequent depressurization may cause
'

some loss of water in the level sensing lines. In the Staff's words',,

1

| "[tlhere is the potential for flashing whenever the reactor coolant

; system (RCS) pressura drops below the saturation oressure corresponding

( to the temperature near the reference leg." Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,
i

at 28. Loss of water in the level sensing lines, through flashina or

otherwise, could result in a false hiah indication when core water level

actually is low. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 43. The potential for

hiah drywell temperature to cause errors through flashing and boil-off

I *

|

f

|
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' "

was evaluated by the Staff in the Shoreham SER, Supp. I at Q 7.3.8. Tr.

7806-07 (Hodaes)

.

7B:159. There is ample evidence in the record that the loss of water in
'

1

the water level sensing lines and resultant erroneous water level indica-

, tion does not create undue risk to public health and safety at Shoreham.
1

First, drywell temperature is maintained by cooling eouiprent and the

performance of this air cooling system is r.onitored. Drywell air

temperature is maintained during all normal plant operations by two unit

coolers, each with four cooling coils and fans. The reactor building

closed 1000 cooling water -(RBCLCW) system is the coolina medium for the

cooling coils. Although the drvwell air cooling system is not safety-

related, the. fans, dampers and valves receive oower fron emeroencv onwer
.

'

suoplies t.o provide continued operation followina a loss of offsite power
"

with no accident sional present. The system is automatically shut down

and isolated on an accident signal. Burns et, al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 152.

Drywell air coolina system performance is monitored in the main control
,

.

room. Alarms are provided for a number of parameters, includina various
1

area and exhaust high temperatures, RBCLCW return high temperature, and

unit cooler high supoly air temperature. In addition, primary

containment air temperature is monitored bv temoerature instruments

located throughout the drywell. Shoreham prooosed Technical Specification

3.6.1.7 (LILCo Attachment 8) requires initiation of plant shutdown if the

containment average air temperature cannot be reduced to below 135'

within 8 hours. ine orocosed Technical Soecifications have been
.

submitted to the NRC. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 153.
*

;

|
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7B:160. The maximum water level measurement error is of little or no

direct safety significance at Shoreham. According to uncontroverted

testimony of Applicant's witnesses, the maximum water level measurement.

error that could occur when the reactor is at rated pressure and
.

temperature conditions would be less than six inches. Burns et al., ff.
,

Tr. 4346, at 153-54 When the reactor is deoressurized, the maximum

water level measurement error increases. According to General Electric

analyses for a worst case scenario, a maximum measurement error of 1.9

feet w"Jld result if the operators. follow Dlant operatinQ DroCedures.

Rurns el al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 154-56. Failure of the operators to

follow olant operating procedures for refillino the reference leos bv

flooding the reactor and for initiating the drvwell sprav system could

result in additional flashing and boil-off over a ten-hour period causino
.

a maximum water level measurement error of apornximatelv 9 feet. Burns

et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 156-157; Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 29-30..

Intervenors' expert agreed that the 9 foot error is the maxinum for the

high drvwell temoerature deorassurization situation they cited. Tr. 1666

(Goldsmith). The normal water level is aporoximatelv 16 feet above the

top of the fuel. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 30; Rurns et al . , ff.

Tr. 4346, at 157; Tr. 1662 (Goldsmithl. Therefore, even if the noerator

controls water level usino the instrument with maximum error, the fuel

would still be covered with water and would be adequately cooled. Speis

et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 30; Tr. 4856-57 (Robare).

7B:161. These errors in the water level measurement instrumentation
.

are unlikely to delay ECCS' actuation. Where flashino is the result of a

'

i

e

s
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small steamline break, there would be no delay in ECCS actuation. Where

flashing is caused by a large break LOCA and subsequent depressurization

by containment spray actuation, the ECCS would alreadv have been actuated.

prior to containment spray, thus, there is no delav in ECCS actuation.
.

Where flashing results from failure of drvwell coolers, no ECCS actuation

is necessary because there is nn break. One can oostulate the occurrence

of a LOCA while the reactor is in the shutdown coolina mode of operation

and while drywell temperature remains hich. In such a situation there is

a possibility for delayed ECCS actuation, but the staff's testimony that

this is a very unlikely scenario was not controverted. Speis et al . , ff.

Tr. 6357, at 28-29.
-

78:162. The reactor operator is trained to respond to a loss of water
.

level indication and h'as specific emergencv operating crocedures at hand

to respond to such a situation. Soecial consideration has been given in-

the E0P's to the imoortance of the water level in the reactor pressure

vessel. Tr. 6911 (Rossi). The generic RWR emergency orocedure cuidelines
'

include caution and action statements related to loss of' level instrumen-

tation. Suffolk County Attachment 5 (Attachment A at 9). Anv time the

operator cannot determine the water level, he is trained to deoressurize

( and flood the vessel. Where loss of water level indication is due to
;
|

flashing, of course, there will already have been some depressurization

in the vessel. Tr. 7691-92 (Hodges). If the operator confronted with

| the conflicting indications perceived correctly that there was a mal-

function in one leg of his instrument system, he would proceed to start
.

RCIC and maintain water level with the reactor shut down. If he did not

| -

|
|
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perceive the problem correctly, he would follow the emergency procedure.

In either case, no fuel damage results. Tr. 6873 (Hodges).

.

7B:163. The steps to be taken by an operator to depressurize are set
.

forth in the Shoreham emergency procedures. These steps involve more

than one procedure, but the procedures are set up in a loaical sequence.

Also, the operator is quite familiar with these procedures through

training. Tr. 6845 (Hodaes). Flooding the vessel upon loss of water
.

level indication involves several steps. Shoreham Procedure d29.023.01

states, at step 3-4, that if reactor pressure vessel water level cannot

be maintained or determined, the operator should proceed to Procedure

329.023.04 on level restoration. The level control procedure is.normally

the first procedure the operator would enter following any abnormal
.

situation. Tr. 6850 (H6dges). Steo 3.3 of Proced'ure 329.023.04 gives a

series of steps to be followed if water level cannot be determined.-

These steps involve starting up low pressure in.iection systems. Tr. 6851

(Hodges). It then refers the operator to Procedure 329.023.05 on r.3oid

reactor pressure vessel depressurization. This procedure gives steps for

vessel depressurization. Tr. 6851 (Hodaes). The operator is then referred

to Procedure #29.023.09 on reactor pressure vessel flooding. If water level

in the pressure vessel cannot be determined, the operator is to commence in-

jection into the pressure vessal with several systems until at least 3 safety

relief valves open, thereby assuring that the vessel is full of water because

water will be pouring out of the relief valves. Tr. 6851 (Hodges) .

.

.

<
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7B:164 These four procedures are grouped tocether physically and can be

scanned quickly to find the instruction for the symptoms involved. Tr.

6852, 7805 (Hodges). According to Staff witness Hodges, identifying the,

procedures and taking appropriate steos could he accomplished in less
.

than five minutes. Tr. 7806 (Hodces).

78:165. After the submission of Intervenors' prefiled testimony on this

contention, Intervenors obtained through a Freedom of Information Act

request a copy of an internal NRC staff memorandum on the sub.iect of a

" Safety Concern Associated With Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation

In Boiling Water Reactors."11/ The memorandum ("Michelson memorandum" or

"Suffolk County Ex. 1") raises a concern that a break in the WLI

reference leg would cause an interaction between plant control systems
.

and protection systems which micht adversely affect the ability of the

crotective system channels to perform their function. Suffolk County-

Ex. 1, at 1; Tr. 6855 (Hodges, Rossi).

78:166. Acolicant's testimony asserted that General Electric had studied

this situation and concluded that the accident is bounded bv design basis

!
accidents already analyzed in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Apolicant also1

noted that the recipient of the Michelson memorandum, Harold Denton, had

:

~~~11/ This January 20, 1982 memorandum was from Carlyle Michelson,
Director of the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Goerational
Data, to Harold R. Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation. Enclosed with this memorandum is a study preoared by
Mr. Michelson's office. The ilanuarv 20, 1982 memorandum and

, enclosed study were received in evidence as Suffolk County Exhibit 1.

) .
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responded in a memorandum to Michelson that "the unaffected protective

channels are sufficient to provide all orotective functions" and that no

immediate licensing action was reouired. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at.

157-58, n. 39; LILCo Ex.13, ff. Tr. 5496.
.

.

j 78:167. The Staff's testimony states that, in the event of a break at

Shorenam such as that hypothesized in the Michelson memorandum, there is

sufficient redundancy in the WLI to prevent a sensing line malfunction
,

and another random electrical failure from defeatino actuation of

emergency core cooling. Manual Action, however, would be required.

Manual actuation within ten minutes following reactor trio would maintain

the water level above the too of the active f' el. Speis et al., ff.u

Tr. 6357, at 31. This was the conclusion of a Shoreham-specific review
.

conducted by the Staff after issuance of the Michelson memorandum.

Tr. 6863 (Hodges).-

1B:168. This Shoreham-specific analysis was not cerformed immediatelv
'

upon oublication of the Michelson memorandum because the problem was not

considered unioue to Shoreham. In addition, the Staff does not c:qsider

this tyce of event to be extremely significant from a safety standpoint

since a reactor trip results and time is available for the operator to

act. Tr. 6866 (Hodges, Rossi). Specifically, calculations by General

Electric and by the Staff's consultants at Brookhaven show that it would

take approximately 15 minutes to uncover the fuel in the case of an event

of the . type postulated in the Michelson memorandum. Roughly 30 more
.

minutes would pass before temneratures above 2200 were reached.
|

l
-

i
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Tr. 6916-17 (Hodges). General electric has evaluated the Michelson-

scenario for Shoreham and determined that the protective systems are

adequately designed to preclude this from being a safety concern. No,

fuel failure results. Tr. 4847-49 (Robare).
.

7B:169. Questioning by the Board focused on the issue whether
,

the redundancy requirements of GDC 24 were met after an event of the tvoe

discussed in the Michelson memorandum. Tr. 6886-97 The Michelson

memorandum itself questions whether selected 8WR level instrumentation

systems " meet the intent of the regulations for operation of protection

and control systems single failure criterion as delineated in General

Design Criterion 24." Suffolk County Ex.1, at 19.

.

7B:170. Staff witness Rossi agreed that failure in a sensino line would

eliminate the redundancy for some types of failures in the automatic-

actuation of the emergency core cooling njsten. However, without an

additional sinale failure, automatic initiation of core coolina would

still be operable. Tr. 6874-75 (Rossi). Staff oractice has not been to

preclude a failure in a sensing line from leaving a systen which has no

further redundancy; after the sensing line failure, the remainina cortion

of the protection system need not necessarily still meet the sinole

failure criterion. Tr. 6889-90 (Rossi). LILCo meets GDC-24 based on the

Staff's practice in interpreting it. Tr. 6895 (Rossi). The Staff

considers GDC-24 to be satisfied because manual action can be taken

quickly enough to actuate emergency core cooling. This is a .iudgment
.

- - - - . - -- , , -- . ., -
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based on an examination of the relevant circumstances. Tr. 6890-91
*

(Rossi). The Board finds that this position is not arbitrary.

. .

4

7B:171. The Board finds that the various interactions cited by
.

Intevenors affecting the WLI do not demonstrate an inadequacy in the

methodology applied by the Applicant in the evaluation of potential

adverse systems interactions.

7B:172. The problem of flashing and boil-off in the WLI reference leg

has been known for many years and the plant has been designed to protect

against such an event through large drywell coolers, drywell temperature

monitors and technical specification requirements (Burns etial., ff.

Tr. 4346, at 153; Tr. 5558 (Robare) and emergency operating procedures in
.

the event of loss of water level indication. Tr. 6911 (Rossi). The results

of a break in WLI reference leg are within the Chapter 15 analyses and the-

Shoreham design provides adequate protection against such a failure.

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 157-58; Tr. 4847-49 (Robare). Applicant>

has shown that Shoreham's design provides reasonable assurance'of no

undue risk to the public health and safety from adverse systems interactions

at Shoreham.

3. Unresolved Safety Issues Concerning Systems Interactions

7B:173. Unresolved safety issue A-17 is entitled simply " Systems
|

| Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants." Unresolved safety issue A-47,

" Safety Implication of Control Systems," is considered by the Staff to be
.

a specific subset of the systems interaction problem which deserves

special consideration. Tr. 6485 (Conran).-

- _ _ _ _-. . _ -. . . _ - - _ ._ - - , - .-.
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a. A-17 (" Systems Interactions")

'

7B:174 The general concern involved in the systems interactions,

issue is the possibility of one reactor plant system acting on one or.

.

more other systems in a way not consciously intended by design so as to

adversely affect the safety of the plant. In designing reactor plant

systems, therefore, a primary objective has been to incorporate design
4

features (e.g., redundancy and diversity in systems that perform required

safety funct' ions, and independence of safety systems from all other plant

systems and from each other) such that, ideally, several independent

system failures must occur to degrade uracceptably or to cause total

failure of any necessary safety function. The specific objective of a

systems interaction analysis is to provide assurance that the
,

independent functioning of safety systems is not jeopardized by
.

preconditions within the plant design (particularly dependencies hidden

in supporting and interfacing systems) that cause faults to be'

,

dependent. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 34-35.
.

!

l
I **7B:175. Some events have occurred in the past at operating plants

that have adversely affected safety system redundancy, and the functioning

of safety systems have actually been degraded in other events (e.g., the

Browns Ferry partial failure-to-scram). The frequency and possible

implications of such events has prompted the staff to consider whether

additional system interaction analysis requirements should be developed

and imposed in order to examine more fully than currently required the
.

.
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question of susceptibility of reactor plant systems to potential systems'

interactions. A program has been initiated to address these questions
~

and has progressed significantly over the past few years. Speis et al.,

ff. Tr. 6357, at 36; Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 3, 4, 8,14.

**7B:176. The purpose of Task A-17 is "to confirm that present

review procedures and safety criteria provide an acceptable level of

redundancy and independence for systems required for safety by

evaluating the potential for undesirable interactions between and among
i

systems." Staff Ex. 2A at B-10; Mattson et al. , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 4,i

5, 14. Its object is to develop and evaluate specific methods to see

if there are interactions which may have gone undetected and to see

if there is a need to revise present requirements. Tr. 20,830 (Thadani).
*

.

i
*

7B:177. The Staff's program for studying the systems interaction issue

as outlined above was initiated in May 1978 with the definition of USI

A-17, " Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants." The early phase of
!

this program involved development of a candidate' systems interaction

methodology by Sandia Laboratory, and a limited-scope trial application
i of that methodology to the Watts Bar I facility. The objective of this

effort was to attempt to evaluate both the methodology developed and (by

comparison) the adequacy of existing Standard Review Plan procedures for

uncovering potential systems interactions. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,

| at 37; Staff Ex. 2A, at B-10.

;

.

.
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7B:178. This Phase I analysis was performed by fault trees to identify

component failure combinations (cut-sets). The total number of possible
'

independent failure combinations that could have been analyzed was

reduced by introducting six linking features into the analysis. This.

effort identified a few potentially adverse interactions within the

limited scope of the study. The staff reviewed the interactions

identified for safety significance and generic implications. The staff

concluded that no corrective measures were needed immediately at Watts

Bar I, except with regard to the potential for interaction between the

power operated relief valve and its associated block valve. This

interaction had been separately identified by analyses of the TMI-2

accident and corrective measures were already being implemented. This

initial A-17 effort was deemed unsuccessful. Speis et al . , ff. Tr.
,

6357, at 37-38; Staff Ex. 2A, at B-10.
.

7B:179. In May 1980, in the aftermath of the TMI-2 accident, the TMI-2

Action Plan (NUREG-0660) was approved by the Commission. Item II.C.3 of

the Action Plan (Systems Interaction) incorporated the USI A-17 effort

and broadened the systems interaction program. Special .1mited-scope

(spatially coupled, seismic initiator) system interaction analyses were

performed at Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 and at San Onofre Unit 2. The'

| basic cethod used in both analyses was in situ visual examination of
|

plant systems for potential failures of " sources" (i.e., non-seismic

Category I piping / equipment) that could adversely affect the functioning

of safety-related " targets." The Staff and ACRS accepted both analyses
.

even though the results differed significantly in terms of the number of
.

r _ , ,-_ -- a -
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potentially adverse systems interactions discovered. The differences in

results obtained were explanable in view of differences in design
'

criteria applied at the two facilities. .The San Onofre unit design

criteria required both nonsafety-related and safety-related systems to be.

mounted with Seismic I qualified mountings. This design criteria had not

been applied at Diablo Canyon. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 38; Tr.

7150 (Conran).

7B:180. In January 1981, a staff assessment (based on surveys by

three national laboratories under contract to the staff) of then avail-

able methodologies led to the conclusion that application of any single

method could not identify all potentially important systems interactions.

,
Therefore, the staff undertook a program to further develop available

methods (or combinations of available methods) and to incorporate them
*

into what has been termed " Interim Guidance" that could be used by

licensees / applicants for a comprehensive, systematic systems interaction

evaluation of specific facilities. The Interim Guidance was intended to

describe an acceptable general approach to a comprehensive systems

| interaction analysis effort, and to provide at least two distinct

alternative detailed step-by-step illustrative procedures for accom-i

i

plishing that objective. The documentation of one illustrative

procedure (characterized as a Fault Tree / Interactive FMEA methodology)

| is essentially complete and ready for trial application at this point.

Documentation of the second illustrative procedure (called the

fiatrix-based Digraph Method) was scheduled to be completed by August
.

1982. The Interim Guidance is based upon experience gained during the

.

,
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Watts Bar limited-scope analysis, the Diablo Canyon and San Onofre seismic-
i

initiator systems interaction reviews, the surveys conducted by the
'

national laboratories, and review of the Indian Point-3 program plan.

Spets et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 38-39..

*7B:181. Another major element in the expanded systems interactionj

program included under Action Plan Item II.C.3 is the broad-scope

systems interaction evaluation of the Indian Point-3 facility by the

Power Authority of the State of New York. PASNY's program plan for its

Indian Point-3 study has been approved and endorsed for performance by

| both the Staff and the ACRS. The actual study effort got underway in

April 1982. The Staff expects to receive the results of the PASNY

methodology study in August 1983. Mattson, et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 7.
, ,

.

*78:182. The Staff has considered several alternatives in applying

available candidate methods for systems interaction analyses.;

Consideration was given to using the activities which include: 1) the

Power Authority of the State of New' York (PASNY) study of Indian Point

Unit 3, 2) the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. study of Diablo Canyon, 3)

pilot studies on a limited number of light water reactors to test the

| candidate methodologies, and 4) the Consumers Power Co. program on
|

| Midland 2. Alternative consideration was given to an efficient

integration of the proposed Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) Phase:

III and the National Reliability Evaluation Program (NREP), together

|
'

|

.
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with the systems interaction methodology demonstration. El Finally,

consideration has been given to applying the Staff's candidate methods
~

to Indian Point Unit 3, to provide a comparison with the PASNY method of

analysis.El Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 6..

7B:183. The alternative of comparing the Staff's methods with the

PASNY method in a study of Indian Point Unit 3 is the preferred one at

the present time because it will allow the most efficient use of

resources for a comparison that is less complicated by. plant-wide

variations. flattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 6. The Staff hast

secured the cooperation of PASNY to use the Indian Point-3 facility for

a demonstration of comparative analyses. The Staff effort to implement

.

-12/ The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) is an ongoing program
involving a deterministic review of operating plants to assess the.

adequacy of the design and operation of existing reactors, to
compare them with current safety criteria, and to provide the basis

,

for integrated and balanced backfit decisions, if required. The
program was initiated in 1977; Phase II of the program is now ini

progress. Phase III (SEP III) is scheduled to begin in FY 1983 for
l completion in FY 1989. .

The National Reliability Evaluation Program (NREP) is a program
proposed to assess design and operational deficiencies of all
commercial operating power reactors employing 3robabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) techniques. The staff is seecing Coninission
approval to coordinate NREP with SEP Phase III and require SEP III
licensees to do PRA under NREP.

H/ The Staff originally planned to select four near term operating
license (NTOL) applications as pilot plants to apply the methods
being studied. Cost consideration led Staff to coordinate the effort
under NREP, but later delays in NREP led to reconsideration of the

,

! approach and to placing emphasis on Indian Point. See 7B:183, infra.
| These steps represent progress in the A-17 program in the sense that
| the Staff is going through the necessary steps before the issue can

be resolved. Tr. 20,866-67 (Thadani).-

. .

:

,
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the demonstration analyses on Indian Point-3 is now being prepared.

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 39-40; Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810,
.

at 6, 8. The three methodologics to be compared are digraph matrix

. analysis, fault tree interactive failure modes and effects analysis and

the method developed by PASNY which involves the use of dependency

tables. Tr. 21,013-014 (Minor). The schedule for the comparative

analysis at Indian Point includes initiation of the Staff Methodology

Comparison Study in April 1983 and receipt of results of the Staff Study,

in July 1984. Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 7.1S/

**7B:184. There has been slippage of more than a year from the schedule

originally proposed by the Staff. Part of the reason for that slippage

lies in the Indian Point PRA effort as well as operating problems there.

Another part of the reason is the difficulty in merging the NREP progran,

and the systems interaction program. Tr. 7151 (Conran). During the
.

time Mr. Conran was responding to Contention 7B, the established

schedule for the systems interaction program was as given in Enclosure 3

in a memorandum from W. J. Dircks, Executive Director for Operations, to

P. Shewmon, Chairman of the ACRS, dated February 12, 1982. That schedule
j
1called for selection of the plants for demonstration analyses by February

1982, and a Staff decision on whether to issue a plant-specific systems

~~14/ Suffolk County's experts argued that the data obtained from the
Indian Point study will not be useful for Shoreham since the former
plant is a pressurized water reactor and the Strif has no plans to
test the methods on boiling water reactors. Caldsmith, ff.
Tr. 20,903, at 15-16. They conceded, however, the three methods
being studies at Indian Point "may be applicable to BWR studies".
Id. at 15. Use of the three methods at Indian Point, which are
used for systems analysis in contexts other than nuclear power

-

plant evaluation, will provide comparative data for the evaluation
. of the relative value of these methodologies. Tr. 20,015-16 (Minor) .
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interaction requirement by January 1984. Recognizing the large costs
"

involved in demonstration analyses, the selection of the plants was
.

delayed to consider the additional alternative of integrating the systems

|
interaction demonstrations with the proposed SEP Phase III/NREP effort..

This delay in the established schedule was described as a potential delay
|

within the Dircks to Shewmon memorandum of February 12, 1982. In
!

November 1982, the Commission decision on a proposal to combine and'

implement SEP III/NREP was deferred until after a review on the safety

benefits of the SEP Phase II was completed. The decision by the

Commission on SEP Phase III is now scheduled for Summer 1983. Mattson,

et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 7-8.
,

. **7B:185. Within the existing regulatory framework, the systems

interaction concern is addressed by evaluating plant designs against
.

well-established deterministic requirements and criteria embodied in

existing regulatory guidance documents (e.g., Regulatory Guides and the
,

Standard Review Plan). These current requirements are founded on the

principle of " defense-in-depth," and they include provisions for design

features such as physical separation and functional independence of

redundant safety systems, as well as other metnures that provide

protection against hazards such as pipe ruptures, missiles, seismic events,

fires, and flooding. Also, the quality assurance program that is applied

during the design, construction, and operational phases for each plant

provides additional assurance in this regard by helping to prevent in-

advertent introduction of adverse systems interactions contrary to approved
.

design. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 35; Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810,

- at 3; Tr. 20,815 (Thadani); Staff Ex. 2A, at B-9, B-10.

- -- _ . - - . - - ._ _ _
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*7B:186. The Shoreham application was evaluated against licensing
,

requirements that were founded on the principle of defense-in-depth.
'

The Shoreham d1 sign was reviewed against the " Standard Review

Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants.

'

(originally issued as NUREG 75/087 in December 1977, and reissued as

NUREG-0800 in July.1981 with the addition of the TMI-2 accident-related

requirements), which requires interdisciplinary review of equipment and

addresses different types of potential systems interactions. Use of the

Standard Review Plan in the review process results in safety
,

requirements such as physical separation and independence of redundant
'

safety systems and protection against hazards such as high energy line

ruptures (Section 3.6.1 of the SRP), missiles (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2),

high winds (Section 3.3), flooding (Sections 3.4 and 3.6), seismic events
,

(Section 3.2.1, 3.4 and 3.9.2) and fires (Section 9.5.1). Ma'ttson et al.,
'

ff. Tr. 20, 810, at 4-5; see Tr. 6659, 6779, 20,831 (Thadani).

**7B:187. Mwr-Genran-testified-that There has been no indication

from any sector that the requirements which existed prior to TMI,

j supplemented by post-TMI changes, are not adequate. Tr. 7153 (Conran);

Mattson et al. , ff. Tr. 20,801, at 5; but see Finding 7B:191C, infra.

**7B:188. In the Staff's view, completion of the generic program

may provide the basis for making an orderly decision as to the possible

need for additional systems interaction i ~;irements. In the interim,

however, the Staff believes that adequate reasonable assurance of public
.

health and safety is provided by compliance with current requirements

|

. . . . _ _ - .
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and procedures. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 36-37; flattson et al.,

ff. Tr. 20,810, at 3-4, 5, 8,13; Tr. 20,816 (Thadani); Staff Ex. 2A, at
'

B-9 through B-11; TFT-7144-kGeRF8R); Tr. 7642 (Thadani). This conclusion

is recorded in the SER for Shoreham in the following words:.

"[5]tudies to date indicate that current review procedures and
criteria supplemented by the application of post-TMI findings and
risk studies provide reasonable assurance that the effects of
potential systems interaction on plant safety will be within the
effects on plant safety previously evaluated." Staff Ex. 2A, at
B-11; Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 41-42; Tr. 20,816-17 (Thadani).

**7B:189. The same conclusion was expressed e8FlieF-%hiS-ye&F *

in 1982 by the Staff in response to a recommendation of the ACRS that some

additional systems interaction requirements be imposed immediately on

licensee / applicants. In a February 12, 1982 letter from William J.

Dircks, Executive Director for Operations to Paul Shewman, Chairman of

ACRS, Mr. Dircks wrote as follows:*

"NRR continues in the confidence that current regulatory,

requirements and procedures provide an adequate degree of public
health and safety."

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 36, 37, 42; Tr. 20,816-17 (Thadani). The

Dircks memorandum reaffirms to the ACRS the Staff's position that

j compliance with existing requirements provides reasonable assurance that

i potential adverse systems interactions present no undue risk to public
|

I health and safety. TFT-6374-75-(GenFan); Tr. 6779 (Thadani); Staff
|

| Ex. 2A, at B-11; Mattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 3.

**78:190. Contrary to Intervenors' proposed finding 7B:288, the

Staff concluded in its testimony that current regulatory requirements

. and procedures do provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to

.

I
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public health and safety against adverse systems interactions. Speis et.

al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 35-37, 41-42; Tr. 7642, 7643-44 (Thadani); see
~

Finding 7B:188, supra.

.

**7B:191. Beth Mr. Thadani and-Mer-Genran agreed with the statement

in the Dircks memo that additional systems interaction analysis re-

quirements should not be imposed until the Staff has drawn a conclusion

as to the efficacy of such analyses. Tr. 7509 (Genran,Thadani).

*78:191A. On January 25, 1983, the Staff informed the Board and

parties by letter that one of the Staff's witnesses who testified on
,

this contention, James H. Conran, had informed Staff counsel that he

,
sought to modify certain of his testimony since he no longer supported

.
some aspects of that testimony. The Board was further informed that

| .

Mr. Conran was preparing a written statement of his present views on the

matters discussed in his testimony. Mr. Conran's affidavit was filed on
i

February 8,1983. The Conran affidavit was received in evidence during

reopened proceedings on April'5, 19'83. Tr. 20,401. One of the subjects

of this affidavit was the Staff's efforts in the systems interaction

area and Mr. Conran's present view as to the inadequacy of those efforts.

*7B:191B. The Conran affidavit (ff. Tr. 20,401) expresses

Mr. Conran's present view that the Staff's program for resolution of'

A-17 has declined to such an extent that he no longer believes that it

is currently adequate to provide a basis for the " justification for
.

O

l
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operation" conclusion required under North Anna. Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401

at 2,10-12; Tr. 20,696 (Conran). He believes that reasonable progress
'

is a necessary element of the North Anna finding. Tr. 20,698-99

(Conran). Without progress toward resolution of A-17, Mr. Conran could.

'

not conclude that there was reasonable assurance that Shoreham could be

operated with no undue risk to public health and safety. Tr. 20,718,

20,781(Conran).

*7B:191C. Mr. Conran's affidavit discusses at some length the

bases for his change in position in terms of the history of the Staff's

systems interaction efforts, events of recent months and his estimation
.

of the schedule on which action toward resolution can proceed. Conran,

ff. Tr. 20,401, at 3-12. He makes a particular point that the occurrence

,
of unanticipated interactions, if permitted to happen often enough for

long enough can make the likelihood of a serious accident unacceptably
'

high. Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 6; see Tr. 20,788 (Conran). He concludes

that a requirement should be imposed by the Staff at this time for limited

systems interaction analyses by licensees and operating license applicants.
.

Id., at 12. The testimony of Suffolk County's witnesses is in fundamental

agreement with Mr. Conran on these matters. Goldsmith, et al., ff.

Tr. 20,903, at 1-22.

*7B:1910. Mr. Conran's affidavit was precipitated by the

cumulative effect of: (1) the loss of the separate NT0L pilot plant

option; (2) the delay in availability of data from systems interaction

; studies undertaken at Diablo Canyon and Indian Point; and (3) the lack

of any serious indication by Staff management"that some other measures
.

would be taken to offset these losses, such as the initiation of limited
*

|

|

|
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system interaction studies by all NT0L applicants. Conran, ff.

Tr. 20,401, at 10-12, 19-22; Tr. 20,716-17 (Conran).
'

*7B:191E. Mr. Conran's concern was with the weight that the Board

might give to the adequacy of the Staff's program in arriving at a.

finding that Shoreham could be licensed for operation despite the

pendency of A-17. Tr. 20,685, 20,785 (Conran).

*7B:191F. Mr. Conran would not go so far as to say that, because

of the concern about A-17, no plant should be licensed and existing

plants should be shut down. Tr. 20,688 (Conran).

*7B:191G. Mr. Conran acknowledged that LILCo had given "rather

extensive consideration" to potential systems interactions at Shoreham.
,

Tr. 20,686, 20,782-84 (Conran).
.

! *7B:191H. In Mr. Conran's view, this consideration of systems

interaction by LILCo specifically for Shoreham would provide an adequate

| basis for licensing Shoreham under North Anna if the safety classifica-

tion issue of LILCo's refusal to use the term "important to safety" as

the Staff uses it could be resolved. Tr. 20,687, 20,782-84, 20,787

(Conran) . This residual concern was that LILCo, because of its

different understanding of the importance of non-safety-related items,

might have a different judgment as to the safety significance of inter-

actions identified in its various systems interaction studies. Tr. 20,705

(Conran). This was referred to by Mr. Conran as a " synergistic" concern.
.

Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 26-27; Tr. 20,686 (Conran).

-
,

i

_
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*7B:1911. In the one Shoreham systems interaction analysis that

Mr. Conran had examined, the high energy line break study, LILCo had
.

addressed non-safety-related as well as safety-related equipment.

, . Tr. 20,701-02 (Conran).

*7B:191J. Mr. Conran also questioned the Staff's present schedule,

and suggested that resolution of A-17 "is still 2-3 years off without

significant re-ordering of priorities and reconstitution of the . . .

program . . . ." Conran, ff. Tr. 20,401, at 10.

*7B:191K. The Staff's position as reflected in the earlier Staff

testimony on A-17 and systems interaction has not changed as a result of

, Mr. Conran's affidavit or for gny other reason. Mattson et al . , ff.

Tr. 20,801, at 3. That position includes: (1) that the Staff's current
.

licensing requirements provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to

public health and safety from potential adverse systems interactions;

(2) the A-17 task is confirmatory in nature; (3) the Staff's A-17 progrrn

! is progressing toward resciuticn; (4) Shoreterr. may Lc lictried for

operation despite the pendency of A-17; and (5) no plant specific systens

interaction analyses (other than those now required by regulation or Staff

| practice) are or should be required until completion of the Staff's

program determines whether they are necessary and justified. Mattson et

al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 3-4.

*7B:191L. The judgment made by the Staff for Shoreham that it canj

i
~

| operate safely pending resolution of A-17 is not tied to the schedule
.

-
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for resolution of A-17. Rather the basis for this judgment is provided

by the present reviews that are conducted in accordance with the
'

; guidance given in the Standard Review Plan. It is based on what has

been done rather than what will be done in the future. Tr. 20,878-79.

(Coffman). Mr. Coffman is the Staff member responsible for management of

the Staff's program for resolution of A-17. (1att'on et al., ff.s

Tr. 20,810, at 3.

~

*7B:191M. The schedule for resolution of A-17 is not critical in

reaching reasonable assurance for Shoreham. The actions taken by the

Commission in terms of new requirements have most likely taken care of

many systems interaction issues. Tr. 20,867-68 (Thadani). Standard

i Review Plan requirements have already increased in areas where one might
,

: expect interactions of some significance; Staff management testified
'

! that current criteria would identify most, if not all, of the

significant interactions related to safety. Tr. 20,862-63 (Thadani);

see Tr. 20,917 (Goldsmith). Indeed, the Staff is not aware of any major

! interactions that are not already considered under the regulations.

Tr. 20,830 (Thadani); but see Tr. 20,788 (Conran) (concern about

operating experience).

i

*7B:191N. The nature of the particular issue should be factored

into the North Anna determination. With formal unresolved safety issues

as broad as A-17 (which says, in essence, "go look" throughout plants for
l

interactions), changes in requirements and equipment are made over time

.

I
l

i
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! which address the underlying concern. As a result of this process of

the improvement of plants and requirements over time, the safety
1

.

issue is addressed ircrementally; it is easier for such issues to make

- the North Anna finding that the plant can operate without undue risk
2

to the public health and safety because intervening changes have

ameliorated the problem. Tr. 20,863-65 (Mattson); Tr. 20,879 (Thadani).

*7B:1910. Moreover, there has been progress in the Staff's program

for resolving A-17. flattson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,810, at 4. By October,

1984, the Staff expects to complete a review of various systems

interaction studies, assess the efficiency of the methodologies used in

these studies, and to make a decision on the need for any requirement

. for plant-specific systems interaction analyses. This expectation is

based on the following schedule:
i -

1

1) Initiate Staff Methodology Comparison Study on Indian Pointi

{
Unit 3 in April 1983;<

2) Receive PASNY Methodology results in August 1983;

-

3) Receive results of Staff Study on Indian Point Unit 3 in July

1984;
,

4) Develop Safety Significance of Identified Interactions in July

1984;

| 5) Develop Basis for new licensing requirements, if any, as a

result of the A-17 program in October 1984. flattson et al. ,

ff. Tr. 20,810, at 7.
_

|

.
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*7B:191P. Even with respect to events over the last six months,

which was the time frame focused on by !!r. Conran's affidavit,
.

Wr. Thadani expressed his judgment that there has been sufficient

progress during that time period to indicate that the Staff is moving.

toward resolution of A-17. Tr. 20,814 (Thadani).

*7B:191Q. Progress in the program to date has provided no

indication that present review procedures and criteria do not provide

reasonable assurance that the effects of potential systens interactions

on plant safety will be within the effects on plant safety previously

evaluated (i.e., within the design basis envelope). flattson, et al . ,

ff. Tr. 20,801, at 5.

.

*7B:191R. The Staff judgnent is that A-17 will be resolved within
.

a time frame such that there will not be undue risk to the public from

operation of Shoreham in the interim. Tr. 20,877 (Thadani); see

Tr. 20,913 (Goldsmith) (low probability of systems interaction events);
'

but see Tr. 20,788 (Conran) (concern about operating exerience).
|

l Even if five years elapsed without resolution, the judgment of no undue

risk for Shoreham would be valid. Tr. 20,878 (Thadani).

*7B:1915. In addition to the adequacy of existing regulatory

requirements to support the required North Anna finding for Shoreham,

LILCo has gone beyond Staff requirements for systems interaction

analysis in several areas, including the probabilistic risk assessment
.

done for Shoreham. Tr. 20,869 (Thadani). The Shoreham PRA, even though

it did not include external initiators, will identify some of the major-

interactions. Tr. 20,869 (Thadani); Tr. 20,975-76 (Goldsmith).
i

|

!
i
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*7D:191T. The systems interaction analyses done by LILCo for

Shoreham are likely to be sufficient even after the Staff is done with
.

its A-17 program. Tr. 20,877 (Thadani).

.

*7B:191U. The Staff does not share the "syrergistic" concern

expressed by' Mr. Conran relating the safety classification issue to the

systems interaction issue. Tr. 20,828-29 (Thadani). Systems interaction

studies are conducted independent of classification. Tr. 20,828 (Thadani);

Tr. 20,927 (Goldsmith).

*7B:191V. Additional plant-specific systems interaction studies

are not necessary to provide reasonable assurance of public health and-

safety as a predicate to licensing Shoreham. Systems interaction,

analyses are very expensive (even .linited ones would cost over $500,000
!

.

each). The Staff's program to resolve the A-17 issue is now at the

stage where the next step is an application of the known and docunented

methods. The application of these methods will provide a basis to

|
answer the questions of the efficiency of a specific methodology: 1) to

discovery unforeseen intersystems dependencies within the plant, 2) to

rank-order such systems dependencies that are safety significant, and

<

i .

.
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3) to establish the resource efficiency from a safety-significance

basis. 11attson et al . , ff. Tr. 20,801, at 5-6,14.
.

*7B:191W. No plant-specific systems interaction analyses (other.

than those now required by regulation or by Staff practice) are or

should be required until completion of the Staff's program determines

whether they are necessary and justified. flattson et al . , ff. Tr.

20,810, at 4; Tr. 20,831 (Thadani).

*7B:191X. Shoreham may be licensed for operation despite the

I pendency of unresolved safety issue A-17. Mattson et al., ff.

Tr. 20,810, at 4; Tr. 20,831-32 (11attson).
I
!

,

b. A-47 (" Safety Implications of Control Systems")
'

,

7B:192. Unresolved safety issue A-47 concerns the potential for

transients or accidents being made more severe as a result of control

| system failures or malfunctions. Failures or malfunctions may occur

| independently or as a result of an accident or transient. One concern

is the potential for a single failure such as a loss of a power supply,

sensor impulse line failure, or sensor failure to cause simultaneous

malfunctin of several control features. Such an occurrence could

conceivably result in a transient more severe than those transientsI

analyzed as " anticipated operational occurrences." A second concern is
t

(

| .

.

|
:
.
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for a postulated accident to cause control system failures which would

make the accident more severe than presently analyzed. Accidents could
.

conceivably cause control system failures by creating a harsh environment

in the area of the control equipment or ohysically damaging the contrni.

equipment. Speis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 42; Tr. 7470-71 (Rossi); Staff

Ex. 2A, at B-15.

7B-193. The purpose of the A-47 task is to examine the criteria and

philosophy used by the Staff in the review of control systems to deter-

mine if they are sufficient and whether new criteria are sooropriate.
.

Tr. 7436-37 (Rossi); Staff Ex. 2A, at B-15. The final Task Action Plan

for A 47 has not been approved. Tr. 7439 (Rossi). Additional systematic

- studies will be done as a cart of the determi. nation of whether new

criteria are required. Tr. 7437 (Rossi). Some specific plants are to be
.

used as examples to evaluate cresent criteria. Tr. 7438 (Rossi).

78:194 In general, until acoroximately one year ago svstematic
1

evaluation of control systems designs had not been perfnemed to determinet

whether single event induced multiple control systen actions could result
! in a transient such that limits established for " anticipated noerational

occurrences" are exceeded. Single failures or events which could induce

multiple control system actions would presumably include events such as a

loss of power supply or failure of sensor imoulse line. If sinole

failure-or event-induced multiple control system actions do indeed exist,

experience with operatino plants indicates that incidents resulting in,

transients more severe than currently analyzed as " anticipated ocera-
; .

i
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tional occurrences" have a low probability. Soeis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,

at 43-44
.

,
7B:195. Until approximately two and one half years aco svstematic

evaluations of control system desions had not been performed to determine

whether postulated accidents could cause control systen failures

resulting in control actions which would make accident consequences more
' severe than presently analyzed. Licensees have, however, now reviewed

the possibility of consequential control system failures which exacerbate

the effects of some high enernv line breaks and have taken action where

needed, to assure that the postulated events would be adeouately

mitigated. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 44 -

.

78:196. In accordance with Standard Review Plan Chapter 7, NRC staff
.

reviews have been performed on currently licensed plants as well as on

Shoreham with the goal of assuring that control system failures will not

prevent automatic or manual initiation and operation of any safety system

equipment required to trip the plant or maintain the plant in a safe

shutdown condition following any " anticipated operational occurrence" or

" accident". The approach has been either to provide indeoendence between

safety-related and nonsafety-related systems or to require isolating

devices such as isolation amplifiers between safety-related and

nonsafety-related systems such that failures of nonsafety-related

equipment cannot propagate throuah the isolating devices to impair

operation of safety-related equipment. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at
.

42-43.
.
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78:197. A specific set of " anticipated operational occurrences" and

" accidents" has been conservatively analyzed to demonstrate that plant
.

trip and/or safety system equipment actuation occurs with sufficient

capability and on a time scale such that the consequences are within.

specified acceptable limits. The analyses are intended to be

sufficiently conservative to verify that the cotential consequences to

the health and safety of the public are within acceptable limits for a

wide range of postulated events even though specific actual events micht

not follow the same assumptions made in the analyses. Speis et al.,

ff. Tr. 6357, at 42-43.

.

7B:198. The resolution nf linresolved Safety Issue A 47 will

. systematically determine if current licensina oractices with respect to

control systems are adequate. Should the resolution of A d7 indicate
.

; that additional criteria for control system designs are necessary or that

specific problems require resolution, appropriate action will be taken

for plants in the licensing process as well as for plants now in

operation. At this time, the staff knows of no specific control system

failures or actions on Shoreham or any other plant which would lead to

undue risk to the health and safety of the oublic. Speis et al., ff.

Tr. 6357, at 44-45. Staff witness Rossi, one of the NRC reviewers

f involved in the program concerning A-47, could not recall a single
|

instance in which applicable limits had been exceeded. Tr. 6504,

! 7455-56 (Rossi).
'

; .

.

|
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78:199. There are two pending ouestions for Shoreham relating to A-47

The first relates to the effect of power supply, sensor and sensor
'

impulse line failures on several control systems at the same time. The
>

. second deals with a Shoreham-specific evaluation of the effect of

high-energy line' breaks en control systems. Tr. 7440 (Rossi).

78:200. The staff has requested that the apoiicant identify any power

sources, sensors, or sensor impulse lines which provide power or signals

to two or more control systems and demonstrate that failures of these

power sources, sensors, or sensor impulse lines will not result in conse-

quences more severe than those bounded by the analyses of " anticipated

operational occurrences" in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Speis et al., ff.

Tr. 6357, at 45..

. -

78:201. The staff has also requested that the aoolicant cerform a review

,

to demonstrate that the harsh environments associated with high enerov
i

line breaks will not cause control system malfunctions resultina in

consequences more severe than those of the Chapter 15 accident analvses.
.

Upon comoletion of these efforts by the apolicant to the satisfaction of

the staff, the staff will be able to conclude, with reasonable assurance,

that control system failures do not represent an undue risk to the health

and safety of the public. The Acolicant will, however, be reouired to

address any additional staff guidance which may result from the resolu-

tion of Unresolved Safety Issues A-47 and A-17. Soeis et al., ff.
,

Tr. 6357, at 45; Tr. 7444 (Rossi).
,

.

)
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78:202. The Board finds that the Staff has satisfied its

obligations under North Anna with resoect to both Unresolved Safety
^

Issues A-17 and A-47

.

1

e

.

W

!

I
|
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E. ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES PROPOSED BY INTERVENORS

1. Regulatory Status of the Alternative Methodologies Cited by
- Intervenors

| 7B:203. Intervenors maintain that the methodology embodied in the
,

design basis analysis is deficient with respect to the identification of'

, potential systems intaractions and the classification of plant

! structures, systems and components. Minor et al . , ff. Tr.1113, at 60.

They allege that alteri tive methods exist which would supplement and

improve the existing design basis analysis approach. Minor et al., ff.

Tr. 1113, at 63. Specifically, Intervenors argue that probabilistic risk

assessment, various types of dependency analysis, and a review of

emergency operating procedures must be applied in order to demonstrate

compliance with the regulations. We have previously discussed the
: -

adequacy of the present methodology in the classification of structures,
~

systems and components and the analysis of systems interactions. We
1

i conclude for the reasons there given and for the reasons discu~ssed below

i that these alternative methodologies need not be~ applied as a predicate

|
for licensing Shoreham.

|

7B:204 PRA is an analytical technique which quantifies the

probabilities and consequences associated with accidents and malfunctions

by applying probabilistic and statistical techniques to an evaluation of

plant reliability and safety. Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 66. By

using PRA, a safety assessor attempts to set into better perspective the

contributors to various accident sequences and risk and thereby identify
.

e
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the need for additional safety features, if any, improved equipment

reliability and, where necessary, areas of research and testing. Burns
.

et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 67.

.

.

7B:205. The NRC's use of PRA in the regulatory process is in a

state of development. In the case of certain construction permit applicants,
,

a site-specific PRA is required by 10 CFR 5 50.34(f)(1)(i). In addition,

the Staff has requested site-specific PRA's for certain applications (e.g.,

Limerick) for operating licenses. No such request has been made by the
,

|

Staff for Shoreham, and LILCo has gone beyond current regulatory require-

ments in contracting for a plant-specific PRA. Tr. 6621, 6464-65, 6778,

7667-68 (Thadani).
.

7B:206.
.

The Staff believes, and the Board concurs, that the Staff's

Edeterministic requirements provide an adequate licensing basis and a

sufficient means of identifying dependencies and classifying plant

,

structures, systems and components. For the present and near future,

PRA's are considered an adjunct or useful supplement to those current

deterministic requirements. Tr. 6594, 6460, 6464, 6774 (Thadani); Tr. 6764

i (Conran). If Shoreham satisfies the deterministic criteria, there

is an adequate degree of assurance of no undue risk to public health and

! safety. Tr. 6780 (Thadani).

. 15/ Dr. Speis defines " deterministic" as the use of a system based upon~~

set criteria rather than probabilistic goals. Tr. 6496 (Speis).
.

.
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7B:207. Methodologies such as PRA, failure modes and effects

analysis, systems interaction analyses or dependency analyses are not
'

required by regulations or staff practice in the safety classification of

structures, systems and components. These techniques have been used in.

some cases to look for weak points in plant systems designs or to

evaluate the risk of particular event sequences. They have been used to

identify failure modes and the need for equipment changes, increased

surveillance, additional testing, and improved procedures to reduce the

risk of particular event sequences. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at

31-32.

7B:208. One important distinction between existing deterministic

. criteria and probabilistic analysis is that the Staff's deterministic

review applies conservative, very restrictive assumptions to a model
.

which .is itself conservative, while probabilistic ar . lysis attempts to

utilize realistic assumptions without the addition of various ISMS

conservatisms. Tr. 6497-99 (Thadani). The Staff's use of deterministic

criteria is intentionally conservative rather than realistic. Tr. 6497

(Speis).

7B:209. The NRC's review of a PRA is totally separate from the

hearing requirements or NRC regulations. Tr. 6725-26 (Thadani). The

Staff's confidence in the safety of plants without PRA's derives from the

amount of effort that goes into the design of a plant, the documentation

, of that design, the resources expended in review and the flow of

information from applicant to the Staff. Tr. 6788-89 (Thadani). The
.
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bases for operating a plant are not grounded in PRA. Rather, they are

embodied in the General Design Criteria and specified in the Standard

Review Plan, regulatory guides, and other guidance documents. Tr. 6659

(Thadani).-

2

76:210. LILCo agreed that the PRA is not necessary to the licensing

of Shoreham. In LILCo's view, more information about its plant is always

better than less and the principal benefit of PRA is that it adds to

one's understanding of the plant. PRA provides LILCo with a diverse

method of reviewing the results of the deterministic process. Tr. 5981,

6149 (Burns). LILCo intends to use the Shoreham PRA, in part, as basic
.

data for a utility risk management program. Burns , et al . , ff. Tr. 4346,
- at 87; Tr. 5636 (Burns, Joksimovich); Tr. 5964-65 (Joksimovich).

.

.

7B:211. Dr. Burns was unable to state with certainty whether the

Shoreham PRA looked at more systems interactions than the various

deterministic standards had. Tr. 5983 (Burns).,
.

7B:212. Intervenors have highlighted particular types of systems

interaction analysis, such as failure modes and effects analysis,

Walkdowns, and dependency analysis, and have argued that such analyses

must be applied on a plant-wide basis for the identification of system

interaction and the classification of plant structures, systems and com-

ponents. Minor et al . , ff.. Tr.1113, at 63-68. No specific regulatory

requirement exists, however, for a plant-wide application of any of these-

analytical methods. Tr. 1479 (Goldsmith). Neither is there any specific
i
i

_
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requirement in the regulations or in Staff practice to apply these

methods or a review of emergency procedures in the safety classification
.

of structures, systems and components. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at
'

31-32.-

7B:213. Staff witnesses testified that there is not at the present

time a systematic methodology for using PRA (or the other methodologies

cited by Intervenors) for the purpose of classification or ranking of -

plant items. Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 32-34; Tr. 6570-73 (Rossi);

Tr. 6684, 7616 (Thadani); Tr. 6700-02 (Rossi, Thadani).55! The absence ~

of reasonably well understood methods and procedures would result in

different results 'from different studies caused by the different assump-
- tions utilized. Different lists of structures, systems and components

would result. Tr. 6702-03 (Thadani).
.

i

7B:214. There is no basis for concluding that it is likely that a

PRA would require a c,hange in the classification of any system from

important to safety to safety-related. Staff witness Thadani, who was

familiar with several PRA's, could think of no example where PRA analysis

i

16/ Since the 1970's, the IEEE has considered the need for additional
safety classes of electrical equipment and methodologies which could
be used to determine a " level of importance to safety" for nuclear
power plant instrumentation and control systems. To date, the
IEEE's efforts (including the development of a draft standard, IEEE
P827) have not been successful in producing a methodology acceptable
on a consensus bases to the IEEE. Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357,
at 32.

.

.
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would have resulted in reclassification of a structure, system or

component. Tr. 6643-44 (Thadani). This, together with the lack of a
.

consistent methodology, is the reason the Staff is not recommending the

use of PRA for classification of structures, systems and components..

Tr. 6641-44, 7603-04 (Thadani) .,

2. Reliance on the Shoreham Draft PRA

a. Applicant's testimonial use of the Shoreham draft PRA

7B:215. Applicant's witness Dr. Joksimovich expressed his opinion

that "the Shoreham PRA approach provides a meaningful and efficient, if

not the only, framework for examining "the systems interaction issue".

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 81. He went on to describe the Shoreham

PRA as the "best means for addressing the issue." Id. Dr. Edward T.

- Burns, SAI's principal analyst for the Shoreham PRA, described the

methodology utilized and its application in the Shoreham PRA. Dr. Burns
.

agreed with Dr. Joksimovich on the efficacy of PRA for systems inter-

action analysis:

"SAI judges that fault tree / event tree methodology is the best
available technique for augmenting the existing deterministic
evaluations and NRC regulations to ensure that systems
interactions are exposed and potential areas of concern are
identified."

Burns et al . , ff. Tr. 4346, at 97.

7B:216. LILC0's witnesses also expressed their conclusion that the

Shoreham PRA confirms the adequacy of the treatment of systems inter-

actions at Shoreham. Tr. 5897, 6159 (Kascsak); Tr. 5940 (Joksimovich,

,

. Burns); Tr. 5823 (Joksimovich). While this Board struck several such
t

conclusions in the prefiled testimony at Intervenor's motion on the
.

grounds that the conclusions (as opposed to the methodology) of the
i

. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - . _ _
_ - _
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Shoreham PRA were beyond the scope of this contention, similar con-

clusions were elicited upon the record by Intervenors' own cross-examination.
.

See, e.g. , Tr. 5897 (Kascsak).
.

b. Staff's plans with respect to the Shoreham PRA

7B:217. The Staff emphasized repeatedly that it had not required

the performance and submission of a PRA for Shoreham as part of the

regulatory review process for issuing an operating license to LILCo

(Speis et al. ff. Tr. 6357, at 33) and that LILCo had gone beyond

regulatory requirements in conducting such a study. Tr. 6778, 6464-65,

7667-68 (Thadani). There were no communications between the Staff and

LILCo about doing a PRA for Shoreham. Tr. 6108 (Kascsak).
! .

, 7B:218. The Staff has no " specific criteria for evaluating such an

assessment for Shoreham." Speis et al., ff. Tr. 6357, at 33; Tr. 6457,

6649 (Thadani). Mr. Thadani explained that the Staff has not yet

developed an audit, guide for the review of PRA's, (Tr. 6693 (Thadani.)), and .

that without such a model for evaluation there can be no confidence in

the reproduceability of results obtained. Tr. 6591 (Thadani). A bench-

mark is needed against which the results of PRA's can be compared in

terms of the acceptability of the numerical risk factors derived.

Tr. 6692 (Thadani).

7B:219. The Staff is working toward developing an implementation

plan for the' Commission's proposed safety goals. Until the Commission
-

promulgates specific criteria against which to compare PRA's, the Staff's
,
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approach is to learn from these studies whether there are areas which the

Staff sho'ald be pursuing further. Tr. 6456 (Thadani). Judgments that
.

are made depend on considerations other than just the numerical

estimates. Tr. 6692 (Thadani).-

**7B:220. Despite these problems, the Staff will require submittal of

the final Shoreham PRA and will review it to gain added insight into poten-

tial, safety improvements. Speis et al. , ff. Tr. 6357, at 33; Tr. 6456, 6458,

6644-53; 7647-53; Tr. 20,870 (Thadani). If the NREP program goes forward,

the Shoreham PRA will be reviewed within that program. Tr. 6455 (Thadani).

However, the Staff will review the Shoreham PRA regardless of what happens

with the NREP program. Tr: 6652-53; Tr. 20,870 (Thadani).

.

7B:221. With respect to the schedule for the Staff's review of the
.

Shoreham PRA, it is expected that the review effort would take approxi-

mately one year from the time the final Shoreham PRA is submitted.

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, at 33; Tr. 6458, Tr. 6645 (Thadani). The

Staff cannot afford to expend its limited resources on the review of

draft PRA's because they generally change " radically" as time goes on and

it is expected that the Shoreham PRA to undergo substantial changes as a

result of mistakes, omissions or new understandings before it becomes

final. Tr. 6457, 6774, (Thadani). Staff review of the draft Shoreham

PRA "would not be very helpful," (Tr. 6584 (Thadani)), because of the

possibility that conclusions might be undercut by subsequent changes in

the PRA results. Tr. 6458, 6595 (Thadani). fir. Thadani also described
.

the various takes on which his branch was devoting its efforts and
.
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described these tasks as "more pressing." Tr. 6650 (Thadani). These

activities are focused mostly on actions mandated by the Commission,
.

including Indian Point, Limerick PRA, Zion PRA, Big Rock PRA, Clinch

River, SEP, pressurized thermal shock, NREP and construction permit

applications. In the Staff's view, the resources are not available to

take on additional tasks. Tr. 6619-21 (Thadani).

.

7B:222. Even a quick review for treatment of dependencies would

take 3 to 6 months in order to develop supportable views,' assuming the

availability of resources which the Staff does not believe are presently

available. Tr. 6619, 6630, 6645 (Thadani). More specifically, this,

estimate was based on the availability of high quality documentation, of

experienced reviewers, and of utility cocparation in the interaction that-

.
would be required. Tr. 6638-39 (Thadani). Interaction with the utility

is an " extremely critical" and time consuming part of the review process.

Tr. 6458-59 (Thadani).

7B:223. To properly examine PRA one must look at the methods, the

treatment of initiators and their relation to mitigating systems, whether

control systems are analyzed, what fault trees were done and to what

depth, whether and how spatial and environmental effects were considered,

the treatment of human coupling and the depth and extent of walkdowns.

Tr. 6628-29 (Thadani). Eight to twelve man-months of effort would be

required. Tr. 6639 (Thadani). Looking at a PRA to evaluate the

. appropriation of classification of items would take even a greater effort

than it would to look at systems interactions. Tr. 6622 (Thadani).
.

. _ , .-- . . .--
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c. PRA and the identification of dependencies

# 7B:224. The Staff does not at present have a position on the

preferability of event tree / fault tree methodology as against other
(

methodologies for the identification of intersystem dependencies. The-

Staff believes that it is premature at this time to draw any conclusion
i

in this regard, as the Staff is pursuing a program to identify the best,
i

I most effective technique. Tr. 6747, 6749, 7536 (Conran, Thadani). Under
l'

the Staff's program, another year or two of development and testing of

| techniques should permit identification of the most effective methods and

the depth of analysis required to ensure that important dependencies have

not been missed. Tr. 6627-28 (Thadani). The purpose of the pilot plant

approach to systems interaction analysis requirements is to consider

- premising candidate methodology, to observe and compare results, and to

see if the effort is worthwhile and if any one method is clearly
.

preferable over others. The Staff is not in a position to draw those

conclusions yet. Tr. 7508 (Conran).,

. .

7B:225. Attachment 1 to the Staff's prefiled testimony included a

memorandum authored by Staff witness Conran discussing certain

studies at Indian Point relating to systems interactions. That

memorandum expressed Mr. Conran's view that systems interaction analysis

"is a useful exercise and has inherent value completely aside and apart
.

from PRA." Mr. Thadani explicitly agreed. Tr. 6763 (Conran); Tr. 6766

(Thadani). The memorandum also states that the use of PRA methodology

for systems interaction analysis purposes has "not yet been.

.

,
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satisfactorily demonstrated . . . in applications attempted to date."

Speis et al . , ff. Tr. 6357, Attachment 1.
.

7B:226. Many methods can be used to search for systems*

interactions. PRA can identify dependencies. The difficulty is not in

the use of event tree / fault tree methodology, but in how far these

methods are carried: are the fault trees simplified or are they detailed

down to the component level? An enormous amount of effort is required to

do detailed fault trees on a large number of systems. Tr. 6619, 6465-66

(Thadani); see also Tr. 5645 (Burns); Tr. 5964-65 (Joksimovich).

7B:227. PRA has certain limitations at present. Limitations exist
'

in the data base for probabilistic estimates. Tr. 6460, 7638-41

(Thadani); see e.g., Tr. 5294-95 (Ianni) (weakness of data base cited in
,

context of probabilistic assessment of Browns Ferry partial failure to

scram event). Quantification of factors such as sabotage may be

impossible. Tr. 5658 (Burns). Design errors may go unidentified.

Potential dependencies may exist by design, by oversight or by

operational considerations. Tr. 6461, 7537-38 (Thadani). Large areas of

uncertainty must also be recognized. Tr. 6457 (Thadani). For example,

probabilistic treatment of external events such as earthquake, flood,

external fires and high wind displays large uncertainties. Tr. 7607

(Thadani); Tr. 6218 (Joksimovich).

.

.
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7B:228. Exclusion of external events, such as seismic initiators,

is a limitation of the Shoreham PRA which would severely limit its
.

utility for classification purposes. Tr. 6622 (Thadani).
. .

7B:229. These shortcomings were evidenced in a system interaction

study of Watts Bar using fault tree methodology. The Watts Bar study was

a limited application of the fault tree method to plant systems per-

forming basic safety functions (i.e., achieving and maintaining safe

shutdown, core heat removal, and maintaining the integrity of the reactor

core coolant boundary). Tr. 7574-75 (Conran). Among the problems with

the Watts Bar results were that certain events from operating experience

would not have been identified and highlighted by the methodology and
- that the fault tree methodology was too unweildy to be applied to a scope

of study much larger than was done. Tr. 7573, 7575 (Conran).
.

7B:230. Mr. Thadani described an " ideal approach" to the use of PRA

to attempt to identify important dependencies. First, both functional

and systematic event trees would be developed. Fault trees would be

! developed "to at least the component level." Environmental effects, such

as dust, temperature, ice and steam would be included. Fault trees would

be developed for non-safety-related as well as safety-related systems.

Dependency tables and diagrams would be generated not just for front line

systems but for front line support system connections as well. The

degree and depth of walkdowns in considering spatial interactions is

. critical. The role of the operator, who forms an important coupling for

some potential unforeseen interactions, would be examined carefully.
.
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.

Initiators would be examined in terms of their causes as well as effects,
- and the possibility of the same cause also being responsible for other

.

effects would be evaluated. Interactive failure modes and effects

analysis would be a useful part of the analysis, as would digraph-based-

analytical techniques. Such an ideal approach might be prohibitive in

terms of cost and resource allocation. Tr. 6625-27 (Thadani).

7B:231. The critical point is that the Staff cannot say today how

much analysis is enough to ensure adequate identification of

dependencies. Tr. 6627 (Thadani). Dependencies are the hardest parts of
.

a probabilistic analysis to identify and quantify. Tr. 6624-25

(Thadani). No single PRA to date has used all of the approaches which

i Mr. Thadani described as the ideal situation. Tr. 6782 (Thadani).

.

d. Conclusion on reliance on the Shoreham draft PRA

7B:232. The Board finds that it cannot rely on the Shoreham draft

PRA for firm conclusions as to the identificaticn of intersystem
,

dependencies. First, it is a draft document still undergoing peer

review. Changes may be made which would invalidate particular con-

clusions this Roard might draw at present. Second, the Board does not

have the benefit of the Staff's review of the document. Third, the
~

Shoreham draft PRA excludes external events, for which large

uncertainties exist. Finally, the cautions raised by the Staff in its

explanation of its position on whether PRA is, as LILCo argues, the "best
,

. method" of identifying dependencies cause us to hesitate to embrace

LILCo's position at the present time.
.
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